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Abstract

To properly interpret the information available from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) parameters, it is advantageous to study the complete second-rank interaction tensors, \textit{i.e.}, chemical shift (CS), indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling (J), and electric field gradient (EFG) tensors. Two distinct courses of research based on a combined experimental and theoretical approach have been followed.

Modern solid-state NMR techniques have been applied to several quadrupolar nuclei to characterize the magnitude and orientations of their EFG and CS tensors. Results have been obtained for $^{11}$B, $^{35/37}$Cl, $^{53}$Cr, and $^{95}$Mo at magnetic fields of 4.7 to 18.8 T. The first measurement of a boron CS tensor is reported and interpreted in terms of a simple MO picture. Chlorine NMR of organic hydrochlorides reveals a correlation between the chlorine EFG tensor and the local hydrogen bonding environment. The first $^{53}$Cr NMR spectra of diamagnetic solids are presented and analyzed. Mo-95 NMR results provide an example of the relationship between the local molecular and electronic structure and the molybdenum CS and EFG tensors. \textit{Ab initio} and density-functional theory (DFT) calculations have been employed to complement the experimental data.

The second aspect of the research involves the application of recent advances in the calculation of J \textit{via} multiconfigurational SCF and relativistic DFT methods. Calculations on several diatomics for which highly precise experimental data exist from high-resolution molecular beam spectroscopy have helped to elucidate the connection between J and rotational hyperfine parameters. This connection has been exploited to establish the accuracy of the computational methods and to develop a more complete understanding of periodic trends in J coupling. This work illustrates the importance of various mechanisms which contribute to J. New insight into the phenomenon of J coupling between heavy nuclei across hydrogen bonds has been gained. The first experimental attempts to measure the antisymmetric part of J are reported.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Objectives

1.1 Introduction

To say that the discovery of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) phenomenon in the gas phase in 1938 (1, 2) and subsequently in solids (3) and liquids (4) in 1946 has revolutionized the science of chemistry and has had an enormous impact on related areas of study such as physics, biochemistry, medicine, and materials science would not be an overstatement. Despite the fact that NMR in solids and liquids was discovered essentially simultaneously, the popularity of studying liquids and solutions quickly surpassed that for solids. The observation of subtle chemical shift (5) and J-coupling (6) interactions soon led chemists to realize the vast potential of solution-state NMR in characterizing a variety of chemical systems. In the solid state, however, strong anisotropic chemical shift, dipolar, and possibly quadrupolar interactions were found to generally result in broad, featureless lines which were of little use to chemists. Thus, while solution-state NMR became a routine spectroscopic characterization technique for chemists in the subsequent decades, NMR of solids remained largely confined to the realm of physicists for several years.

Several important developments in the NMR spectroscopy of solids during the 1950s, 60s, and 70s led to the establishment of solid-state NMR as something more than a curiosity for chemists. The first key discovery was made in the 1950s by Andrew, Bradbury, and Eades (7, 8) and by Lowe (9), who showed that rapid rotation of a solid powder sample at an angle of 54.74° (the “magic” angle) resulted in a marked narrowing
of the solid-state NMR lineshape due to averaging of many of the anisotropic interactions. While this method provided narrow spectral lines more reminiscent of solution-state NMR spectra, there were still two crucial problems which needed to be overcome. The first was potentially prohibitively long nuclear spin relaxation time constants, and the second was a problem of sensitivity. For a dilute spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ nucleus such as $^{13}$C, which is of great interest to synthetic organic chemists, these two problems essentially precluded routine and rapid application of solid-state NMR spectroscopy.

Ernst's implementation of pulsed Fourier transform NMR in the 1960s, for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1991 (10), improved sensitivity for both solution- and solid-state NMR, but this was not enough to make solid-state NMR of dilute spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ nuclei routine. In 1962, Hartmann and Hahn (11) showed how magnetically dilute spins could benefit from the presence of abundant spins, typically protons. Their method both improved the sensitivity in the NMR spectrum of the dilute spins, and allowed the experiment to be repeated on the shorter timescale of the proton nuclear spin relaxation time constant. Pines, Gibby, and Waugh (12) developed and applied the Hartmann-Hahn method, which was re-termed "Proton Enhanced Nuclear Induction Spectroscopy" and subsequently "Cross-Polarization" (CP), and demonstrated its effectiveness in acquiring solid-state NMR spectra of dilute spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ nuclei in stationary powder samples.

In 1976, Schaefer and Stejskal (13) took the critical, if not somewhat obvious in hindsight, step of combining the magic-angle spinning (MAS) method of Andrew and Lowe with the CP technique of Pines, Gibby, and Waugh. The result was a high-
resolution solution-like spectrum which could be acquired with good signal-to-noise in a short period of time. The importance of Schaefer and Stejskal’s work towards establishing solid-state NMR of dilute spin-½ nuclei such as $^{13}$C, $^{15}$N, $^{31}$P, and $^{29}$Si is paramount. The new-found status of solid-state NMR as a useful technique for chemists was nicely emphasized in the 1983 text by Fyfe, “Solid-State NMR for Chemists” (14).

Most of the spin-active nuclei in the periodic table are quadrupolar, that is they have a nuclear spin of greater than ½, e.g., $^{11}$B, $^{17}$O, $^{23}$Na, $^{27}$Al. Solution-state NMR of quadrupolar nuclei is in general not feasible due to extremely rapid nuclear spin relaxation. Solid-state NMR of quadrupolar nuclei is complicated by the quadrupolar interaction. Briefly, this interaction is not completely averaged by the MAS technique and the spectroscopist is confronted with broad, anisotropic lineshapes which are anything but “high-resolution”. For many years, the potential of high-resolution solid-state NMR of quadrupolar nuclei was grossly hampered by these residual broadenings. The situation changed in 1995 with the introduction of the multiple-quantum MAS experiment by Frydman and co-workers (15). This two-dimensional experiment finally allowed, under favourable circumstances, for high-resolution NMR spectra consisting of isotropic resonances to be acquired for half-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei. Needless to say, this discovery has had a tremendous impact on solid-state NMR in the last seven years.

While the above-mentioned developments have extended the appeal of solid-state NMR, the complicated broad anisotropic lineshapes which are observed in the absence of MAS contain a wealth of information. Under these circumstances, the true three-
dimensional orientation-dependent nature of NMR interactions becomes most apparent. Whereas solution-state NMR spectra and CP/MAS solid-state NMR spectra give rise to isotropic observables, e.g., chemical shifts and J-couplings, in fact these interactions are properly represented by second-rank tensors which may contain up to nine independent elements. Solid-state NMR of stationary samples therefore holds enormous potential for characterizing and interpreting NMR interaction tensors, which in principle contain much more information that may be related to the molecular and electronic structure of the chemical system of interest. Essentially one may argue: if useful information on molecular structure and dynamics can be gleaned through the observation of a single isotropic quantity (as has been successfully done for the past 50 years), then surely much more can be learned when up to nine observables are measured for a given nucleus instead of just one.

1.2 Objectives

The overriding objective of the work presented in this thesis is to provide a combined experimental and theoretical basis for an improved interpretation of nuclear magnetic resonance properties, especially chemical shifts and indirect nuclear spin-spin (J) couplings, in their full orientation-dependent second-rank tensor forms, in the context of more familiar chemical concepts such as molecular geometries, electronic structures, and where possible, the periodic table.

This objective is met on two separate, but interrelated fronts. The first is concerned with experimental measurements of chemical shift and electric field gradient
tensors for non-integer quadrupolar nuclei in the solid state, with an emphasis on low-frequency nuclei which have received little if any attention in the history of NMR. The reasons for this lack of attention are not associated with a lack of interest, but with technical problems. Ongoing technical advances, in particular ever-increasing applied magnetic field strengths, have opened up much of the periodic table for study via solid-state NMR spectroscopy. The goal of this aspect of the thesis is to establish the viability of high-field solid-state NMR spectroscopy for several nuclei whose potential has yet to be exploited, to provide benchmark measurements of NMR interaction tensors for these nuclei, as well as to provide interpretations of the experimental data with the aid of computational chemistry and simple molecular orbital pictures.

The second major goal of the thesis is to provide new theoretical and experimental insights into the orientation-dependent nature of the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling (J) interaction. Central to this goal is establishing a link between hyperfine parameters measured from molecular beam spectroscopy and J tensors measured by NMR spectroscopy. J coupling constants have been of ubiquitous experimental importance since they were first observed 5 decades ago; however, accurate theoretical calculations of this important NMR property have lagged significantly behind experiment and have only begun to become feasible during the past few years. One key objective is therefore to establish the reliability of various computational methods for calculating J tensors, in part through explicit comparisons with highly precise experimental data available from molecular beam experiments. The feasibility of modeling J coupling in selected biologically important systems is also investigated. Periodic trends in J coupling
tensors are also sought. The final aim of this part of the thesis is to provide the first experimental evidence for the existence of the antisymmetric portion of the $J$ tensor. This is a particularly challenging task because this property does not influence solution NMR spectra at all, and does not influence solid-state NMR spectra to first order.
Chapter 2: Principles, Theory, and Techniques

2.1 NMR Interactions

The relevant internal NMR Hamiltonian may be summarized as (16, 17):

\[ \mathcal{H} = \mathcal{H}_Z + \mathcal{H}_{CS} + \mathcal{H}_Q + \mathcal{H}_{DD} + \mathcal{H}_J + \mathcal{H}_{SR} \]  \[2.1\]

where the contributing Hamiltonians represent the Zeeman, nuclear magnetic shielding (or chemical shielding), quadrupolar, direct dipolar, indirect nuclear spin-spin, and spin-rotation interactions, respectively. The Zeeman, magnetic shielding, quadrupolar, and spin-rotation interactions have single-spin Hamiltonians. The direct dipolar and indirect nuclear spin-spin Hamiltonians are bilinear in the spin operators, implying that in principle every spin is coupled to every other spin.

Each of the NMR Hamiltonians may be written in either a Cartesian or spherical tensor form (17, 18). In general, the Cartesian representations have the advantage of being more closely and easily tied to a physical picture of the interaction. The spherical tensor representations are advantageous in certain situations, e.g., when one needs to carry out rotations. Below, the Cartesian representations of each of the NMR interactions will be presented in detail, and their spherical counterparts will be discussed where their forms turn out to be useful.

All of the NMR spin interactions may be written in the Cartesian form:

\[ \mathcal{H} = c \mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{A} \cdot \mathbf{S} = \begin{bmatrix} A_{xx} & A_{xy} & A_{xz} \\ A_{yx} & A_{yy} & A_{yz} \\ A_{zx} & A_{zy} & A_{zz} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} S_x \\ S_y \\ S_z \end{bmatrix} \]  \[2.2\]
where $I$ is a nuclear spin operator, $A$ is a second-rank tensor, and $S$ is a column vector which may be a second spin operator, or an applied magnetic field, for example. The constant $c$ may or may not be equal to unity, depending on the interaction being described.

In the spherical basis, the general form for the NMR Hamiltonians is given as:

$$
\mathcal{H} = \sum_{k=0}^{2} \sum_{q=-k}^{k} (-1)^q A_{kq} T_{k-q}
$$

[2.3]

Expansion of this sum gives the following equation:

$$
\mathcal{H} = A_{00}T_{00} + A_{10}T_{10} - (A_{11}T_{-1} + A_{1-1}T_{1}) + A_{20}T_{20} - (A_{21}T_{-2} + A_{2-1}T_{2}) + A_{22}T_{2-2} + A_{2-2}T_{22}
$$

[2.4]

The relationship between the Cartesian components of $A$ given in equation 2.2 and the spherical components given in equation 2.4 is:

$$
A_{00} = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} (A_{xx} + A_{yy} + A_{zz}) = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} Tr(A)
$$

$$
A_{10} = -\frac{i}{\sqrt{2}} (A_{xy} - A_{yx})
$$

$$
A_{1\pm 1} = -\frac{1}{2} \left[ A_{xx} - A_{zx} \pm i(A_{zy} - A_{yz}) \right]
$$

$$
A_{20} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{6}} \left[ 3A_{zz} - (A_{xx} + A_{yy} + A_{zz}) \right]
$$

$$
A_{2\pm 1} = \mp \frac{1}{2} \left[ A_{xx} + A_{zx} \pm i(A_{xy} - A_{yz}) \right]
$$

$$
A_{2\pm 2} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ A_{xx} - A_{yy} \pm i(A_{xy} + A_{yx}) \right]
$$

[2.5]

The $T$ tensor is the spherical equivalent to the $I$ and $S$ column vectors in equation 2.2.

The $k$ subscript on $A_{kq}$ and $T_{kq}$ refers to the rank of the tensor, where $k = 0$ represents a scalar, $k = 1$ represents a vector, and $k = 2$ represents a matrix (18).
2.1.1 The Zeeman Interaction

The Zeeman interaction is the fundamental NMR interaction; it is what gives rise to an observable signal. The Zeeman Hamiltonian describes the interaction of the nuclear spin, \( I \), with an external applied magnetic field, \( B_0 \):

\[
\varepsilon_z = I \cdot Z \cdot B_0
\]  \hspace{1cm} [2.6]

where \( B_0 \) is the column vector \( (B_x, B_y, B_z) \) and \( Z \) is a tensor which represents the magnetogyric ratio of spin \( I \), equal to \( -\gamma I \), where \( I \) is the unit tensor. Typically one is only concerned with the largest component of the \( B_0 \) vector, which is chosen to be along the \( z \)-direction. Thus the Zeeman Hamiltonian reduces to

\[
\hbar^{-1} \varepsilon_z = -\gamma I B_z I_z
\]  \hspace{1cm} [2.7]

Usually, the \( z \)-component of the \( B_0 \) field is referred to as \( B_0 \). For a spin 1/2 nucleus, the above equation yields two possible states, the energies of which are different. The frequency corresponding to this energy difference is given by the fundamental Larmor equation,

\[
\nu_L = \frac{\gamma B_0}{2\pi}
\]  \hspace{1cm} [2.8]

where \( \nu_L \) is known as the Larmor frequency.
2.1.2 The Nuclear Magnetic Shielding Interaction

2.1.2.1 The Nuclear Magnetic Shielding Tensor and Ramsey’s Theory

The nuclear magnetic shielding interaction (alternatively the “chemical shielding” interaction) modifies the effective magnetic field at the nucleus as a result of the motions of the surrounding electrons. It is represented by the following Hamiltonian:

$$\mathcal{H}_{CS} = \gamma_1 I \cdot \sigma \cdot B_0$$  \hspace{1cm} [2.9]

Here, $\gamma_1$ is the magnetogyric ratio of nucleus $I$, and $\sigma$ is the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor:

$$\sigma = \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_{xx} & \sigma_{xy} & \sigma_{xz} \\ \sigma_{yx} & \sigma_{yy} & \sigma_{yz} \\ \sigma_{zx} & \sigma_{zy} & \sigma_{zz} \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} [2.10]

The magnetic shielding tensor (and any 2nd rank tensor in general) can be broken down into three portions: isotropic, symmetric, and antisymmetric:

$$\sigma_{iso} = \frac{1}{3} Tr(\sigma) = \frac{1}{3} Tr(\sigma^{sym}) = \frac{\sigma_{xx} + \sigma_{yy} + \sigma_{zz}}{3}$$  \hspace{1cm} [2.11]

$$\sigma^{sym} = \frac{1}{2}(\sigma + \sigma^t) = \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_{xx} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_{yy} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \sigma_{zz} \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} [2.12]

$$\sigma^{anisym} = \frac{1}{2}(\sigma - \sigma^t) = \frac{1}{2} \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \sigma_{xy} - \sigma_{yx} & \sigma_{xz} - \sigma_{zx} \\ \sigma_{yx} - \sigma_{xy} & 0 & \sigma_{yz} - \sigma_{zy} \\ \sigma_{zx} - \sigma_{xz} & \sigma_{zy} - \sigma_{yz} & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} [2.13]
where $\sigma^t$ is the transpose of $\sigma$. These tensors are given in their principal axis system (PAS), which ensures that the symmetric tensor will be a diagonal tensor with all off-diagonal components equal to zero. In the PAS, the three components of the symmetric portion of the tensor are referred to as the "principal components" and are designated $\sigma_{11}$, $\sigma_{22}$, and $\sigma_{33}$. By convention, $\sigma_{11} \leq \sigma_{22} \leq \sigma_{33}$. The antisymmetric part does not influence NMR spectra to first order. In the zeroth approximation, i.e., where the antisymmetric components are ignored, equation 2.8 may be modified to include the shielding interaction, and its orientation dependence with respect to $B_0$:

$$\nu(\theta, \phi) = \frac{\gamma_1 B_0}{2\pi} \left[1 - (\sigma_{11} \sin^2 \theta \cos^2 \phi + \sigma_{22} \sin^2 \theta \sin^2 \phi + \sigma_{33} \cos^2 \theta)\right] \quad [2.14]$$

Here, the angles $\theta$ and $\phi$ define the PAS of the CS tensor with respect to $B_0$ (see Figure 2.1).

![Figure 2.1: Polar angles relating the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor to the direction of the applied magnetic field, $B_0$.](image)
Ding and Ye have provided the analogue to equation 2.14 which incorporates effects on the resonance frequency due to the antisymmetric part of the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor (19):

\[
\nu (\theta, \phi) = \frac{\gamma B_z}{2\pi} \left[ \left( \sigma_{11} \sin 2\theta \cos^2 \phi + \sigma_{22} \sin 2\theta \sin^2 \phi - \sigma_{33} \sin 2\theta - 2(\sigma_{yx} - \sigma_{xy}) \cos \phi + 2(\sigma_{xy} - \sigma_{yx}) \sin \theta \right) \right]^{1/2} \\
+ \left[ \left( \sigma_{11} - \sigma_{22} \right) \sin \theta \sin 2\phi + 2(\sigma_{yx} - \sigma_{xy}) \sin \theta - 2(\sigma_{xy} - \sigma_{yx}) \cos \theta \cos \phi \right]^{1/2} \\
+ 4 \left( 1 - \sigma_{11} \sin^2 \theta \cos^2 \phi - \sigma_{22} \sin^2 \theta \sin^2 \phi - \sigma_{33} \cos^2 \theta \right)^{1/2}
\]

[2.15]

From this equation, the zeroth-order equation involving only the principal components of the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor may be identified as the final term in curly brackets. A very few reports of the influence of the antisymmetric part of \( \sigma \) on nuclear spin relaxation have been published (20, 21). Haeberlen has discussed the requirements to observe the effects of the antisymmetric components (16). Recently, Wi and Frydman have presented the first direct detection of antisymmetric components of the cobalt chemical shift tensor (vide infra) in cobalt (III) tris(acetylacetonate): \( \delta_{zx} = 1000 \pm 500 \) ppm, \( \delta_{zy} = -1000 \pm 500 \) ppm, \( \delta_{xy} = 1000 \pm 1000 \) ppm (22).

In providing a theoretical basis for nuclear magnetic shielding, Ramsey (23) decomposed the shielding into diamagnetic, \( \sigma^d \), and paramagnetic, \( \sigma^p \), terms:

\[
\sigma = \sigma^d + \sigma^p
\]

[2.16]

The diamagnetic contribution depends only on the ground electronic state of the molecule, while the paramagnetic contribution depends on a sum over excited states and hence, the latter is the more difficult term to calculate. The expressions for \( \sigma^d \) and \( \sigma^p \) are:
\[ \sigma_{\alpha\beta}^d = \left( \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \right) \left( \frac{e^2}{2m} \right) \left( \sum_k \frac{r_k^2 \delta_{\alpha\beta} - r_k^2 r_{k\alpha} r_{k\beta}}{r_k^3} \right) |0\rangle \langle 0 | \]

\[ \sigma_{\alpha\beta}^p = -\left( \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \right) \left( \frac{e^2}{2m^2} \right) \sum_{n \neq 0} \left[ \langle 0 | \sum_k r_k^{-3} \zeta_{\alpha \beta} | n \rangle \langle n | \sum_k \zeta_{\alpha \beta} | 0 \rangle + \langle 0 | \sum_k \zeta_{\alpha \beta} | n \rangle \langle n | \sum_k r_k^{-3} \zeta_{\alpha \beta} | 0 \rangle \right] \frac{\epsilon_n - \epsilon_0}{i} \]

Here, \( e \) is the charge of an electron, \( m \) is the mass of an electron, \( k \) indicates a sum over all electrons, \( n \) indicates a sum over excited singlet states, \( r_k \) is the position vector for electron \( k \), and \( l \) is the angular momentum operator with respect to the gauge origin.

Equations 2.17 and 2.18 may be used to obtain any of the shielding tensor components by appropriate permutation of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) over \( x \), \( y \), and \( z \); \( \delta_{\alpha\beta} \) is the Kronecker delta.

The utility of the magnetic shielding tensor (and chemical shift tensor, vide infra) is summarized in Ramsey's equations. The geometry and electronic structure of the molecule about the nucleus under consideration manifests itself in the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor. Hence, measurement of chemical shift tensors has the potential to offer insight into the electronic structure about nuclei (24, 25, 26).

2.1.2.2 The Chemical Shift Tensor

The magnetic shielding tensor is directly related to the experimentally observable property, chemical shift. The chemical shift, \( \delta \), is related to the magnetic shielding by the following equation:

\[ \delta = \frac{\sigma_{\text{ref}} - \sigma}{1 - \sigma_{\text{ref}}} \]
where $\sigma_{\text{ref}}$ is the shielding for a chosen reference compound. Both $\sigma$ and $\delta$ are measured in ppm. The above discussion of the symmetry properties (isotropic, symmetric, and antisymmetric components) of the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor apply identically to the chemical shift tensor by virtue of the definition given here. For most nuclei, and in particular light nuclei, the denominator in equation 2.19 is approximated by unity such that one writes

$$\delta \approx \sigma_{\text{ref}} - \sigma$$ \hspace{1cm} [2.20]

In practice, one measures the resonance frequency of the compound of interest with respect to that of a primary reference:

$$\delta = \frac{\nu - \nu_{\text{ref}}}{\nu_{\text{ref}}} \times 10^6$$ \hspace{1cm} [2.21]

Equation 2.21 is the working definition of the chemical shift. The principal components of the chemical shift (CS) tensor, $\delta$, correspond to those of the shielding tensor, i.e., $\delta_{11}$ corresponds to $\sigma_{11}$ etc. It is convenient to define two related quantities, the span ($\Omega$) and the skew ($\kappa$) which help in describing the shape of the powder pattern resulting from a particular CS tensor (see Figure 2.2) (27):

$$\Omega = \sigma_{33} - \sigma_{11} \approx \delta_{11} - \delta_{33}$$ \hspace{1cm} [2.22]

$$\kappa = \frac{3(\sigma_{\text{iso}} - \sigma_{22})}{\Omega} \approx \frac{3(\delta_{22} - \delta_{\text{iso}})}{\Omega}$$ \hspace{1cm} [2.23]

The approximate equality arises due to the approximation made upon writing equation 2.20 from equation 2.19. The span has units of ppm. The skew is unitless and can take on values between -1 and +1. A CS tensor is said to be axially symmetric if two of the principal components are identical, e.g., $\sigma_{11} = \sigma_{22} \neq \sigma_{33}$. 
2.1.3 The Nuclear Electric Quadrupolar Interaction

The majority of elements in the periodic table have an isotope with a quadrupolar nucleus. Nuclei with spin \( I > \frac{1}{2} \) possess a nuclear quadrupole moment, \( eQ \), because the nuclear charge distribution is non-spherical (28). If the shape of the charge distribution is that of a prolate spheroid, \( eQ \) is positive; if it is oblate, \( eQ \) is negative (Figure 2.3).

The nuclear quadrupole moment interacts with the electric field gradient (EFG) at the nucleus. The EFG tensor differs from the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor in that the former is described by a symmetric, traceless second-rank tensor, \( \mathbf{V} \), with five independent components, \( V_{\tau \nu} \). These components are also denoted \( eQ_{\tau \nu} \). There is no
zero-rank (isotropic) or first-rank (antisymmetric) contribution to the EFG, only a second-rank (symmetric) contribution. Laplace's equation for the electrostatic potential demands that \( V_{xx} + V_{yy} + V_{zz} = 0 \). The Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the nuclear quadrupole moment with the EFG at a nucleus is:

\[
\mathcal{H}_Q = \frac{eQ}{6I(2I - 1)h} \mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{V} \cdot \mathbf{I}
\]  

In its principal axis system, the EFG tensor is diagonal and can be characterized by two independent parameters: the largest principal component, \( V_{zz} = eQ_{zz} = \frac{\partial^2 V}{\partial z^2} \), and the asymmetry parameter, \( \eta_Q = (V_{xx} - V_{yy})/V_{zz} \), with the convention that \( |V_{zz}| \geq |V_{yy}| \geq |V_{xx}| \). The product of the nuclear quadrupole moment and the largest component of the EFG tensor is known as the nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant,

\[
C_Q = eQ_{zz}/h = e^2 Q_{zz}/h
\]

Some authors use the symbol \( \chi \) to denote the quadrupolar coupling constant.
In the absence of an external applied magnetic field, the axis of quantization for the quadrupolar nucleus depends upon the orientation of the EFG tensor at the nucleus. That is, the quadrupolar interaction ties the spin to the molecular framework since the EFG depends on the local environment of a nucleus. In the presence of an external applied magnetic field, $B_0$, the Zeeman and quadrupolar interactions compete to determine the axis of quantization of the nuclear spin angular momentum. Pound first described quadrupolar effects on NMR spectra in crystals \((29, 30)\). If the Zeeman interaction is much larger than the quadrupolar interaction (the high-field approximation), a number of simplifications result in treating quantum mechanical problems involving quadrupolar nuclei.

The first- and second-order corrections to the pure Zeeman energies due to the quadrupolar interaction may be obtained from perturbation theory. The energy corrections are \((31)\):

\[
E_m^{(1)} = \frac{\hbar Q}{4I(2I-1)} (I(I+1)-3m^2) \left[ \frac{1}{2} (3 \cos^2 \theta - 1) - \eta_Q \cos 2\phi (\cos^2 \theta - 1) \right]
\]

\[
E_m^{(2)} = \left( \frac{\hbar Q}{4I(2I-1)} \right)^2 \left( \frac{m}{a_i} \right) \left[ \begin{array}{c}
- \frac{1}{5} (I(I+1)-3m^2)(3+\eta_Q^2) \\
+ \frac{1}{28} (8I(I+1) - 12m^2 - 3) \left[ (\eta_Q^2 - 3)(3 \cos^2 \theta - 1) + 6 \eta_Q \sin^2 \theta \cos 2\phi \right] \\
+ \frac{1}{8} (18I(I+1) - 34m^2 - 5) \left[ \frac{1}{140} (18 + \eta_Q^2)(35 \cos^4 \theta - 30 \sin^2 \theta + 3) \\
+ \frac{3}{7} \eta_Q \sin^3 \theta (7 \cos^2 \theta - 1) \cos 2\phi + \frac{1}{4} \eta_Q^3 \sin^4 \theta \cos 4\phi \right]\end{array} \right]
\]

\[2.26\]

\[2.27\]
The angles define the orientation of the EFG tensor with respect to the external applied magnetic field, $B_0$. The first-order term vanishes in the limit of very rapid (in principle infinite) MAS. Although the second order term is cumbersome, it is worth including here and merits further comment. It is in fact this second-order quadrupolar interaction which

![Diagram showing second-order central transition quadrupolar powder patterns for a spin-n/2 quadrupolar nucleus for an arbitrary value of $C_Q$ and various values of $\eta_Q$. The filled spectra are for stationary samples and the empty spectra are under conditions of magic-angle spinning.](image)
gives rise to useful lineshapes in MAS NMR spectroscopy of half-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei (see Figure 2.4). The first term in the large brackets has no orientation dependence. This means that the apparent centre-of-gravity of the NMR spectrum of the central or satellite transitions of a quadrupolar nucleus will in fact be a sum of contributions from the isotropic portion of the second-order quadrupolar interaction and the isotropic chemical shift. Samoson has shown that the so-called second-order quadrupolar shift relative to the isotropic chemical shift in a powdered sample is given by (32):

$$
\Delta \nu_{m,m-1} = -\frac{3}{40} \left( \frac{C_Q^2}{\nu_L} \right) \left[ \frac{I(I+1) - 9m(m-1) - 3}{I^2(2I-1)^2} \right] \left( 1 + \frac{\eta_Q^2}{3} \right)
$$  \[2.28\]

where $m$ is the magnetic quantum number of the spin state in question. Thus, the equation may be used to determine not only the position of the central $\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2}$ transition relative to the isotropic chemical shift, but also the satellite transitions. As an example, the second-order shifts for a spin-5/2 nucleus such as $^{95}$Mo are:

$$
\Delta \nu_{\frac{5}{2}, \frac{3}{2}, \frac{3}{2}} = \frac{84}{4000} \left( \frac{C_Q^2}{\nu_L} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{\eta_Q^2}{3} \right)
$$

$$
\Delta \nu_{\frac{3}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}} = \frac{3}{4000} \left( \frac{C_Q^2}{\nu_L} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{\eta_Q^2}{3} \right)
$$  \[2.29\]

$$
\Delta \nu_{\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}} = \frac{-24}{4000} \left( \frac{C_Q^2}{\nu_L} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{\eta_Q^2}{3} \right)
$$

Further details concerning the theory of NMR spectroscopy of quadrupolar nuclei may be found in informative articles by Duer and Farnan (31), Man (33), and Vega (34).
2.1.4 Direct Dipolar Coupling

The direct dipolar coupling between two nuclei is analogous to the classical magnetic interaction between two bar magnets. The direct dipolar Hamiltonian is written as:

$$\chi_{DD} = I \cdot D \cdot S$$  \[2.30\]

Here, $I$ and $S$ are the nuclear spin operators of the two nuclei involved. These may be either homonuclear or heteronuclear. In its PAS, the direct dipolar coupling tensor, $D$, is given in Cartesian coordinates as follows (35):

$$D = R_{DD} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -2 \end{bmatrix}$$  \[2.31\]

In the absence of motion, this tensor is axially symmetric about the internuclear vector which joins the dipolar-coupled nuclei. The direct dipolar coupling constant, $R_{DD}$, depends directly on the distance separating the two spins involved:

$$R_{DD} = \frac{\mu_0 \gamma_1 \gamma_2 \hbar}{4\pi \cdot 2\pi} \langle r_{12}^{-3} \rangle$$  \[2.32\]

Here, $\langle r_{12}^{-3} \rangle$ is the motionally-averaged inverse cube of the internuclear distance.

Motional averaging will inevitably result in a reduction in $R_{DD}$ and a corresponding apparent increase in $r_{12}$ (36). Bond lengths obtained from NMR experiments are known to be typically 1 to 4 % larger than those obtained from X-ray or neutron diffraction experiments (36, 37, 38, 39). While molecular "stretching" vibrations contribute in part to a partial averaging of the direct dipolar interaction, bending and torsional librations are primarily responsible. Incorporation of librational effects increases the accuracy but
reduces the precision of internuclear distances derived from NMR. A further
complication in converting measured dipolar coupling constants to internuclear distances
involves the anisotropic portion of the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensor (see
Sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 below).

2.1.5 Indirect Nuclear Spin-Spin Coupling

In addition to the direct dipolar coupling of nuclei described above, nuclear spins
are also coupled indirectly via the intervening electrons. This indirect nuclear spin-spin
coupling, or J, interaction is represented by the following Hamiltonian:

$$\mathcal{H}_J = \mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{J} \cdot \mathbf{S} \quad [2.33]$$

Like the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor, the J coupling tensor has in principle
up to nine independent elements.

$$\mathbf{J} = \begin{bmatrix}
J_{xx} & J_{xy} & J_{xz} \\
J_{yx} & J_{yy} & J_{yz} \\
J_{zx} & J_{zy} & J_{zz}
\end{bmatrix} \quad [2.34]$$

Thus J contains contributions in principle from isotropic, symmetric, and
antisymmetric components, given here in the principal axis system of the symmetric
tensor:

$$J_{iso} = \frac{1}{3} Tr(\mathbf{J}) = \frac{J_{xx} + J_{yy} + J_{zz}}{3} \quad [2.35]$$

$$\mathbf{J}^{sym} = \frac{1}{2} (\mathbf{J} + \mathbf{J}') = \begin{bmatrix}
J_{xx} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & J_{yy} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & J_{zz}
\end{bmatrix} \quad [2.36]$$
\( J_{\text{antisym}} = \frac{1}{2}(J - J') = \frac{1}{2} \begin{bmatrix} 0 & J_{xy} - J_{yx} & J_{xz} - J_{zx} \\
J_{yx} - J_{xy} & 0 & J_{yz} - J_{zy} \\
J_{zx} - J_{xz} & J_{zy} - J_{yz} & 0 \end{bmatrix} \)  \[2.37\]

The symmetric part of the \( J \) tensor may be described by its principal components, defined and ordered as \( |J_{33} - J_{\text{iso}}| \geq |J_{11} - J_{\text{iso}}| \geq |J_{22} - J_{\text{iso}}| \), or by the derived anisotropy \((\Delta J)\) and asymmetry \((\eta_i)\) parameters:

\[
\Delta J = J_{33} - \frac{(J_{11} + J_{22})}{2}
\]

\[
\eta_i = \frac{(J_{22} - J_{11})}{(J_{33} - J_{\text{iso}})}
\]

\[2.38\]

\[2.39\]

The theory of indirect spin-spin coupling was originally described by Ramsey (40, 41a, b, 42). Qualitatively, the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling may be pictured as a two-step process, in which one nucleus polarizes neighbouring electrons and this polarization is transferred via the electronic network to a second nucleus. In Ramsey’s non-relativistic theory, there are three basic mechanisms by which the nucleus may interact with neighbouring electrons. In the first of these, electronic currents are established by action of the magnetic field of one nuclear magnetic dipole on the orbital angular momentum of the electrons. The induced currents then produce magnetic fields at the site of the second nucleus. This effect, termed the spin-orbit (SO) mechanism, is usually further subdivided into a diamagnetic (DSO) and paramagnetic (PSO) part. Secondly, the dipolar interaction between the magnetic moment of one nucleus and the electron spins produces an electron spin polarization so that there are non-vanishing magnetic fields which act on other nuclei; this is known as the spin-dipolar (SD)
mechanism. Finally, there is the Fermi-contact (FC) interaction between a nuclear magnetic moment and electrons which have finite probability of being at the nucleus. Again, electron spins are coupled by spin-polarization which in turn induces a field at the second nucleus. The different allowed spin states of the nuclei involved in the coupling lead to the spectral $J$-splittings commonly observed in NMR spectra of solutions and solids.

Treatment of the $J$ coupling interaction between two nuclei $N$ and $N'$ by first-order perturbation theory leads to the DSO contribution (43, 44):

$$J_{DSO}^{\text{DSO}} = \left(\frac{4}{\hbar}\right) e\hbar \mu_B \left(\frac{\mu_0}{4\pi}\right)^2 \gamma_N \gamma_{N'} \left\langle 0 \left| \sum_k \left(\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{k}N} \cdot \mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{k}N'} \right) r_{\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{k}N}}^{-3} r_{\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{k}N'}}^{-3} \right| 0 \right\rangle$$

[2.40]

The remaining terms (eqs. 2.41 - 2.44) arise as a result of second-order perturbation theory. It is important to note that the second-order terms are by no means smaller in magnitude than the first-order DSO term; in fact the DSO term is often negligible.

$$J_{PSO}^{\text{PSO}} = \left(\frac{-2}{\hbar}\right) \left(2\mu_0 \hbar\right)^2 \left(\frac{\mu_0}{4\pi}\right)^2 \gamma_N \gamma_{N'} \times$$

$$\sum_n \left(1^3 E_n - E_0 \right)^{-1} \left\langle 0 \left| \sum_k r_{\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{k}N}}^{-3} \left(\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{k}N} \times \nabla_{\mathbf{k}} \right) \right| n \right\rangle \left\langle n \left| \sum_j r_{\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{j}N}}^{-3} \left(\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{j}N} \times \nabla_{\mathbf{j}} \right) \right| 0 \right\rangle$$

[2.41]

$$J_{SD}^{\text{SD}} = \left(\frac{-2}{\hbar}\right) \left(2\mu_0 \hbar\right)^2 \left(\frac{\mu_0}{4\pi}\right)^2 \gamma_N \gamma_{N'} \times$$

$$\sum_n \left(3 E_n - E_0 \right)^{-1} \left\langle 0 \left| \sum_k 3r_{\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{k}N}}^{-3} \left(\mathbf{s}_{\mathbf{k}} \cdot \mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{k}N} \right) \right| n \right\rangle \left\langle n \left| \sum_j 3r_{\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{j}N}}^{-3} \left(\mathbf{s}_{\mathbf{j}} \cdot \mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{j}N} \right) \right| 0 \right\rangle$$

[2.42]
\[ \mathbf{J}^{FC} = \left( \frac{-2}{h} \right) \left( 16\pi\mu_B h / 3 \right)^2 \left( \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \right)^2 \gamma_N \gamma_{N'} \times \]
\[ \sum_n \left( 3E_n - E_0 \right)^{-1} \left\langle 0 \left| \sum_k \delta(r_{kN}) \mathbf{S}_k \right| n \right\rangle \left\langle n \left| \sum_j \delta(r_{jN'}) \mathbf{S}_j \right| 0 \right\rangle \]

\[ \mathbf{J}^{FC\times SD} = \left( \frac{-4}{h} \right) (2\mu_B h) \left( 16\pi\mu_B h / 3 \right) \left( \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \right)^2 \gamma_N \gamma_{N'} \times \]
\[ \sum_n \left( 3E_n - E_0 \right)^{-1} \left\langle 0 \left| \sum_k \delta(r_{kN}) \mathbf{S}_k \right| n \right\rangle \left\langle n \left| \sum_j r_{jN'}^{-3} \left( \mathbf{S}_j \cdot r_{jN'} \right) r_{jN} - r_{jN'}^{-3} \mathbf{S}_j \right| 0 \right\rangle \]

Here, \( e \) is the fundamental charge; \( \mu_B \) is the Bohr magneton; \( n \) labels excited states of appropriate symmetry, either singlet (for PSO) or triplet (for FC, SD, and FCxSD); \( r_{kN} \) is the vector between electron \( k \) and nucleus \( N \); \( \nabla \) is the gradient operator; \( \mathbf{S} \) is the electron spin angular momentum vector, and \( \delta(r_{kN}) \) is the Dirac delta function which is zero unless electron \( k \) coincides with nucleus \( N \). Some qualitative insight may be gained by an examination of the form of these equations. First, the DSO term is simply an expectation value and is the most easily calculated contribution. The PSO term depends on a sum over excited singlet states while the FC, SD, and FC x SD terms depend on sums over excited triplet states. The equations 2.40 - 2.44 remain exact at the non-relativistic level for a point nucleus (45). The theory describing relativistic treatments of \( \mathbf{J} \) coupling will not be described in detail here; an overview of the progress made in this area will be given in Chapter 4.

It is beneficial to define a reduced coupling tensor \( \mathbf{K}_{N,N'} \), which is related to \( \mathbf{J}_{N,N'} \) by the following equation:
\[ J_{NN'} = \gamma_N \gamma_{N'} h K_{NN'}/4\pi^2 \]  

[2.45]

The reduced coupling tensor is independent of the magnitude of the nuclear magnetic moments; therefore, it is useful in comparing indirect spin-spin coupling tensors involving different spin pairs. Note that \( J_{NN'} \) has units of Hz (s\(^{-1}\)) and \( K_{NN'} \) has units of \( N \text{ A}^{-2} \text{ m}^{-3} \) or equivalently, \( T^2 J^{-1} \) (46).

The relationships between the various coupling mechanisms and the three parts of the \( J \) tensor are summarized in Table 2.1.

**Table 2.1**: Relationships between the mechanisms which contribute to \( J \) and the symmetry properties of \( J \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Isotropic</th>
<th>Symmetric</th>
<th>Antisymmetric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC x SD</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.6 The Total Symmetric Spin-Spin Coupling Tensor

It is instructive to consider the total spin-spin coupling tensor (direct dipolar and indirect) for the case of a diatomic molecule, where symmetry dictates the orientation of the tensors and forces the antisymmetric components of $J$ to be zero \((47)\). The sum spin-spin coupling Hamiltonian in this simple case may be written as

$$\mathcal{H}_{\text{dd}} + \mathcal{H}_J = \mathbf{I} \cdot (\mathbf{D} + \mathbf{J}) \cdot \mathbf{S}$$  \[2.46\]

Separating the isotropic and symmetric portions of the tensors gives:

$$\mathcal{H}_{\text{dd}} + \mathcal{H}_J = J_{\text{iso}} \mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{S} + \mathbf{I} \cdot (\mathbf{D} + \mathbf{J}^{\text{sym}}) \cdot \mathbf{S}$$  \[2.47\]

In the PAS of the diatomic, the symmetric tensor part of the above equation may be written in Cartesian form as:

$$\mathbf{D} + \mathbf{J}^{\text{sym}} = R_{\text{dd}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -2 \end{bmatrix} - \Delta J \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -2 \end{bmatrix}$$  \[2.48\]

where $\Delta J$ is equal to $J_{\parallel} - J_{\perp}$ in the case of a diatomic molecule. Equation 2.48 may be condensed to give the simpler form (eq. 2.49):

$$\mathbf{D} + \mathbf{J}^{\text{sym}} = R_{\text{eff}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -2 \end{bmatrix}$$  \[2.49\]

where

$$R_{\text{eff}} = R_{\text{dd}} - \frac{\Delta J}{3}$$  \[2.50\]

The key result of this description of the total symmetric spin-spin coupling tensor is that the direct dipolar coupling constant and the anisotropic part of the $J$ tensor, $\Delta J$, are inseparable in a real system. That is to say, it is possible to consider their Hamiltonians
separately as has been done in this chapter, but due to the form of these Hamiltonians, only an effective dipolar coupling constant \( R_{\text{eff}} \) may be directly measured in any experiment. This fact is exemplified in the manner in which the total internal Hamiltonian is written from the perspective of molecular beam spectroscopists. For example, for the diatomic ClF, the hyperfine molecular beam Hamiltonian is given by (41, 48, 49):

\[
\hbar^{1/2} \mathcal{H}_b = V_{\text{Cl}} \cdot \mathbf{Q}_{\text{Cl}} + c_{\text{Cl}} \mathbf{I}_{\text{Cl}} \cdot \mathbf{J} + c_{\text{F}} \mathbf{I}_{\text{F}} \cdot \mathbf{J} + c_{3} \mathbf{I}_{\text{Cl}} \cdot \mathbf{d}_{\mathbf{r}} \cdot \mathbf{I}_{\text{F}} + c_{4} \mathbf{I}_{\text{Cl}} \cdot \mathbf{I}_{\text{F}}
\]  

[2.51]

where the terms describe the \( ^{35}\text{Cl} \) quadrupolar, \( ^{35}\text{Cl} \) spin-rotation, \( ^{19}\text{F} \) spin-rotation, tensor spin-spin, and scalar spin-spin interactions, respectively. Note that here \( \mathbf{J} \) refers to the angular momentum of the molecule. Rather than separating the direct dipolar and indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling Hamiltonians, the molecular beam Hamiltonian separates the total spin-spin coupling interaction based on their tensor properties. The scalar terms (zero for direct dipolar coupling and \( J_{\text{iso}} \) for indirect coupling) are represented as \( c_{4} \mathbf{I}_{\text{Cl}} \cdot \mathbf{I}_{\text{F}} \), while the symmetric tensor terms are represented in the \( c_{3} \mathbf{I}_{\text{Cl}} \cdot \mathbf{d}_{\mathbf{r}} \cdot \mathbf{I}_{\text{F}} \) term. These expressions correspond exactly to the NMR-based equations described above, such that:

\[
c_{4} \mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{S} = J_{\text{iso}} \mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{S}
\]  

[2.52]

and

\[
c_{3} \mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{d}_{\mathbf{r}} \cdot \mathbf{S} = R_{\text{eff}} \mathbf{I} \cdot (\mathbf{D} + \mathbf{J}_{\text{sym}}) \cdot \mathbf{S}
\]  

[2.53]

and therefore \( c_{4} = J_{\text{iso}} \) and \( c_{3} = R_{\text{eff}} \). While these relationships have been alluded to, they certainly have not been exploited to gain useful information on the anisotropic portion of \( \mathbf{J} \), and they are not widely appreciated in the NMR community.
2.1.7 The Manifestation of Antisymmetric Components of the J tensor

The theory for predicting the NMR spectrum for a pair of spin-1/2 nuclei in solution or in the solid state, based on isotropic chemical shifts and an isotropic J coupling constant is well-established. VanderHart and Gutowsky (50) as well as Zilm and Grant (51) have presented the theory describing the solid-state NMR lineshapes for two spin-1/2 nuclei taking into account anisotropic symmetric chemical shift, D, and J tensors, but neglecting the rank-1 antisymmetric parts. In 1968, Andrew and Farnell examined the situation for a pair of spin-1/2 nuclei in the solid-state, taking into account the full second-rank tensor nature of the chemical shift tensor, the direct dipolar coupling tensor, and the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensor (52). Under rapid MAS conditions, the chemical shift tensors are averaged to their isotropic values for each of the two nuclei involved; the direct dipolar coupling tensor is averaged to its isotropic value (zero); the isotropic J coupling constant manifests itself in a fashion analogous to the situation observed in solution, and the anisotropic rank-2 part of the J tensor is averaged to zero. The most interesting aspect of their analysis, however, is with regards to the antisymmetric rank-1 part of J, which is averaged to zero in solution, but not under MAS conditions. The key equations describing how the antisymmetric part of J is predicted to manifest itself in solid-state NMR spectra of a pair of spin-1/2 nuclei are presented here.

Andrew and Farnell showed that although there are up to three independent antisymmetric components of J, only a single averaged antisymmetric coupling constant will be observed under conditions of MAS. The average interaction due to $J_{\text{antisym}}$ under MAS conditions is given by:
\[
\frac{1}{4} J_{N,N,a,b}^{\text{antisym}} \left(I_{N,+} - I_{N,-} \right) \sin \alpha_1 \sin \alpha_2 \sin \xi_{N,N,a} \times \\
\sin \xi_{N,N,b} \left\{ \cos \left( \xi_{N,N,1,a} - \xi_{N,N,2,b} \right) - \cos \left( \xi_{N,N,1,b} - \xi_{N,N,2,a} \right) \right\}
\]

where \( \xi_{N,N,a} \) is the angle between the sample rotation axis and the molecular axis \( a \), and \( \xi_{N,N,a} \) is the azimuth angle at \( t = 0 \) of the molecular axis \( a \) relative to the plane containing the axis of rotation and the laboratory axis \( \alpha \). Clearly the derivation and implications of this equation are not intuitively or easily obvious. However, a few important pieces of information may be obtained upon careful examination. First, and most importantly, the expression is not zero under conditions of MAS. Second, it may be surmised that the time-averaged interaction represents an averaging over the three components of the antisymmetric coupling tensor.

For convenience, the averaged antisymmetric contribution may be written simply as a function of the spin operators:

\[
A_{N,N'} \left( I_{N,x} - I_{N,y} \right) = \frac{1}{2} J_{N,N'} \left( I_{N,+} - I_{N,-} \right) \]

where the coupling constant \( A_{N,N'} \) incorporates the remaining terms in equation 2.54.

The form of the NMR Hamiltonian under conditions of MAS incorporating isotropic nuclear magnetic shielding and the complete \( J \) tensor, including the antisymmetric \( J \) coupling constant, is:

\[
\mathcal{H} = -\nu_L \left[ (1 - \sigma_N) I_{N,Z} + (1 - \sigma_{N'}) I_{N',Z} \right] \\
+ J_{\text{iso}} I_{N,Z} I_{N',Z} + \frac{1}{2} J_{\text{iso}} \left( I_{N,+} I_{N',-} + I_{N,-} I_{N',+} \right) \\
+ \frac{i}{2} A \left( I_{N,+} I_{N',-} - I_{N,-} I_{N',+} \right)
\]
To predict the NMR spectrum resulting from this Hamiltonian, one must find the allowed transition energies. The Zeeman states are taken as basis functions:

\[ |\alpha \alpha \rangle, |\alpha \beta \rangle, |\beta \alpha \rangle, |\beta \beta \rangle \]  

[2.57]

And the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are found:

\[ H = \begin{bmatrix}
    \langle \alpha \alpha | H | \alpha \alpha \rangle & \langle \alpha \alpha | H | \alpha \beta \rangle & \langle \alpha \alpha | H | \beta \alpha \rangle & \langle \alpha \alpha | H | \beta \beta \rangle \\
    \langle \alpha \beta | H | \alpha \alpha \rangle & \langle \alpha \beta | H | \alpha \beta \rangle & \langle \alpha \beta | H | \beta \alpha \rangle & \langle \alpha \beta | H | \beta \beta \rangle \\
    \langle \beta \alpha | H | \alpha \alpha \rangle & \langle \beta \alpha | H | \alpha \beta \rangle & \langle \beta \alpha | H | \beta \alpha \rangle & \langle \beta \alpha | H | \beta \beta \rangle \\
    \langle \beta \beta | H | \alpha \alpha \rangle & \langle \beta \beta | H | \alpha \beta \rangle & \langle \beta \beta | H | \beta \alpha \rangle & \langle \beta \beta | H | \beta \beta \rangle
\end{bmatrix} \]

[2.58]

The only non-zero elements are the diagonal ones which lead to terms containing isotropic magnetic shielding and \( J \) coupling terms,

\[ \langle \alpha \alpha | H | \alpha \alpha \rangle = -v_L \left[ \frac{1 - \sigma_A}{2} + \frac{1 - \sigma_B}{2} \right] + \frac{J_{iso}}{4} \]

\[ \langle \alpha \beta | H | \alpha \beta \rangle = -v_L \left[ \frac{1 - \sigma_A}{2} - \frac{1 - \sigma_B}{2} \right] - \frac{J_{iso}}{4} \]

\[ \langle \beta \alpha | H | \beta \alpha \rangle = -v_L \left[ -\frac{1 - \sigma_B}{2} - \frac{1 - \sigma_A}{2} \right] - \frac{J_{iso}}{4} \]

\[ \langle \beta \beta | H | \beta \beta \rangle = -v_L \left[ -\frac{1 - \sigma_B}{2} + \frac{1 - \sigma_B}{2} \right] + \frac{J_{iso}}{4} \]

[2.59]

and two off-diagonal ones which contain the contributions from \( A \):

\[ \langle \beta \alpha | H | \alpha \beta \rangle = \frac{J_{iso}}{2} - i \frac{A}{2} \]

\[ \langle \alpha \beta | H | \beta \alpha \rangle = \frac{J_{iso}}{2} + i \frac{A}{2} \]

[2.60]
The outermost energy levels are given by the $\langle \alpha \alpha | \mathbb{M} | \alpha \alpha \rangle$ and $\langle \beta \beta | \mathbb{M} | \beta \beta \rangle$ elements, while the inner two energy levels are obtained by diagonalizing the 2x2 submatrix containing the remaining four non-zero matrix elements:

\[
E_1 = \nu_L \left( 1 - \frac{\sigma_A + \sigma_B}{2} \right) + \frac{J_{\text{iso}}}{4}
\]

\[
E_2 = -\frac{J_{\text{iso}}}{4} + C
\]

\[
E_3 = -\frac{J_{\text{iso}}}{4} - C
\]

\[
E_4 = -\nu_L \left( 1 - \frac{\sigma_A + \sigma_B}{2} \right) + \frac{J_{\text{iso}}}{4}
\]

where

\[
C^2 = \frac{1}{4} \left( J_{\text{iso}}^2 + A^2 + \nu_L^2 (\sigma_B - \sigma_A)^2 \right)
\]

The frequencies of the allowed transitions are found by identifying all transitions where the total magnetic quantum number $m$ changes by $\pm 1$:

\[
\nu_{2,1} = -\frac{J_{\text{iso}}}{2} - C + \nu_L \left( 1 - \frac{\sigma_A + \sigma_B}{2} \right)
\]

\[
\nu_{3,1} = -\frac{J_{\text{iso}}}{2} + C + \nu_L \left( 1 - \frac{\sigma_A + \sigma_B}{2} \right)
\]

\[
\nu_{4,2} = +\frac{J_{\text{iso}}}{2} + C + \nu_L \left( 1 - \frac{\sigma_A + \sigma_B}{2} \right)
\]

\[
\nu_{4,3} = +\frac{J_{\text{iso}}}{2} - C + \nu_L \left( 1 - \frac{\sigma_A + \sigma_B}{2} \right)
\]
Thus, the NMR spectrum will consist of four lines centred around the average chemical shift. The eigenfunctions and relative intensities of the lines may also be derived but these will not differ substantially from the case where \( A \) is ignored and will not be presented in this thesis. The general appearance of the NMR spectrum under conditions of fast MAS is given in Figure 2.5.

Following the description of Andrew, the spectral positions of the four lines may be alternatively described if one of three assumptions may be made about the relative magnitudes of the isotropic chemical shift difference between the nuclei in the spin pair, the value of \( J_{\text{iso}} \), and the value of \( A \). Shown in Figure 2.6(a) is the expected NMR

\[
\begin{align*}
& C + J_{\text{iso}}/2 & \pm C \pm J_{\text{iso}}/2 & \mp C \pm J_{\text{iso}}/2 & - C - J_{\text{iso}}/2 \\
& v_L (1 - (\sigma_A + \sigma_B)/2) & 2C - |J_{\text{iso}}| & 2C - |J_{\text{iso}}|
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2.5: General appearance of a solid-state MAS NMR spectrum of a pair of spin-1/2 nuclei, taking into account isotropic magnetic shielding and the full \( J \) tensor.
Figure 2.6: (a) Solid-state NMR spectrum expected for an isolated pair of spin-1/2 nuclei, under the assumption that the antisymmetric coupling constant, $A$, is large compared to the chemical shift difference between the two sites. (b) Same as part (a) except the assumption is made that both $A$ and $J_{iso}$ are large compared to the chemical shift difference.

spectrum if the coupling constant $A$ is large compared to the chemical shift difference. In Figure 2.6(b), the expected NMR spectrum if the coupling constants $J_{iso}$ and $A$ are both large compared to the chemical shift difference is given. There is a third generalization which may be made if both $J_{iso}$ and $A$ are small compared to the chemical shift difference; in this case one approaches an "AX" spin pair and the effects of $A$ on the spectrum are negligible.

Finally, it is noted that in principle the antisymmetric part of $J$ contributes to
nuclear spin relaxation although its effect has never been observed experimentally (256).

2.1.8 Euler Angles

Euler angles are commonly used in solid-state NMR to describe the relationship between two axis systems, or frames of reference. In the present work, Euler angles are primarily used to describe the relative orientations of CS and EFG tensors for a given nucleus. Shown in Figure 2.7 are the definitions of the Euler angles for relating two coordinate systems. As an example, the angles $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ may be used to describe the

![Figure 2.7: Rotations and Euler angles defining the transformation from one coordinate system (X, Y, Z) to another (x, y, z).](image)
rotations required to bring the EFG PAS into coincidence with the CS PAS. Referring to Figure 2.7, the (X,Y,Z) axes are taken as the principal axes of the EFG tensor and the (x,y,z) axes are those of the CS tensor. In order to describe the relative orientations of the EFG and CS tensors, the EFG PAS is rotated about its Z axis by an angle $\alpha$. This is followed by a rotation about the new EFG $Y'$ axis by an angle $\beta$. Finally, the new EFG axis system is rotated about the new z axis about an angle $\gamma$. All rotations are positive, *i.e.* counterclockwise.

2.2 Experimental Techniques and Methods in Solid-State NMR

Detailed reviews and descriptions of the theoretical and practical aspects of routine solid-state NMR experiments are available (53, 54, 55, 56). In this section, the techniques relevant to this thesis will be presented in brief.

2.2.1 *Magic-Angle Spinning, Cross-Polarization, and Decoupling*

NMR of solids exhibits several similarities, but also several important differences, in comparison with NMR of solutions. The rapid molecular tumbling which occurs in liquids results in an averaging of the NMR interactions to their isotropic values, thus generally providing spectra composed of very narrow lines which are influenced by chemical shift and isotropic $J$ coupling interactions. In the solid state, motion is comparatively highly restricted, although there are inevitable molecular vibrations and librations which may in certain cases play an important role in the interpretation of solid-state NMR data. The restricted motion in solids means that much of the information
contained in the complete second-rank interaction tensors becomes available to the experimentalist, in contrast to the situation in solution. At the same time, the anisotropic NMR interactions, e.g., the chemical shift and direct dipolar coupling interactions, can give rise to extremely broad and sometimes featureless NMR spectra.

Thus, one of the goals of solid-state NMR spectroscopists is to obtain "solution-like" spectra for solid samples, while at the same time accessing the orientation-dependent second-rank tensor information which is available. As mentioned in Chapter 1, to obtain high-resolution NMR spectra of dilute spin-\(\frac{1}{2}\) nuclei in solid samples, usually three techniques are combined (13, 57, 58): (i) cross-polarization (CP) from abundant spins (typically but not necessarily \(^1\text{H}\) or \(^{19}\text{F}\)) (11, 12, 17, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65), (ii) magic-angle spinning (7, 8, 9, 17, 66, 67, 68), and (iii) high-power heteronuclear decoupling (55, 69, 70, 71, 72).

Many of the NMR interactions discussed in the previous sections take on an angular dependence of the form

\[
(3\cos^2\theta - 1)
\]  

[2.64]

when the Hamiltonians are expanded and converted to polar coordinates. In the case of the dipolar interaction, for example, \(\theta\) corresponds to the angle between the internuclear vector and the external applied magnetic field. After some lengthy trigonometry, it is possible to show that the time average of expression 2.64 for mechanical spinning of the sample about any particular axis is given by (57, 73):

\[
\langle 3\cos^2\theta - 1 \rangle = \frac{1}{2} \langle 3\cos^2\beta - 1 \rangle \langle 3\cos^2\chi - 1 \rangle
\]  

[2.65]
where the angle $\beta$ corresponds to the angle between $B_0$ and the sample rotation axis, and $\chi$ is the (time dependent) angle between the internuclear vector and the sample rotation axis (Figure 2.8). Under conditions of rapid sample rotation, the angle $\chi$ takes on a range of values which are beyond the control of the experimentalist. The angle $\beta$, however, is under the control of the experimentalist. When this angle is set to $54.7356^\circ$, the first term on the right side of equation 2.65 vanishes, and therefore the time average of equation 2.64 is also zero. The interaction of interest (e.g., dipolar, chemical shift, 1st-order quadrupolar) will be averaged to its isotropic value when the rate of sample rotation is significantly greater than the magnitude of the interaction.

CP allows the dilute spins to gain magnetization from the abundant spins. In principle, CP results in a signal enhancement given by $\gamma_i/\gamma_s$, where $\gamma_i$ is the magnetogyr
ratio of the abundant spin and $\gamma_S$ is that of the dilute or rare spin. Equally important is the reduction in the recycle time between radiofrequency pulses. CP allows one to use recycle delays on the order of the $I$ spin $T_1$ instead of the $S$ spin $T_1$. Since typically the $S$ spin $T_1$ values are long, this reduction can often be many orders of magnitude, and allows for the acquisition of a spectrum with an improved signal-to-noise ratio for a given amount of experiment time. The most common form of CP is known as Hartmann-Hahn CP (II) or “single-contact matched CP”.

When setting up a CP experiment, one must ensure that the well-known Hartmann-Hahn match condition is satisfied:

$$\gamma_1 B_{1\|} = \gamma_S B_{1S} \quad [2.66]$$

The rf fields which are associated with the $B_1$ magnetic fields are turned on for a period known as the contact time, or mixing time, which is on the order of milliseconds. It is during this time that magnetization is transferred from the $I$ spins to the $S$ spins. The degree to which the $S$ spins have been magnetized depends on the contact time. The rate of CP is initially governed by $T_{1S}$, a time constant which is proportional to the second moment ($74, 73, 75$) of the dipolar coupling between the $I$ and $S$ spins ($57$). At longer contact times, however, spin-lattice relaxation of the $I$ spins in the rotating frame ($T_{1r}$) dominates.

Cross-polarization to quadrupolar nuclei has been the subject of several recent discussions; however its application is not routine in the sense that CP is for spin-$1/2$ nuclei. For half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, the Hartmann-Hahn equation must be modified as follows, to cross-polarize to a quadrupolar nucleus $Q$ from protons:

$$\alpha_Q \gamma_Q B_{1Q} = \alpha_H \gamma_H B_{1H} \quad [2.67]$$
where $\alpha = [S(S+1) - m(m-1)]^{1/2}$ for a transition between the $m$ and $m-1$ levels (76).

For solids, decoupling of abundant spins such as protons requires much more power than is generally required for solution samples. In the solid state, decoupling fields on the order of at least 60-100 kHz are required for $^1$H decoupling. Typically, higher decoupling fields provide better signal-to-noise. Standard high-power proton decoupling in the solid state involves continuous wave (CW) decoupling. A technique which provides improvements in both the resolution and sensitivity of the dilute-spin spectrum is known as two-pulse phase-modulated (TPPM) decoupling (69). Briefly, this scheme involves a series of pulses of alternating phase, applied to the abundant-spin channel. The result is comparable to using a higher CW decoupling field.

### 2.2.2 Solid-state NMR of Quadrupolar Nuclei

In many cases, the central $1/2 \rightarrow -1/2$ transition is of primary interest in the NMR of half-integer quadrupoles since the first-order quadrupolar interaction is zero for this transition; the satellite transitions extend over a wider spectral range, making them more difficult to observe. Single-pulse experiments on quadrupolar nuclei are referred to as broad line experiments (77, 126). As outlined by Abragam (78), radiofrequency pulses on these nuclei may be classified as selective and non-selective. These terms refer to whether one or all of the allowed NMR transitions are excited. When the magnitude of the quadrupolar interaction is much less than the rf field strength, the equation $\tau_p = \pi/2\omega_1$ is valid for maximizing the intensity for non-selective excitation of a quadrupolar nucleus. This corresponds to applying a “hard” pulse. In most non-cubic compounds it is
not possible to satisfy the conditions for applying a strictly non-selective pulse (126).

When the quadrupolar interaction is much larger than the applied rf field, the optimum pulse widths for selective NMR excitation of any single-quantum transition for quadrupolar nuclei in the solid state are given by (79)

$$t_p = \frac{\pi}{2\omega_r \sqrt{I(I + 1) - m(m + 1)}}$$  \[2.68\]

For selective excitation of the central transition, equation 2.68 simplifies to dividing the solution \(\pi/2\) pulse length by \((I + \frac{1}{2})\). For a powder sample, it is important to note that this does not mean that only the central transition is excited since, for certain orientations, the satellite transitions will be in the same spectral range as the central transition. Thus, for powder samples it is preferable to speak of “partly selective” pulses. In single crystals it may also be difficult, if not impossible, to apply perfectly “selective” or “non-selective” pulses (80, 81).

The nutation behaviour for a non-selective pulse may be described by the following equation (34):

$$S(t_p) = S_0 \sin(\omega_1 t_p)$$  \[2.69\]

where the signal intensity for a given pulse of length \(t_p\) and angular frequency \(\omega_1\) is related in a sinusoidal fashion to the initial intensity prior to the pulse, \(S_0\). The signal following a selective pulse is similarly described as:

$$S(t_p) = \frac{S_0}{I + \frac{1}{2}} \sin((I + \frac{1}{2})\omega_1 t_p)$$  \[2.70\]

The signal behaviour for various situations as a function of flip angle is shown in Figure
2.9. As is clearly demonstrated in this figure, the optimal flip angle for selective excitation of the central transition of e.g., a spin 3/2 or 5/2 quadrupolar nucleus is not $\pi/2$.

In practice, to establish an appropriate pulse width, one may calibrate the $\pi/2$
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Figure 2.9: Plots of signal intensity as a function of flip angle for (a) non-selective excitation, (b) selective excitation of the central transition for a spin-3/2 nucleus, and (c) selective excitation of the central transition of a spin-5/2 nucleus. Optimal flip angles are indicated by the dotted lines.

pulse on a solution containing the nucleus of interest, e.g., NaCl(aq) for $^{23}$Na. Equation 2.68 may then be applied to determine the appropriate selective pulse width.

Many of the nuclei studied by solid-state NMR methods in this thesis are low-frequency quadrupolar nuclei, for which the dominant interaction is generally the quadrupolar interaction. The experimental methods employed for acquisition of NMR spectra of such nuclei involve simple one-pulse experiments as well as two types of spin-
echoes (82, 83), which are discussed below.

The general form of a spin-echo pulse sequence is:

\[ p_1 - t_1 - p_2 - t_2 - \text{acquire} \]  \hspace{1cm} [2.71]

where \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are radiofrequency pulses and \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are time delays. In the case of low-frequency quadrupolar nuclei, the purpose of using an echo pulse sequence is two-fold. For a given probe quality factor, \( Q \), lower resonance frequencies lead to longer dead times which can corrupt the beginning of the FID. For particularly broad powder patterns this becomes especially important since most of the spectral information defining the line shape will be contained in the initial part of the FID. Probe ringing can also be a significant problem for low-\( \gamma \) nuclei (54, 84). These problems may be overcome by the use of quadrupolar spin echoes (83, 85).

A very useful recent paper by Bodart et al. provides a theoretical analysis and experimental investigation of quadrupolar echoes for half-integer spins in stationary samples (86). They provide some general instructions for acquiring relatively distortion-free central-transition spectra. The optimum rf field is determined to be \( \Delta / (I + \frac{1}{2}) \), where \( \Delta \) denotes the static line width (in Hz) and \( I \) is the spin of the relevant nucleus, and irradiation must be performed at the centre-of-gravity of the line. The usual \( \pi/2 - \tau - \pi - \tau - \text{ACQ} \) sequence will give the maximum signal but does not minimize spectral distortions. To minimize the distortions, modifications must be made to pulse lengths and the optimum rf field strength must be reduced. The authors conclude that a \( \pi/2 - \tau - \pi/2 - \tau - \text{ACQ} \) sequence is a valid compromise.
The quadrupolar Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (87) (QCPMG) echo experiment ("spikelet echo") has received considerable attention in the past few years (88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93) as a useful one-dimensional NMR probe of quadrupolar nuclei in stationary and MAS samples. This technique involves sampling the quadrupolar echo during a CPMG pulse sequence and can yield spectra with high signal-to-noise ratios when compared to a standard one-pulse or spin-echo experiment. The technique is therefore particularly useful for low-γ nuclei; some of the nuclei which have been studied using this technique include \(^{87}\text{Rb},^{59}\text{Co},^{39}\text{K},^{25}\text{Mg},^{67}\text{Zn},\) and \(^{87}\text{Sr} (89, 92, 93)\). The form of the pulse sequence is shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Quadrupolar Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill echo sequence. An initial spin-echo sequence with time delays \(\tau_1\) and \(\tau_2\) is followed by a series of M echoes which are formed by repeating a \(\pi\) pulse buffered by appropriate delays \(\tau_3\) and \(\tau_4\).
2.3 Quantum Chemical Methods for the Calculation of NMR Parameters

*Ab initio* restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) calculations, multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF), and density-functional theory (DFT) calculations are discussed in this thesis. A detailed description of these methods, and the technical details concerning the various implementations used in the calculation of NMR parameters are beyond the scope of this thesis. The concepts which are essential to applying, understanding, and critically evaluating *ab initio* and DFT calculations of NMR parameters are discussed below.

*Ab initio* methods for the calculation of shielding tensors and indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensors have been discussed thoroughly in the review by Helgaker *et al.* (94). In computational chemistry programs such as Gaussian (95), Dalton (96), and ACES II (97), for example, the shielding tensor is not calculated using Ramsey’s equations, but equivalently by taking a second derivative of the energy with respect to the magnetic moment of the nucleus, $\mu$, and with respect to the external applied magnetic field, $B$ (94, 98, 99, 100):

$$\sigma_{\alpha\beta} = \left[ \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial \mu_\alpha \partial B_\beta} \right]_{\mu,B=0} \quad \alpha, \beta = x, y, z$$  \hspace{1cm} [2.72]

Depending on where the origin of the vector potential of the external applied magnetic field is chosen (called the "gauge origin"), the calculated nuclear magnetic shieldings will differ (in the absence of a complete basis set). This is known as the gauge origin problem (99, 101, 102). In the limit of a complete basis set, the choice of gauge origin is unimportant because shielding is a molecular property; it cannot depend on the
choice of origin in a calculation. Since complete basis sets are not generally practical, methods have been proposed to circumvent the problem of gauge variance, including "gauge-including atomic orbitals" or "gauge-independent atomic orbitals" (GIAOs) (or equivalently London orbitals) \((103, 104)\), "individual gauge origins for different localized molecular orbitals" (IGLO) \((98, 105, 106)\), "localized orbital/local origin" (LORG) \((107)\), and "individual gauges for atoms in molecules" (IGAIM) \((108)\). The GIAO method uses a "gauge factor" in the atomic orbitals used in a calculation \((99, 104)\); this method is employed in this thesis. One of the main advantages of the GIAO method is its more rapid convergence behaviour with respect to basis set size \((100)\).

For relatively light nuclei, a Hartree-Fock calculation of shielding tensors using the GIAO method generally provides reliable results. For heavier nuclei where relativistic effects are expected to become more important, the HF method is no longer practical or accurate. Relativistic effects may be divided into "scalar" effects and "spin-orbit" effects \((109)\). A common consequence of the former is the contraction of \(s\)-orbitals; this can have significant effects on, for example, the diamagnetic portion of \(\sigma\), and on the Fermi-contact contribution to \(J\). Spin-orbit relativistic effects are those which arise due to the coupling of spin and orbital angular momenta.

Malkin and co-workers formulated a DFT/IGLO method for the calculation of shielding tensors which incorporates spin-orbit relativistic corrections \((110)\). Ziegler and co-workers have developed DFT/GIAO methods which employ either a relativistic Pauli Hamiltonian \((111, 112, 113)\) or a zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA) Hamiltonian \((114)\) to calculate shielding tensors for heavy nuclei. A ZORA Hamiltonian
(115, 116, 117) has also been used for relativistic calculations of EFG tensors (118).

The same as for the calculation of nuclear magnetic shielding tensors, the $J$ tensor is not calculated using Ramsey's equations, rather it is calculated by taking the appropriate second derivative of the energy with respect to the nuclear magnetic moments:

$$ J_{\alpha\beta} = \gamma_N \gamma' N \left[ \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial \mu_{N,\alpha} \partial \mu_{N,\beta}} \right]_{\mu_N, \mu_N = 0} \quad \alpha, \beta = x, y, z $$

[2.73]

The origins and utility of the reduced spin-spin coupling tensor, $K$ (vide supra), may be easily seen from this equation. $J$ tensors are the most difficult NMR property to calculate ab initio or from DFT methods; calculations of $J$ are far less routine than are calculations of nuclear magnetic shielding and EFG tensors. This is in part due to the fact that the electronic structure in the region around the nuclei (and exactly at the nuclei) must be very-well described in order to obtain accurate results. The reasons for this are exemplified in the expression for the Fermi-contact coupling interaction (eq. 2.43) where a delta function is used to describe the spin-spin coupling at the nuclei. The nuclear magnetic shielding and EFG tensors, for example, do not have such stringent requirements. Gaussian-type orbitals, which are typically used in computational chemistry, have many advantages but one significant drawback in the context of $J$ tensors is their poor ability to accurately describe the region close to the nuclei. The problem may be addressed by using very large basis sets to model the core region (119); or alternatively Slater-type orbitals may be used.

While standard restricted Hartree-Fock calculations in many cases provide
reasonable results for the calculation of nuclear magnetic shielding tensors, these types of
calculations generally fail completely in the calculation of J tensors, even for small
molecules. This is due to the so-called triplet instability problem; the uncorrelated HF
method simply does not describe excited triplet states sufficiently well to provide reliable
J tensors. Accurate description of excited singlet and triplet states is crucial to producing
reliable J values; this is exemplified in the energy difference terms shown in equations
2.41-2.44.

The two computational methods used in this thesis to calculate J tensors are the
post-HF MCSCF method and the ZORA-DFT method. The ZORA-DFT method,
including both scalar and spin-orbit relativistic effects, for calculating J tensors has been
developed and implemented by Autschbach and Ziegler (120, 121).

In the MCSCF method, both the coefficients of the determinants and the orbitals
are variationally optimized and a full configuration-interaction (CI) calculation is done
within a chosen active space. The active space may either be a "complete" active space
(CAS) (122) or a "restricted" active space (RAS) (123). These calculations are therefore
referred to as CASSCF or RASSCF calculations. In both types of calculations, a number
of "windows" are chosen, which include certain subsets of orbitals. These windows
correspond to a small subset of determinants which are included in the wavefunction. In
the CASSCF calculation, the orbital space is subdivided into three spaces: active,
inactive, and secondary. The inactive space typically includes core orbitals which are not
expected to contribute significantly to static correlation; these orbitals are always doubly
occupied in the calculation. The active space has orbitals which can take on occupancies
of zero, one, or two electrons in the individual configurations leading to the final
wavefunction. The secondary orbitals are virtual orbitals which always have occupancies
of zero.

The RASSCF calculation is similar in concept to the CASSCF calculation,
although in the RASSCF case, the "active" space is further partitioned into three
subspaces labelled RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3. In RAS1, the number of electron holes is
restricted while in RAS3 the number of electrons is restricted. The orbitals in RAS2 can
have occupations of zero, one, or two. An example of the procedure used to select the
various RAS spaces is given in Appendix A. There are two advantages to the RASSCF
method over the CASSCF method: (i) inclusion of the RAS3 space provides some
estimate of the effect of dynamical electron correlation effects (whereas the CASSCF
method accounts only for static correlation effects); (ii) generally it is possible to obtain
results comparable to the CASSCF method using a RASSCF wavefunction composed of
fewer determinants (94). For larger systems, the problem with both MCSCF methods is
the steep scaling of the number of determinants (and hence computational time and
memory) with the number of orbitals included in the active spaces. Typically 12-16
orbitals represents the maximum (124).
Chapter 3: Measurement and Interpretation of Chemical Shift and Electric Field

Gradient Tensors for Spin-n/2 Quadrupolar Nuclei

3.1 Introduction

The study of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei in the solid state via NMR spectroscopy has advanced tremendously over the past decade (125). There are two primary reasons for these advances. First, the increasing accessibility of high-field NMR spectrometers (17.6 T, 18.8 T, and beyond) has opened up the possibility of studying hitherto relatively inaccessible nuclei. For solid samples, half-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei benefit greatly from high applied magnetic field strengths due to the inverse relationship between the second-order quadrupolar broadening and $B_0$ (84, 125, 126). Indeed, high applied magnetic fields make possible the study of nuclei with low magnetogyric ratios, $\gamma$, which simply are not feasible at moderate field strengths. Recent work has taken advantage of the newly-available ultra-high magnetic field strengths to carry out solid-state NMR experiments on a variety of nuclei traditionally considered "difficult" to varying degrees, e.g., $^{25}$Mg (127, 128), $^{35}$Cl (129), $^{67}$Zn (130, 131), $^{71}$Ga (132), and $^{73}$Ge (128).

The second reason for the explosion of activity in the area of solid-state NMR of quadrupolar nuclei are the new developments aimed at averaging or refocusing the quadrupolar interaction such as the multiple-quantum magic-angle-spinning (MQMAS) experiment (15). This experiment has allowed for the acquisition of "high-resolution" NMR spectra of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, e.g., $^{11}$B, $^{23}$Na, $^{17}$O, $^{27}$Al (133, 134).
This is advantageous, for example, in the resolution of multiple magnetically or
crystallographically non-equivalent nuclear sites. Although MQMAS methodology has
undoubtedly had an enormous impact on solid-state NMR, these experiments are
conducted under MAS conditions where the CS tensor is averaged to its isotropic value.
The CS tensor is arguably the most important NMR parameter. With commercially
available magnetic field strengths ever-increasing, the influence of the CS tensor will
become increasingly important since it scales linearly with $B_0$. The magnitude and
relative orientation of the CS tensors may be important, for example, in obtaining
quantitative results from the rotational resonance (135) experiments recently introduced
for half-integer quadrupolar nuclei (136, 137), especially for nuclei with relatively small
or moderate quadrupole moments such as $^{11}$B.

Furthermore, since many high-resolution solid-state NMR techniques for the
observation of spin-n/2 quadrupolar nuclei involve MAS and are two-dimensional, there
are inherent restrictions on the types of nuclei and chemical systems which may be
studied by these advanced techniques. The broadening of the NMR spectrum of a
stationary powdered sample due to the anisotropic nuclear spin interactions (typically
primarily the quadrupolar interaction for quadrupolar nuclei) must be small in Hz, i.e.,
less than achievable MAS rates, in order for MAS to be effective. Even if the
quadrupolar interaction is sufficiently small such that MAS is beneficial for narrowing
the central transition, multi-dimensional experiments on nuclei with spin-lattice
relaxation time constants ($T_1$) of greater than a few seconds can quickly become
prohibitively time-consuming. Signal-to-noise can also easily become a problem in such
situations. Thus, for much of the periodic table, elegant multi-dimensional MAS experiments such as MQMAS (15) and satellite-transition MAS (STMAS) (138) are simply not feasible. The difficulty in gleaning useful information from the solid-state NMR spectra of many nuclei is related to their relative receptivity and quadrupolar broadening factor. These parameters in turn are related to the natural abundance, nuclear quadrupole moment, spin, and magnetogyratic ratio of the nuclei in question.

Many of the "difficult" nuclei have low magnetogyratic ratios. Recent progress in solid-state NMR of low-γ nuclei (i.e., those whose resonance frequency is below $^{15}\text{N}$) have been summarized by Smith (84). Relevant properties of the nuclei of interest in the present chapter are presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: NMR properties of selected spin-n/2 nuclei

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nucleus</th>
<th>spin ($I$)</th>
<th>NA / %</th>
<th>magnetogyratic ratio ($\gamma$) /10⁷ rad T⁻¹ s⁻¹</th>
<th>quadrupole moment ($eQ$) / fm² (139)</th>
<th>relative receptivity$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{11}\text{B}$</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>80.42</td>
<td>8.5847</td>
<td>4.059</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}\text{Cl}$</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>75.53</td>
<td>2.6242</td>
<td>-8.2</td>
<td>2.68 x 10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{37}\text{Cl}$</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>24.47</td>
<td>2.1844</td>
<td>-6.46</td>
<td>5.01 x 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{53}\text{Cr}$</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>-1.5077</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-6.40 x 10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{95}\text{Mo}$</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>-1.7514</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>-2.49 x 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{97}\text{Mo}$</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>-1.7884</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>-1.60 x 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The relative receptivity is defined as ($\gamma^2$)(NA)(I(I+1)), and has been adjusted to give the fractional contribution from just the central transition. Values have been normalized to $^{11}\text{B}$. 
Of these nuclei, only $^{11}$B is a “high-$\gamma$” nucleus and is certainly not considered as a difficult nucleus in solid-state NMR. Boron has a diverse structural chemistry and is particularly amenable to NMR studies. Boron-11 represents an ideal starting point for the characterization of EFG and CS tensors for quadrupolar nuclei as discussed in this chapter. Since $^{11}$B is not a particularly difficult nucleus to observe, the key concepts involved in determining CS tensors for quadrupolar nuclei will be nicely demonstrated using boron NMR. Of its two naturally occurring isotopes, $^{11}$B is best-suited to NMR spectroscopy. This is evidenced by the large number of isotropic shifts and indirect spin-spin coupling constants which have been reported ($^{140, 141, 142, 143, 144}$). In particular, many boron-containing glasses have been examined by $^{11}$B NMR ($^{133g,h,i, 145}$). The chemical shift range of boron in tricoordinate and tetracoordinate compounds extends over approximately 230 ppm ($^{144}$). Relatively recent work on metallaboranes ($^{146}$) has extended this range to over 350 ppm ($^{147, 148}$). In spite of the surfeit of $^{11}$B NMR data and the substantial range of chemical shifts, no boron chemical shift tensor has been characterized. Two compounds central to the study, trimesitylborane and triphenyl
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(a) trimesitylborane and (b) triphenyl borate

**Figure 3.1:** Structures of (a) trimesitylborane and (b) triphenyl borate
borate, are shown in Figure 3.1. These compounds are of interest due to the nearly planar geometry about boron, which alludes to the possibility of a particularly anisotropic CS tensor.

While $^{11}$B NMR studies of solids are straightforward, well-established and widespread, chlorine-35/37 are nuclei which have received relatively little attention in solid-state NMR. The relatively low values of $\gamma$ and moderately large quadrupole moments for these nuclei make them excellent candidates for high-field NMR studies. To date, single-crystal $^{35}$Cl NMR studies have been carried out on NaClO$_3$ (149), Mn(CO)$_5$Cl (150), tris sarcosine calcium chloride (151), NH$_4$ClO$_4$ (152), and betaine calcium chloride dihydrate (153). Perchlorate anions have been a popular focus of chlorine solid-state NMR studies due to the high local symmetry at chlorine (154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159). Studies of inorganic chlorides have been reported (160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166); in many cases, such as the alkali metal chlorides, the chlorine nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant is zero due to cubic symmetry. A limited number of organic or ammonium hydrochloride salts have been studied previously: NH$_4$Cl (161), C$_2$H$_5$NH$_3$Cl (167), and cocaine hydrochloride (168).

Due to large quadrupolar coupling constants, NMR studies of chlorine in compounds with covalently bound chlorine atoms are difficult in solution due to extremely efficient nuclear spin relaxation, and are untenable in the solid state using conventional pulsed FT techniques owing to extremely broad line shapes. Conversely, nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) methods (169) are difficult to apply when chlorine nuclei are in high-symmetry environments. Furthermore, they do not allow one to
characterize the chlorine magnetic shielding tensors. Oxychloro and chloride anions therefore represent an appealing situation for $^{35/37}\text{Cl}$ solid-state NMR, where the high local symmetry guarantees relatively small quadrupolar coupling constants. The most insightful chlorine solid-state NMR study to date is that of Skibsted and Jakobsen (159). This study focusses on the chlorine NMR interaction tensors of the perchlorate anion in several inorganic perchlorates and establishes chlorine solid-state NMR as a viable and informative technique for the investigation of these types of materials. Their experiments show that the chlorine chemical shifts for a wide variety of perchlorate salts fall in the narrow range of $\sim 980$ to $1005$ ppm relative to NaCl(aq) and that the $^{35}\text{Cl}$ nuclear quadrupolar coupling constants range from 0.3 to 3.0 MHz.

In this chapter, the feasibility and utility of high-field chlorine NMR studies of solid organic hydrochloride salts is demonstrated. Chlorine NMR spectroscopy of such compounds represents an excellent probe of the local chlorine environment since any deviations from perfect cubic symmetry at chlorine will result in an observable quadrupolar coupling constant. In particular, Yesinowski et al. have remarked upon the potential application of high-field NMR techniques to investigate the relationship between the chlorine nuclear quadrupolar coupling tensor and the hydrogen bonding environment about chlorine in organic hydrochlorides (168). This relationship is explored by comparing the $^{35}\text{Cl}$ NMR parameters to known crystal structures for the following set of compounds in which chloride anions exist in a variety of hydrogen-bonding environments (Figure 3.2): L-tyrosine hydrochloride (170), L-cysteine methyl ester hydrochloride (171), L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride (171), quinuclidine
Figure 3.2: Structures of the hydrochloride salts studied by solid-state $^{35/37}$Cl NMR spectroscopy: (a) L-cysteine methyl ester hydrochloride ($R = $ Me); (b) L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride ($R = $ Et); (c) tris sarcosine calcium chloride; (d) L-tyrosine hydrochloride; (e) quinuclidine hydrochloride.

hydrochloride (172), and tris sarcosine calcium chloride (173).

The final sections of this chapter focus on solid-state NMR of quadrupolar transition metal nuclei, in particular $^{95/97}$Mo and $^{53}$Cr. Hundreds of compounds have been studied in solution via $^{95}$Mo NMR (174); however, the number of solid-state $^{95}$Mo NMR studies remains quite limited (84). Recent $^{95}$Mo NMR studies of prototypical molybdenum compounds including hexacarbonylmolybdenum(0) and sodium molybdate dihydrate have demonstrated the utility of $^{95}$Mo solid-state NMR of powder samples for the
extraction of useful information on the $^{95}$Mo EFG and CS tensors (175). In this chapter, a combined high-field $^{95}$Mo solid-state NMR and ZORA-DFT study of the $^{95}$Mo CS and EFG tensors in the piano-stool complex mesitylenetricarbonylmolybdenum(0), I (Figure 3.3), is presented. This compound is of interest for several reasons. Arene molybdenum tricarboxyls have been investigated as co-catalysts in aromatic hydrocarbon hydrogenation (176) and phenylacetylene polymerization (177), and the related piano-stool complex methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl has found use as an anti-knock gasoline additive (178). Point-charge models indicate that the EFG at the central nucleus of piano-stool complexes of this type should be zero, or small, as is the case for perfectly tetrahedral and octahedral complexes (179, 180, 181). There is no requirement for the CS tensor to be perfectly isotropic in piano-stool complexes. While previous estimates of the $^{95}$Mo nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant, $C_Q^{(95\text{Mo})}$, in I have been made in solution (182, 183), measurement of the $^{95}$Mo NMR spectrum for a solid sample of I will allow for a detailed interpretation of the observed EFG tensor in the context of the known structure in the solid state as determined by X-ray diffraction (184).
Furthermore, solid-state NMR offers the possibility of characterizing a CS tensor for the central quadrupolar nucleus in a piano stool complex for the first time.

Chromium is an early transition metal element which continues to find extensive use in several areas of chemistry (185) including organic synthesis (186), non-linear optics (187), molecular magnetism (188), and superconductivity (189); however, NMR spectroscopy of chromium-53 is conspicuously underdeveloped, especially in the solid state (190, 191). In contrast to $^{11}$B, $^{35/37}$Cl, and $^{95/97}$Mo, there have been no solid-state NMR experiments reported for the $^{53}$Cr nucleus in any diamagnetic compound. As can be seen in Table 3.1, the relative receptivity and nuclear quadrupole moment of $^{53}$Cr certainly make its observation in the solid state a challenge. Until 1988, only a small number of compounds had been studied in solution using $^{53}$Cr NMR, e.g., hexacarbonylchromium(0) and some chromate salts (192, 193, 194). More recent solution studies have provided isotropic chemical shifts and line widths for over fifty pseudo-octahedral diamagnetic pentacarbonylchromium-carbene complexes (195), dichromate and halochromate anions, chromyl halides (CrO$_2$X$_2$), chromyl nitrate, and several complexes of the type Cr(CO)$_6$(PF$_3$)$_6$ (196). The use of supercritical solvents to reduce $^{53}$Cr line widths has also been demonstrated recently (197).

In Smith’s review (84), $^{53}$Cr is represented by only one out of the 245 references. Previous solid-state $^{53}$Cr NMR studies are very scarce (194) and limited to the study of paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, and antiferromagnetic compounds, e.g., CdCr$_2$Se$_4$ and CuCr$_2$S$_4$ (198), CoCr$_2$S$_4$ (199), GdCrO$_3$ (200), ErCrO$_3$ (201), CrFe (202), and CrH$_{0.93}$ (203). One NMR study of $^{51}$Cr, a radioactive isotope with no natural abundance, has also
been reported (204). Although no solid-state $^{53}$Cr NMR spectrum of any diamagnetic compound has ever been reported, several $^{67}$Zn ($I = 5/2$) NMR spectra have been reported (e.g., references 84, 205, 206, 207); the Larmor frequency, natural abundance, and quadrupole moment of this nucleus are comparable to those of $^{52}$Cr. Given the viability of $^{67}$Zn and $^{95}$Mo solid-state NMR studies, an examination of the feasibility and utility of $^{52}$Cr solid-state NMR is in order. Chromium-53 solid-state NMR spectra and their analyses for prototypal Cr(0) and Cr(VI) compounds are discussed in this chapter.

In summary, the work reported in this chapter aims to expand the applicability of solid-state NMR to include a variety of “difficult” nuclei which have not been exploited to their full potential. Furthermore, measurements of EFG and CS tensors in the context of molecular and electronic structures are analysed to provide important new information on a variety of chemical systems. Finally, wherever possible, the experimental results have been supplemented with ab initio or DFT calculations to provide a more complete interpretation.

3.2 Experimental and Computational Details

3.2.1 Samples

Trimesitylborane (97%), triphenyl borate, borax, L-cysteine methyl ester hydrochloride, L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride, and quinuclidine hydrochloride were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Crystals of tris sarcosine calcium chloride were obtained from an aqueous solution of sarcosine and CaCl$_2$ by slow evaporation as described by Ashida et al. (173). The identity and purity of
the product were confirmed by $^{13}$C CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy. X-ray or neutron
diffraction studies of the chlorine compounds (170, 171, 172, 173) indicate that there is
only one chlorine site and all spectra were analyzed as such.

Mesitylenetricarbonylmolybdenum(0), 1, was kindly prepared by Richard Warren
by refluxing molybdenum hexacarbonyl and mesitylene under nitrogen according to the
method described by Angelici (208). The identity and purity of the product were
confirmed by melting point, $^1$H and $^{13}$C solution NMR spectroscopy, as well as $^{13}$C
CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy.

Hexacarbonylchromium(0), potassium chromate, ammonium chromate, and
cesium chromate were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Ammonium chromate was
recrystallized from water prior to use. X-ray or neutron diffraction structures (209, 210,
211, 212) indicate that each of these chromium compounds possesses only a single
crystallographically distinct chromium site and all $^{53}$Cr NMR spectra were analyzed
accordingly.

3.2.2 Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy

Solid-state NMR spectra were obtained on six different spectrometers: a
Varian/Chemagnetics CMX Infinity 200 ($B_0 = 4.7$ T) at the University of Alberta; a
Bruker AM300 ($B_0 = 7.05$ T) at the University of Alberta; a Bruker AMX400 ($B_0 = 9.4$ T)
at Dalhousie University; a Bruker Avance DMRX 400 ($B_0 = 9.4$ T) at the University of
Calgary; a Varian Inova 750 ($B_0 = 17.63$ T) at the Environmental Molecular Sciences
Laboratory (EMSL) in Washington; a Varian Inova 800 ($B_0 = 18.8$ T) at EMSL.
A variety of solid-state NMR probes were used. At 4.7 T, Chemagnetics 4 mm double resonance (DR), 5 mm triple-resonance (TR), and 7.5 mm DR MAS probes were used. At 7.05 T and on the Bruker Avance DMX 400 spectrometer, a modified Bruker Z32DR-MAS-7DB probe was used to acquire $^{53}$Cr NMR spectra. This probe was modified by soldering in an extra capacitor, effectively lowering the tuning range to allow for the observation of the $^{53}$Cr nucleus. A Bruker 4 mm broad-band MAS probe was used on the AMX400 system to observe $^{11}$B. A mid-bore (63 mm) Doty XC4 MAS probe was used to acquire all spectra on the Varian Inova spectrometers.

Compounds were powdered using a mortar and pestle and packed into zirconia ($\text{ZrO}_2$) or silicon nitride ($\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$) rotors. For air-sensitive samples, rotors were packed under an inert atmosphere of nitrogen or argon in a glove box. For MAS NMR experiments, the magic angle was adjusted by maximizing the number of rotational echoes in the FID of a quadrupolar nucleus in a cubic environment (53). Typically, the $^{23}$Na NMR signal of solid sodium nitrate or the $^{79}$Br resonance of potassium bromide was used for this purpose. For the $^{35}$Cl MAS NMR experiments at 18.8 T, the $^{35}$Cl resonance of solid sodium chloride was used.

Boron-11 NMR experiments were carried out at applied magnetic field strengths of 4.7, 9.4, 17.63, and 18.8 T. Referencing and setup were done using solid powdered sodium borohydride. Solid NaBH$_4$ has a chemical shift of -42.06 ppm relative to the $^{11}$B standard, liquid F$_3$B·O(C$_2$H$_5$)$_2$ (2/3). Boron chemical shifts reported herein are therefore with respect to liquid F$_3$B·O(C$_2$H$_5$)$_2$ at 0.00 ppm. Recycle delays of 2 to 20 s were used. For stationary samples, both one-pulse and quadrupolar echo ($\pi/2 - \tau_1 - \pi - \tau_2$ - ACQ) (82,
experiments were carried out. Typical $\pi/2$ pulse lengths for solid NaBH$_4$ were 2.0 - 4.0 $\mu$s. For one-pulse experiments, pulses of length 1.0 - 1.5 $\mu$s were used. The probes used at 9.4, 17.63, and 18.8 T caused a background in the $^{11}$B spectrum as a result of boron nitride in the stators. At 17.63 T and 18.8 T, the intensity of this background was low compared with the signal of interest; the most effective method for removing the background signal from spectra obtained without quadrupolar echoes was simply to subtract the spectrum of an empty rotor from the spectrum of interest. In contrast, at 9.4 T, the $^{11}$B background due to the probe swamped the sample signal; the quadrupolar echo sequence proved most effective in this case for suppressing the background signal. High-power proton decoupling was used for all boron NMR experiments except for those at 18.8 T.

Chlorine-35 solid-state NMR spectra were obtained at 18.8 T ($\nu_L(^{35}\text{Cl}) = 78.36$ MHz) and at 9.4 T ($\nu_L(^{35}\text{Cl}) = 39.18$ MHz). High-power proton decoupling was used on the 18.8 T system only. Experiments were set up using solid sodium chloride. The optimal central transition selective pulse was 5.75 $\mu$s on the 18.8 T system and 4.5 $\mu$s on the 9.4 T system. In practice, shorter pulse widths were sometimes used to provide more uniform excitation of the spectra. Due to broad signals and to avoid interference from probe ringing, echoes ($\pi/2 - \tau - \pi - \tau$) were used for both stationary and MAS samples. QCPMG or spikelet echo experiments (Section 2.2.2) were carried out using the pulse sequence given in references 89 and 93. Phase cycling requirements are given in reference 89. Typically, $M = 32$ repeating units were used and the number of points acquired was adjusted so that the sideband separation was 1 - 10 kHz. Left shifting of the
FID prior to FT was typically used for all spectra except the QCPMG spectra, where acquisition exactly at the top of the echo is critical for obtaining reliable spectra. Recycle delays were 0.4 - 0.5 s for all compounds. Chlorine-37 spectra were obtained on the Bruker AMX instrument (\(B_0 = 9.4\) T, \(\nu_1^{(37\text{Cl})} = 32.63\) MHz) with pulse widths of 2.75 \(\mu\)s. The \(^{37}\text{Cl}\) NMR spectra were used in combination with the \(^{35}\text{Cl}\) NMR spectra to refine the quadrupolar tensor parameters reported herein. Experimentally, the chlorine NMR spectra were referenced to the chlorine resonance of NaCl(s) at 0.00 ppm. To convert the chemical shifts so that they are with respect to the primary reference, an infinitely dilute solution of NaCl in H\(_2\)O, the chemical shift of the solid with respect to a very dilute solution was measured directly to give the conversion factor as:

\[
\delta (\text{rel. to NaCl in } H_2O, \text{ inf. dilute}) = \delta (\text{rel. to NaCl(s)}) - 45.37 \text{ ppm} \tag{3.1}
\]

The chlorine chemical shift values reported in this thesis are with respect to an infinitely dilute solution of NaCl in H\(_2\)O at 0.00 ppm. One should note that the \(^{35}\text{Cl}\) chemical shifts for the chloride ion in H\(_2\)O compared with D\(_2\)O are significantly different (2/4). The chlorine NMR spectra shown in this chapter (scale in kHz) are with respect to solid NaCl at 0.0 kHz.

Molybdenum-95 solid-state NMR spectra were acquired on the Varian Inova spectrometer operating at a frequency of 52.025 MHz for \(^{95}\text{Mo}\) (\(B_0 = 18.8\) T). Chemical shifts were referenced to a 2 M aqueous solution of Na\(_2\)MoO\(_4\)·2H\(_2\)O at 0.00 ppm; this sample was also used to establish the non-selective \(\pi/2\) pulse width as 7.0 \(\mu\)s. For solid mesitylenetricarbonylmolybdenum(0), spectra were acquired using an optimal central transition selective pulse of 2.3 \(\mu\)s, acquisition times of 85 to 100 ms, high-power proton
decoupling during acquisition, and recycle delays of 30 s. MAS rates of 4.000 and
11.000 kHz were employed, and an automated Doty Spin Rate Controller (version 1.06)
was used to control the MAS rate to better than 1 Hz stability. Spectra are the sum of
2386 scans (4.000 kHz) and 2726 scans (11.000 kHz).

Chromium-53 solid-state NMR spectra were acquired on the AM300 \( (\nu_\text{L}^{53}\text{Cr}) = 16.93 \text{ MHz}) \), Avance DMX400 \( (\nu_\text{L}^{53}\text{Cr}) = 22.6 \text{ MHz}) \), and Inova \( (\nu_\text{L}^{53}\text{Cr}) = 45.21 \text{ MHz}) \)
spectrometers. Referencing and setup were performed using either a saturated solution of
hexacarbonylchromium(0) in chloroform (at 0.00 ppm) or a saturated aqueous solution of
cesium chromate (at 1798 ppm). The latter reference sample is much easier to observe.
The non-selective \( \pi/2 \) pulse width was established as approximately 5.0 \( \mu \text{s} \) on the AM300
and DMX400 instruments, and 7.0 \( \mu \text{s} \) on the Inova. QCPMG experiments were carried
out using selective \( \pi/2 \) and \( \pi \) pulses, and typically \( M = 30 \) repeating units.

Spectra were processed using VNMRI \( (215), \) NUTS \( (216) \), or WinNMR \( (217) \).
Gaussian line broadening functions of 200 - 1000 Hz were applied to FIDs of stationary
samples, 50 - 150 Hz to spectra of MAS samples, and 10 - 70 Hz to QCPMG spectra.

3.2.3 Spectral Simulations

Most spectra were simulated using the WSOLIDS software package \( (218) \) which
incorporates the space-tiling POWDER algorithm of Alderman \textit{et al.} \( (219) \). Some
spectra, including the QCPMG spectra, were simulated using the SIMPSON program
\( (220) \). The simulations of QCPMG spectra take into account the possibility of
incomplete or non-uniform spectral excitation by considering experimental parameters
such as the finite pulse widths and rf field strength used. For MAS spectra, summation of
spinning sidebands into the centreband was carried out using WinNMR.

The issue of how a “best fit” was established deserves some mention here. In
general, there are eight parameters which must be optimized in order to properly describe
the NMR spectrum of a quadrupolar nucleus in a stationary powder sample: $\delta_{\text{iso}}$, $\Omega$, $\kappa$, $C_Q$,
$\eta_Q$, and Euler angles $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$. Under MAS conditions, the CS tensor is averaged to its
isotropic value and the spectrum requires three parameters to be fit: $\delta_{\text{iso}}$, $C_Q$, and $\eta_Q$.
These three independent parameters are easily optimized by visual inspection since the
dependence of the lineshape on $C_Q$ and $\eta_Q$ is well known (see Figure 2.4) and $\delta_{\text{iso}}$ simply
reflects the horizontal position of the simulated spectrum. When fitting the spectrum of a
quadrupolar nucleus in a stationary powder sample, $\delta_{\text{iso}}$, $C_Q$, and $\eta_Q$ are fixed and there
remain 5 parameters to fit. If there is a diffraction structure of the compound under study
available, some information about the Euler angles may be available from symmetry
considerations. One of the most reliable methods to improve confidence in the final fit is
to acquire spectra at more than one applied magnetic field strength, since the second-
order quadrupolar and nuclear magnetic shielding interactions scale inversely and
linearly, respectively, with $B_0$. The spectra are then fit using the same set of parameters.

In general, the final “best fit” is judged by visual inspection and is the result of a
non-automated iterative variation of each of the parameters. Errors are similarly
determined by visual inspection. One of the main reasons that this procedure is not
automated is that, until recently, it has been difficult to account for various experimental
conditions, such as rf field strength, which may adversely affect the utility of such a
procedure. For example, non-uniform excitation of a broad spectrum may change the relative intensities of various portions of an NMR powder pattern; however, the spectral positions of important discontinuities and inflection points will not be affected. Thus, an optimized fitting procedure may not fare well in such a case since relative intensities in the spectrum may not be important to obtaining accurate parameters. As mentioned above, the SIMPSON program, introduced in 2000, has the ability to account for some of these experimental conditions such as finite pulse lengths and rf field strengths, and has a built-in automated optimization procedure designed to give best-fit parameters along with errors. For the work reported in this thesis, however, this automated procedure has not been particularly useful.

3.2.4 Computational Details

Calculations of nuclear magnetic shielding and electric field gradient tensors were carried out using Gaussian 98 for Windows (221) running on Dell Dimension computers (Pentium III, 550 MHz, 128 Mb SDRAM and Pentium III, 866 MHz, 512 Mb RDRAM) or using Gaussian 98 (95) on a 43P Model 260 IBM RS6000 workstation with dual 200 MHz processors. Calculations of nuclear magnetic shielding tensors were generally done using the GIAO (Gauge-Including Atomic Orbitals) method (222). For comparison, both the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) method and density functional theory (DFT) using the B3LYP functional (223) were employed for most calculations. Locally-dense basis sets (224) were used for some calculations. The 3-21G, 6-31G, 6-311G*, and 6-311++G** basis sets were used, and are available within the Gaussian package. The LANL2DZ
basis set and effective core potential (225) was used on molybdenum and the 6-311++G** basis set was used on all other atoms for non-relativistic calculations on mesitylenetricarbonylmolybdenum(0).

For $^{95}$Mo, scalar relativistic ZORA-DFT calculations of nuclear magnetic shielding tensors were performed using the NMR module (111, 112, 113, 114) of the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program (226, 227) running on the IBM RS6000 workstation. EFG tensors for molybdenum were also calculated using ADF (118). The calculations used the VWN (228) + Becke88 (229) and Perdew86 (230) generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The triple-polarized ADF ZORA V Slater-type basis sets available within the ADF package were used. Molecular orbital graphics were generated using the DENSF and ADFPLT programs in conjunction with ADF.

Nuclear quadrupolar coupling constants were determined from the calculated largest EFG component, $\nu_{zz}$, by means of equation 2.25. Conversion of $\nu_{zz}$ from atomic units to Vm$^{-2}$ was carried out by using the factor $9.7177 \times 10^{21}$ Vm$^{-2}$ per atomic unit (231). Quadrupole moments are given in Table 3.1. One should note that Gaussian 98 reports $\nu_{zz}$ with opposite sign to the convention used in equation 2.25; Gaussian output was corrected for this.

Calculated chlorine nuclear magnetic shielding tensors were converted to chemical shift tensors using the absolute shielding scale for chlorine (232). The absolute shielding constant for the primary reference, an infinitely dilute aqueous solution of NaCl, is $974 \pm 4$ ppm. Therefore, calculated shielding constants were converted to chemical shifts via the following equation:
where all quantities are in ppm. There are no established absolute shielding scales for boron, molybdenum, or chromium.

The geometry used for the calculations on trimesitylborane was taken from X-ray diffraction atomic coordinates (233) and the geometry for trimethylborate was taken from electron diffraction atomic coordinates (234). Carbon-hydrogen bond lengths were set to 1.09 Å (235). The geometry of ammonium chloride was taken from the solid-state neutron diffraction structure (236), with r(N-H) equal to 1.03 Å and an equilibrium nitrogen-chlorine distance of 1.933 Å. The geometry of sodium perchlorate used in the calculations employed a tetrahedral ClO$_4^-$ moiety with Cl-O bond lengths of 1.42 Å and a chlorine-sodium equilibrium internuclear distance of 3.54 Å (237, 238), where the sodium atom lies in one of the O-Cl-O planes and bisects the O-Cl-O angle (model A from reference 237). The gas-phase equilibrium sodium-chlorine distance in NaCl is 2.3608 Å (239). The geometry of L-tyrosine hydrochloride was constructed from the neutron diffraction atomic coordinates (170).

The atomic coordinates for mesitylenetricarbonylmolybdenum(0) were taken from the X-ray crystal structure of Koshland et al. (228). Protons were added to the aromatic ring using a standard C-H bond length of 1.08 Å. Methyl groups were constructed using a perfect tetrahedral geometry and a C-H bond length of 1.09 Å. Analogous NMR and EFG calculations were performed on hexacarbonylmolybdenum(0) based on the X-ray structure of Mak (240). The "calculated" molybdenum isotropic chemical shift of I was determined using the ZORA-DFT isotropic molybdenum shielding constant for Mo(CO)$_6$. 
$\sigma_{iso} = 1301$ ppm, and the experimentally known isotropic molybdenum chemical shift of Mo(CO)$_6$ in CHCl$_3$ relative to the molybdenum chemical shift reference, 2 M sodium molybdate dihydrate, $\delta_{iso} = -1860$ ppm (174, 241).

3.3 Results and Discussion

The results and discussion for this chapter are divided into four major sections, based on the nuclei studied: $^{11}$B, $^{35,37}$Cl, $^{53}$Cr, and $^{95,97}$Mo.

3.3.1 Boron

3.3.1.1 Solid-state NMR

An example of the benefits of working at the highest possible field strengths when
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Figure 3.4: Boron-11 MAS NMR spectra of borax, providing an example of the site resolution which is available for quadrupolar nuclei at high magnetic field strengths. The isotropic chemical shift of the 4-coordinate site is $46 \pm 1$ ppm and that for the 3-coordinate site is $63 \pm 1$ ppm. Spinning sidebands are denoted by asterisks.
attempting to observe and interpret the NMR spectra of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei in the solid state is provided by the $^{11}$B MAS NMR spectrum of borax. Shown in Figure 3.4 are $^{11}$B MAS NMR spectra acquired at 4.7 and 17.63 T. Borax has both trigonally and tetrahedrally coordinated boron sites. At 4.7 T, broadening of the signal due to the trigonal boron sites results in a spectrum which is not resolved and which does not provide much useful information. However, at 17.63 T, the marked reduction in the second-order quadrupolar broadening results in a very well-resolved spectrum, with signals due to trigonal and tetrahedral boron sites easily assignable. Thus, the example of borax demonstrates the advantages of reducing the quadrupolar broadening by working at higher magnetic field strengths.

The other advantage of working at high fields is the increased role of the chemical shift tensor. Striking and definitive evidence for anisotropic boron shielding is found for

\[ B_0 = 17.63 \, \text{T} \]

Figure 3.5: Boron-11 MAS NMR spectrum of trimesitylborane, acquired at 17.63 T. Also shown is the best-fit simulated spectrum. The scale is with respect to solid sodium borohydride at 0 kHz.
trimesitylborane. Shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 are experimental spectra of MAS and stationary powdered samples of trimesitylborane obtained with an external applied magnetic field of 17.63 T. Also shown are the best-fit simulated spectra, which were calculated using the parameters summarized in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.6: Boron-11 NMR spectrum of a stationary powdered sample of trimesitylborane. Also shown is the best-fit simulated spectrum which incorporates a span of 121 ppm. For comparison, a simulated spectrum under the assumption of an isotropic CS tensor is also shown.
Table 3.2: Experimental boron-11 chemical shift tensors and quadrupolar parameters for trimesitylborane and triphenyl borate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>trimesitylborane</th>
<th>triphenyl borate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{iso}$ / ppm</td>
<td>77.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>17.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$ / ppm</td>
<td>121 ± 1</td>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_Q$ / MHz</td>
<td>4.75 ± 0.01</td>
<td>2.32 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_Q$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$0^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The precision of these parameters was determined by analyzing spectra of MAS and stationary samples obtained at both 17.63 T and 9.4 T (not shown). The isotropic chemical shift, quadrupolar coupling constant, and asymmetry parameter were first determined from spectra of MAS samples (Figure 3.5). Since the simulated spectra assume an infinite spinning rate, spinning sidebands were summed into the centreband during processing of the experimental spectrum to allow for an appropriate comparison of experimental and simulated spectra. There is an apparent discrepancy between the experimental and calculated intensities of the two prominent discontinuities in the spectra. The cause for the discrepancy is uncertain; however, probable reasons include a

---

$^a$ The Euler angles were set to zero for the best-fit simulation shown in Figure 3.8 although given the small span of the shielding tensor, its orientation with respect to the EFG tensor cannot be conclusively determined.
missetting of the magic angle or some variability in the MAS rate which would cause sideband intensity to be spread out over a larger spectral range than one would expect. Unexpected contributions to the spectrum from the satellite transition centrebands may also give rise to the unusual intensities observed experimentally. It is important to note that the discrepancy does not affect the values of $\delta_{iso}$, $C_Q$, or $\eta_Q$ or their errors (cf. Section 3.2.3).

The isotropic shift measured for solid trimesitylborane, $77.4 \pm 0.5$ ppm, is similar to the value reported in CDCl$_3$ solution, 79.0 ppm (242). A quadrupolar coupling constant of 4.75 MHz is in good agreement with the values determined for a series of trialkylboranes at 77 K via nuclear quadrupole resonance methods by Love (243) and discussed by Lucken (169); for example, the quadrupolar coupling constant in trimethylborane is 4.876 MHz. For B(Mes)$_3$ at 17.63 T, the second-order quadrupolar shift is -2.3 kHz (-9.7 ppm). The value of $\eta_Q$ was determined to be zero. Townes-Dailey analysis (244) indicates that the asymmetry parameter should be zero for the central atom in an isolated trigonal planar compound (169); the two in-plane components are equal. In the solid state, where crystal packing must be considered, experimental evidence indicates that in some cases, e.g., triethylborane ($\eta_Q = 0.009$) the asymmetry parameter can deviate very slightly from zero (245, 243). Consideration of the geometry about the boron atom in trimesitylborane (246) (space group $C2/c$, $Z = 4$), as indicated by the X-ray crystal structure (233), shows that the boron atom and one mesityl group lie on a two-fold rotation axis; there is no true three-fold symmetry. An idealized trimesitylborane molecule would have $D_3$ point group symmetry. From the experimental value of $\eta_Q = 0$,
one may conclude that the largest component of the EFG tensor is perpendicular to the tricoordinate boron plane. This orientation is reproduced by *ab initio* calculations (*vide infra*).

Analysis of $^{11}$B NMR spectra of stationary powdered trimesitylborane at 17.63 T (Figure 3.6) and 9.4 T (not shown) allows for the determination of the principal components of the boron chemical shift tensor ($\delta_{11} = \delta_{22} = 117.7$ ppm, $\delta_{33} = -3.3$ ppm) as well as its orientation relative to the EFG tensor. As shown in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.2, the span of the boron CS tensor was determined to be $121 \pm 1$ ppm. For comparison, a simulated spectrum for which the span was set to zero is also shown. Thus, at 17.63 T, where 121 ppm is equivalent to 29 kHz for $^{11}$B, anisotropic shielding accounts for more than half of the total breadth (35 kHz) of the powder pattern! Parameters obtained from the best-fit simulated spectrum for trimesitylborane indicate that the CS tensor is coincident with the EFG tensor and that the skew, $\kappa$, of the CS tensor is 1.0. This means that the in-plane components of the CS tensor are equal, as is the case for the EFG tensor. Although the electric field gradient and nuclear magnetic shielding tensors are fundamentally different properties, in the case of trimesitylborane these tensors are oriented such that their largest components are coincident. This is not always the case, even in situations of relatively high symmetry (247, 248).

Other definitive reports of anisotropic boron shielding measured using experimental solid-state NMR techniques are not available in the literature. Power has provided a qualitative estimate of the span of the boron CS tensor in solid $\text{Ph}_3\text{P}$$\cdot$$\text{BH}_3$ and finds it to be less than 50 ppm (249). A span on the order of 200 ppm has been
determined for gaseous BF (250) based on the spin-rotation data of Cazzoli et al. (251).

Spin-rotation data are also available for a series of linear boron-containing molecules, FBO, CIRO, and FBS; however, the results have not been interpreted explicitly in terms of the span of the shielding tensor (252, 253). The spans of the boron shielding tensors for these three linear triatomic molecules, as derived from the spin-rotation data, are approximately 210 - 220 ppm.

The case of trimesitylborane represents a very clear example of anisotropic boron shielding. The singularities of the stationary powder spectrum are very sharp. In particular, $^{11}\text{B}^{-11}\text{B}$ intermolecular homonuclear dipolar interactions are small due to the fact that the boron nucleus is quite sheltered from boron nuclei in adjacent molecules by the large mesityl groups. This is not the case for many compounds for which one might expect to detect anisotropic boron shielding. Additionally, many trigonally-coordinated boron atoms are bonded to nitrogen in compounds such as borazines. Under stationary conditions, heteronuclear $^{14}\text{N}^{-11}\text{B}$ dipolar interactions will cause the $^{11}\text{B}$ NMR spectrum to be broadened to an extent which renders the definitive characterization of boron CS tensors difficult even at field strengths as high as 17.63 T.

If compounds in which boron atoms may be subjected to significant $^{11}\text{B}^{-11}\text{B}$ homonuclear or $^{14}\text{N}^{-11}\text{B}$ heteronuclear dipolar couplings are excluded, other likely candidates for significant boron shielding anisotropy, beyond the boranes, are the borates, $\text{B(OR)}_3$. Shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 are the $^{11}\text{B}$ NMR spectra of MAS and stationary samples of solid powdered triphenyl borate along with best-fit simulations. As with trimesitylborane, the quadrupolar parameters (Table 3.2) were extracted from analysis of
the spectra of MAS samples at 9.4 T (Figure 3.7) and 17.63 T (not shown). The quadrupolar coupling constant, 2.32 MHz, is less than half the value of that for trimesitylborane. This reduction upon moving from a triarylborane to a triarylborate is supported by the measurements of Love (243), e.g. \( C_Q(\text{B}) \) for B(OH)\(_3\) is 2.56 MHz. In sharp contrast to the spectrum of stationary trimesitylborane, that of triphenyl borate derives most of its breadth from the quadrupolar interaction (Figure 3.8). At 17.63 T, the total breadth is only about 6 kHz, compared to 35 kHz for trimesitylborane. The isotropic shift, 17.9 ± 0.5 ppm, is in good agreement with the value reported in solution, 16.5 ppm (254). Based on the best-fit parameters obtained from analyses of the spectrum shown in Figure 3.8 (17.63 T) and a spectrum acquired at 9.4 T (not shown), the span of
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**Figure 3.7:** Boron-11 MAS NMR spectrum of triphenyl borate. Spinning sidebands have been summed into the experimental spectrum. Also shown is the best-fit simulated spectrum.
the boron CS tensor was determined to be less than 10 ppm. Also shown is a simulated spectrum for which the span was assumed to be zero. Although the span is an order of magnitude less than in trimesitylborane, the results presented in Figure 3.8 demonstrate that the span of the boron CS tensor in triphenyl borate is certainly non-zero. The simulated spectrum is not very sensitive to the skew or the orientation of the CS tensor with respect to the EFG tensor, as is to be expected when the span is small. Thus, from the experimental data alone one cannot conclusively determine the relative orientations of these tensors in triphenyl borate. However, given the coincident experimental orientation for trimesitylborane and results obtained from ab initio calculations (vide infra), the
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Figure 3.8: Boron-11 NMR spectrum of a stationary powdered sample of triphenyl borate. The best-fit simulated spectrum incorporates a CS tensor span of 8 ppm. Also shown is a simulated spectrum in the absence of an anisotropic CS tensor.
largest component of the EFG and nuclear magnetic shielding tensors, \( V_{zz} \) and \( \sigma_{33} \), are likely coincident for triphenyl borate as well.

The span of the boron CS tensor in triphenyl borate may be compared with those for the central atom in the analogous trigonally-coordinated carbon and nitrogen moieties \( \text{CO}_3^{2-} \) and \( \text{NO}_3^- \). The trend is that the span of the CS tensor of the central atom increases from boron (< 10 ppm in B(OPh)\(_3\)) to carbon (75 ppm in CaCO\(_3\)(255, 256)) to nitrogen (231 ppm in NH\(_3\)NO\(_3\)(257)), across the periodic table. A discussion of the carbon and nitrogen chemical shifts has been presented by Spiess (256).

A selection of tricoordinate and tetracoordinate boron compounds and their isotropic chemical shifts are presented in Figure 3.9. The chemical shifts shown here bridge most of the known range. Also shown is the boron CS tensor for trimesitylborane.

![Figure 3.9: Range of boron chemical shifts for typical three- and four-coordinate boron compounds. Also shown is a simulated spectrum depicting the range covered by the axially symmetric anisotropic boron CS tensor measured experimentally for trimesitylborane.](image-url)
Clearly, this tensor spans the range of most tricoordinate boron isotropic chemical shifts. Metallaboranes are not represented on this chemical shift scale. Some metallaboranes exhibit isotropic boron chemical shifts as large as 226 ppm \((148)\); these are undoubtedly special compounds in which the boron nuclei are also expected to exhibit large shielding anisotropy.

3.3.1.2 Ab Initio Calculations

The results of \textit{ab initio} calculations of the \(^{11}\)B nuclear magnetic shielding and EFG tensors in trimesitylborane are presented in Table 3.3. Since there is no absolute shielding scale for boron, the calculated nuclear magnetic shielding tensors are discussed in terms of their span and skew rather than their principal components to allow for comparison with experiment. A reliable absolute shielding scale for boron would allow for a direct comparison of the experimental and calculated principal components.
Table 3.3: *Ab initio* and density functional theory calculations of the boron-11 nuclear magnetic shielding tensor and quadrupolar coupling parameters for trimesitylborane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>basis set¹</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{iso}}$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\Omega$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\kappa$</th>
<th>$C_Q$ / MHz</th>
<th>$\eta_Q$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RHF</td>
<td>6-31G</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHF</td>
<td>6-311G*/3-21G</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHF</td>
<td>6-311G*</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHF</td>
<td>6-311++G**/3-21G</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT/B3LYP</td>
<td>6-31G</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT/B3LYP</td>
<td>6-311G*/3-21G</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT/B3LYP</td>
<td>6-311G*</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT/B3LYP</td>
<td>6-311++G**/3-21G</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expt.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimentally-determined tensors are reproduced very well by the calculations. At the RHF/6-311G* level, a span of 117 ppm is predicted while the B3LYP functional with the same basis set gives a span of 127 ppm. Both of these results are in excellent agreement with the experimental value of 121 ± 1 ppm. Trimesitylborane is a moderately-sized molecule with sixty-one atoms. Thus, the effect of locally-dense basis sets was investigated, e.g., where the boron atom and the carbon atoms directly bonded to boron are represented by a relatively large basis set (6-311G* or 6-311++G**

¹ The first listed basis set was used on boron and the carbon atoms directly bonded to boron. The second basis set listed was used on all remaining atoms. Where only one basis set is listed, this was applied to all atoms.

² Solid state (this work).
in this case) and the remaining atoms are represented by a relatively small basis set (3-21G in this case). The results show a decrease in the calculated span, from 117 to 104 ppm for the RHF calculation and from 127 to 109 ppm for the DFT calculation. All of the calculations predict a skew of ~ 0.9 for the boron shielding tensor, compared to the experimental value of 1.0. The predicted orientation of the shielding tensor is in agreement with the experimental chemical shift tensor orientation; δ33 is perpendicular to the tricoordinate boron plane (Figure 3.10) and the component of intermediate shielding, δ22, lies along the molecular C2 axis.

The calculations presented here have been carried out on single gas-phase molecules while the experiments are performed in the solid state. Thus, the good agreement between theory and experiment suggests that intermolecular interactions involving the boron nuclei are weak. As previously mentioned, the bulky trimesityl substituents hamper boron-boron interactions. Bailey has demonstrated the reliability of the B3LYP functional and the MP2 method for the calculation of quadrupolar coupling

![Figure 3.10: Orientations of the boron EFG and CS tensors for trimesitylborane from experiment and ab initio calculations. (a) Top view, along δ33. (b) Side view, along δ11.](image)
constants in small molecules in the gas phase, where intermolecular effects are relatively unimportant (258). The calculated quadrupolar coupling constants reported here (Table 3.3) for trimesitylborane range from 4.26 to 5.44 MHz, and are all in reasonable accord with the experimental value of 4.75 MHz. The addition of diffuse functions makes essentially no difference to the calculated quadrupolar coupling constants (e.g., 6-311G*/3-21G compared with 6-311++G**/3-21G). All the calculations presented here predict an asymmetry parameter of zero, in agreement with experiment. The calculated orientation is consistent with the experimental conclusion that \( V_{zz} \) is perpendicular to the tricoordinate boron plane (Figure 3.10). The results for trimesitylborane extend the good agreement between experimental and theoretical \(^{11}\text{B} \) quadrupolar coupling constants obtained by Bailey (258).

Crystal structure data are unavailable for triphenyl borate and rather than using an \textit{ab initio} optimized structure, calculations have been carried out on a model compound, trimethyl borate, for which electron diffraction data exist (234). Quantitative agreement between experimental and theoretical results is thus not expected; however, distinct differences between the boron shielding tensors of boranes and borates are expected. The results of these calculations are summarized in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: *Ab initio* and density functional theory calculations of the boron-11 nuclear magnetic shielding tensor and quadrupolar coupling parameters for trimethyl borate as a model for triphenyl borate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>basis set</th>
<th>$\sigma_{iso}$/ ppm</th>
<th>$\Omega$/ ppm</th>
<th>$\kappa$</th>
<th>$C_Q$/ MHz</th>
<th>$\eta_Q$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RHF</td>
<td>6-311G</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHF</td>
<td>6-311++G**</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT/B3LYP</td>
<td>6-311G</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT/B3LYP</td>
<td>6-311++G**</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expt(^a) (B(OH)$_3$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.00(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expt(^c) (triphenyl borate)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculated shielding tensors exhibit spans ranging from 0.9 ppm (B3LYP/6-311++G**) to 4.9 ppm (RHF/6-311++G**) and support the experimental observation that $\Omega$ is less than 10 ppm. The calculated skews are not very consistent as the basis set and/or method of calculation is altered, ranging from -0.88 to 0.93; however, this is not surprising for a shielding tensor with such a small span. Indeed, the experimental value of $\kappa$ has a large uncertainty associated with it, 0.0 ± 0.3. While a very anisotropic boron CS tensor has been observed for trimesitylborane, the boron CS tensors of trialkyl- and

\(^a\) Solid state.

\(^b\) Assumed in original reference.

\(^c\) Solid state (this work).
triarylborates are fortuitously nearly isotropic. A relatively small span for trimethylborate and a relatively large span for trimethylborane was predicted by Ebraheem and Webb in 1977 based on the results of semi-empirical CNDO/S calculations (260). IGLO calculations on BF$_3$ indicate that the in-plane boron shift tensor components are actually larger than the unique component which is perpendicular to the molecular plane ($\kappa < 0$) (98); GIAO calculations also give a negative skew. This result implies that indeed the borates are at a crossing-over point, where all three principal components of the boron CS tensor are serendipitously almost equal.

The calculated quadrupolar coupling constant for trimethyl borate, 2.25 MHz at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level, is in accord with the experimental value of 2.32 MHz in triphenyl borate. Once again, the asymmetry parameter is zero for all calculations. As for trimesitylboration, the calculations indicate that the largest component of the EFG tensor is perpendicular to the tricoordinate boron plane.

3.3.1.3 Rationalization of the difference in spans: comparison with $^{13}$C shifts of carbocations

The explanation for the marked difference in the spans of the boron shielding tensors for a triarylborane compared to a triarylborate is not immediately obvious. Both boron atoms are in symmetrical trigonal planar environments bonded to first-row elements. Based on symmetry considerations alone, one might expect the spans to be comparable. In this section, ab initio calculations of the molecular electronic structures are presented and the difference in shielding tensors is rationalized in the context of
Ramsey's theory of nuclear magnetic shielding.

Several reports have described apparent correlations between the $^{13}\text{C}$ isotropic chemical shifts of trigonal planar carbon-centred cations and the $^{11}\text{B}$ isotropic chemical shifts of analogous tricoordinate neutral boron compounds (261). The IGLO ab initio method has been applied to the calculation of $^{13}\text{C}$ isotropic chemical shifts in various classical and non-classical carbocations (98, 262). Kutzelnigg has presented an explanation for the large range of values for $\delta_{\text{iso}}(^{13}\text{C})$ (98). As described in Chapter 2, the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor may be decomposed into diamagnetic ($\sigma^d$) and paramagnetic contributions ($\sigma^p$). For nuclei other than hydrogen, generally the paramagnetic term is the dominant factor in determining the anisotropy of the shielding tensor (263).

When virtual "rotation" of an occupied MO results in favourable overlap of this MO with a low-lying virtual MO, paramagnetic deshielding is observed for the direction of the axis of rotation. For example, in classical carbocations, rotation of occupied bonding orbitals about any direction in the plane of the carbocation leads to favorable overlap with an empty $p_z$ orbital which resides on the central carbon atom. This $\sigma - \pi$ magnetic dipole allowed transition is of primary importance in determining the magnitude of the in-plane tensor components, and consequently, the isotropic chemical shift. For non-classical carbocations, the $p_z$ orbital is involved in bonding and thus is not available for the rotation of charge described above. Accordingly, non-classical carbocations have smaller isotropic chemical shifts than do classical carbocations. The difference in energy between the ground state and excited singlet states is critical in
deciding which virtual "rotations" will be important in determining $\sigma^p$. The closer in
energy the occupied and virtual orbitals involved in the rotation are, the greater the
(usually negative) paramagnetic contribution will be (cf. eq. 2.18).

Comparison of the \textit{ab initio} calculated boron shielding tensors in trimesitylborane
and trimethyl borate indicates that the component perpendicular to the tricoordinate
plane, $\sigma_\perp$, varies little compared to the in-plane shielding components. For example, at
the RHF/6-311G* level, $\sigma_\perp$ is 122 ppm for trimesitylborane and 96 ppm for
trimethylborate. The average of the in-plane components, however, increases from 8
ppm in the borane to 101 ppm in the borate. As for carbocations, it is clear that the in-
plane components are those which vary the most drastically from compound to
compound and \textit{thus these components determine the overall span of the shielding tensor
as well as the isotropic shielding}. Tricoordinate boron compounds such as triarylboranes
and triarylborates also have a virtual $p_z$ orbital available for magnetic dipole allowed
transitions (rotations) which resides on boron. From a qualitative point of view, in
borates the lone pairs on oxygen may be considered to donate strongly into the vacant
orbital on boron, thus reducing its availability for the charge rotation discussed above.
This would result in a reduction of $\sigma^p$. From a more quantitative standpoint, \textit{ab initio}
calculations (RHF/6-311G**) of the molecular orbitals for B(CH$_3$)$_3$ and B(OH)$_3$ in the $C_{3h}$
point group reveal that the e' $\rightarrow$ a" ($\sigma \rightarrow \pi^*$) transition, which involves the requisite
rotation about an axis in the plane of the tricoordinate boron (Figure 3.11), has a smaller
energy gap in the borane (0.59405 hartrees) than in B(OH)$_3$ (0.80555 hartrees). Thus, the
same explanation is invoked to rationalize the drastic difference between the boron CS
tensors for trimesitylborane and triphenyl borate which has been observed experimentally. The boron nuclei in 4-coordinate boron compounds have smaller isotropic chemical shifts due to their different electronic structures, most importantly the lack of a virtual $p_z$ orbital.

Figure 3.11: Molecular orbitals involved in $\sigma \rightarrow \pi^*$ magnetic dipole allowed transitions for planar tricoordinate boron compounds or carbocations in the $C_{3v}$ space group, e.g., BMe$_3$, B(OH)$_3$. The occupied degenerate $e'$ pair orbitals on the left lie in the tricoordinate boron plane. Focussing solely on the central atom, rotation of the top $e'$ orbital $90^\circ$ about $Y$ gives an orbital which overlaps constructively at boron with the virtual $a''$ orbital shown on the right. Similarly, the bottom $e'$ orbital may be rotated about $X$ by $90^\circ$ to give favorable overlap with $a''$ at boron.
3.3.2 Chlorine

3.3.2.1 Cl-35 MAS NMR Spectra

Acquisition of $^{35}$Cl MAS spectra of the central $\frac{1}{2} \rightarrow -\frac{1}{2}$ transition of compounds containing chloride ions with quadrupolar coupling constants of less than 4 MHz was straightforward on the 18.8 T magnet at MAS rates of 10 - 15 kHz. Signals were easily observed after a single scan. Spectra with well-defined second-order quadrupolar line shapes and good signal-to-noise ratios were generally obtained in approximately 30 minutes. Shown in Figure 3.12 are central transition spectra of MAS samples of (a) L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride, (b) L-cysteine methyl ester hydrochloride and (c) L-tyrosine hydrochloride. The best-fit parameters for the simulated spectra are given in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Summary of $^{35}$Cl NMR parameters for a series of organic hydrochloride salts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$C_Q$ / MHz</th>
<th>$\eta_Q$</th>
<th>$\delta_{iso}$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\Omega$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\kappa$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-tyrosine HCl $^a$</td>
<td>2.23 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.03</td>
<td>48.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>&lt; 150</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-cysteine methyl ester HCl $^a$</td>
<td>2.37 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.03</td>
<td>47.2 ± 0.7</td>
<td>~ 30-60</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-cysteine ethyl ester HCl $^b$</td>
<td>3.78 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.03</td>
<td>52.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>47 ± 4</td>
<td>-0.8 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tris sarcosine CaCl$_2$ $^c$</td>
<td>4.04 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.02</td>
<td>13.7 ± 10.0</td>
<td>&lt; 150</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quinuclidine HCl $^c$</td>
<td>5.25 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.01</td>
<td>8.7 ± 10.0</td>
<td>50 ± 20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Parameters determined from MAS and static Hahn-echo $^{35}$Cl spectra acquired at 18.8 T.

$^b$ Parameters determined from MAS, Hahn-echo, and QCPMG $^{35}$Cl spectra acquired at 18.8 T.

$^c$ Parameters determined from Hahn-echo $^{35}$Cl spectra acquired at 18.8 T and 9.4 T, and Hahn-echo $^{37}$Cl spectra acquired at 9.4 T.
The $^{35}$Cl quadrupolar coupling constant for this series of compounds ranges from approximately 2 to 4 MHz, and the quadrupolar asymmetry parameter ranges from nearly zero to greater than 0.8. Conversely, the isotropic chemical shifts are fairly constant, all falling between 45 and 55 ppm. This small variation in the chemical shift is also found

Figure 3.12: Experimental and calculated central transition region of the high-field ($B_0 = 18.8$ T) $^{35}$Cl NMR spectra of MAS powder samples of (a) L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride ($\nu_{\text{rot}} = 13.6$ kHz); (b) L-cysteine methyl ester hydrochloride ($\nu_{\text{rot}} = 14.2$ kHz); (c) L-tyrosine hydrochloride ($\nu_{\text{rot}} = 14.8$ kHz). Best-fit parameters are given in Table 3.5.
for perchlorate salts (159), although the chemical shift ranges for the two classes of compounds are on the order of 1000 ppm apart. The variation in chemical shifts within either class of compounds, on the order of tens of ppm, represents less than 5 % of the total known chemical shift range for chlorine, 1500 ppm (264, 265). The variation in $C_Q$ which has been measured for both the hydrochloride salts and the perchlorates is also relatively small, < 5 %, since values of up to -145.87 MHz are known (232, 266). A more complete discussion of the dependence and sensitivity of the chlorine NMR interaction tensors on the local environment, in particular the hydrogen bonding about chlorine, is presented below. The spectra presented in Figure 3.12 are the first which explicitly demonstrate via sharp second-order quadrupolar line shapes the potential of $^{35}\text{Cl}$ MAS solid-state NMR for the study of organic hydrochloride salts. It is important to recognize that local sample heating induced by MAS is likely to slightly alter the chlorine nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant from that determined from a stationary sample.

Given the range of chlorine quadrupolar coupling constants determined using MAS NMR for chloride anions, 2 to 4 MHz, MQMAS (15) and STMAS (138) experiments on $^{35/37}\text{Cl}$ nuclei should be practical at high field strengths for identifying and characterizing non-equivalent chlorine sites in these types of compounds. Standard MAS and satellite transition spectroscopy (SATRAS) (267, 268) experiments have already proven to be effective in the identification and characterization of multiple perchlorate sites exhibiting very small quadrupolar coupling constants, e.g., the two unique sites in Mg(ClO$_4$)$_2$.6H$_2$O have $C_Q(^{35}\text{Cl})$ values of 0.309 and 0.475 MHz (159).
3.3.2.2 Cl-35/37 NMR Spectra of Stationary Samples

For the majority of the hydrochloride salts studied herein, quantitative characterization of the chlorine chemical shift tensor proved to be difficult even at 18.8 T. This is simply due to the fact that the span of the chemical shift tensor typically amounts only to a few kHz (e.g., 50 ppm x 78.3 Hz pm⁻¹ = 3.9 kHz), while the central transition spectra predicted based solely upon the quadrupolar interaction may be as wide as 100 kHz. However, for L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride, a quantitative determination of the chlorine chemical shift tensor was possible. Shown in Figure 3.13 are experimental and simulated Hahn-echo and QCPMG ³⁵Cl spectra of L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride, for which the chlorine CS tensor was determined to have a span of 47 ± 4 ppm and a skew of -0.8 ± 0.2 (Table 3.5). This corresponds to principal components of δ₁₁ = 82, δ₂₂ = 40, and δ₃₃ = 35 ppm. Additionally, the simulations indicate that the largest components of the EFG and nuclear magnetic shielding tensors (V zz and σ₃₃) are at 90° with respect to one another. The simulation of the QCPMG spectrum is comparable to those where anisotropic chemical shift information has been extracted previously, e.g., ⁸⁷Rb spectra of RbClO₄ and RbVO₃ and ⁵⁹Co spectra of (Co(NH₃)₅Cl)Cl₂ (89). Although they are acquired at the same magnetic field strength, simulations of the QCPMG spectrum and the Hahn-echo spectrum in combination were useful to refine and establish accurately the EFG and CS parameters. Simulations of Hahn-echo and QCPMG spectra of L-tyrosine hydrochloride and L-cysteine methyl ester hydrochloride (not shown) did not allow for a precise determination of the chlorine chemical shift tensor in these compounds. Estimated limits on the span of the chlorine CS tensors are
given in Table 3.5.

While reports on the chlorine EFG tensor in organic hydrochlorides are scarce \cite{84, 167, 168}, information concerning the chlorine chemical shift tensor in such compounds is virtually non-existent. Even isotropic chemical shifts are rare for solid hydrochloride salts. One may, however, compare the span of 47 ppm in L-cysteine

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.13: Experimental $^{35}$Cl NMR static echo (top) and QCPMG (bottom) spectra of L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride, $B_0 = 18.8$ T, along with the best-fit simulated spectra. Also shown are simulated spectra for which a span of zero was used. Spikelets in the QCPMG spectra are spaced at 1 kHz intervals.
methyl ester hydrochloride to two known chlorine chemical shift tensor spans of oxychloro anions, both determined from single-crystal $^{35}$Cl studies: $\Omega = 32.0 \pm 1.2$ ppm for NH$_4$ClO$_4$ (152), and $\Omega = 40 \pm 7$ ppm for NaClO$_3$ (149). The total range of chloride ion chemical shifts for the compounds studied in the present work is less than 50 ppm.

![Graphs showing experimental and calculated spectra](image)

Figure 3.14: Experimental chlorine NMR static echo spectra of quinuclidine hydrochloride acquired for (a) $^{37}$Cl at 9.4 T, (b) $^{35}$Cl at 9.4 T, and (c) $^{35}$Cl at 18.8 T, along with the best-fit simulations. Also shown in part (c) is the experimental $^{35}$Cl QCPMG spectrum acquired at 18.8 T. The experimental spectra shown in parts (a) and (b) suffer from non-uniform excitation across the ~ 100 kHz breadth. The sharp feature at 4.1 kHz in part (c) is the isotropic resonance due to a small amount of solvated quinuclidine hydrochloride in the sample.
From solution NMR studies, chlorine chemical shifts of chloride ions are known to cover a fairly narrow range (~30 ppm) near zero ppm (264). Given that shielding constants for the chloride ion cover a fairly small range and lie within ~200 ppm of the diamagnetic free atom shielding for chlorine (1149 ppm (269)), it is likely that the chloride magnetic shielding tensor is dominated by the diamagnetic contribution; it is therefore reasonable to expect small shielding tensor spans.

Experimental and simulated chlorine Hahn-echo spectra of stationary samples of quinuclidine hydrochloride and tris sarcosine calcium chloride are shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15, respectively. In part (a) of each Figure, the $^{37}\text{Cl}$ spectrum acquired at 9.4 T is shown; parts (b) and (c) show the $^{35}\text{Cl}$ spectra acquired at 9.4 T and 18.8 T. Also shown is the experimental QCPMG spectrum for quinuclidine hydrochloride. All of the spectra acquired at 9.4 T suffer to a certain extent from non-uniform rf excitation; nevertheless, fitting of the discontinuities in the spectra allows for the determination of $C_Q$ and $\eta_Q$. NMR of the $^{37}\text{Cl}$ nucleus affords narrower line shapes due to its smaller quadrupole moment relative to $^{35}\text{Cl}$; however, the lower natural abundance of $^{37}\text{Cl}$ results in spectra with lower signal-to-noise ratios relative to $^{35}\text{Cl}$. Analyses of both $^{37}\text{Cl}$ and $^{35}\text{Cl}$ NMR spectra allow for more accurate and precise determinations of the EFG tensor parameters (Table 3.5). In Figure 3.14c, the QCPMG sidebands were deliberately spaced at relatively small (1 kHz) intervals about the transmitter frequency to faithfully mimic the envelope of the powder pattern obtained using a simple Hahn echo pulse sequence.

The $^{35}\text{Cl}$ quadrupolar coupling constant in quinuclidine hydrochloride, 5.25 MHz, is the largest determined directly by chlorine nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to
Figure 3.15: Experimental chlorine NMR static echo spectra of tris sarcosine calcium chloride acquired for (a) $^{37}$Cl at 9.4 T, (b) $^{35}$Cl at 9.4 T and (c) $^{35}$Cl at 18.8 T, along with the best-fit simulations. The experimental spectra shown in parts (a) and (b) suffer from non-uniform excitation across the $\sim 80$ kHz breadth. An isotropic chemical shift tensor is assumed in the simulations shown. The effects of neglecting anisotropic magnetic shielding are more evident at 18.8 T (part (c)).

A comparable value, 5.027 MHz, has been determined for cocaine hydrochloride (168). Certainly NQR spectroscopy has been used to determine much larger quadrupolar coupling constants (169), e.g., $C_Q^{(35}\text{Cl})$ in 1,2,4,5-tetrachloro-3,6-dinitrobenzene is 76.937 MHz (270) and $C_Q^{(35}\text{Cl})$ in solid Cl$_2$ at 0 K is 108.975 MHz (271). A value of -145.87 MHz has been determined by molecular beam electric resonance spectroscopy.
for the ground vibrational state of gaseous ClF (266). Large $C_Q$ values may also be
determined indirectly by solid-state NMR methods. For example, residual spin-spin
interactions between $^{35}$Cl and $^{13}$C in chloroketosulfones have been exploited to determine
a $C_Q(^{35}$Cl) of -73 MHz (272).

The chlorine isotropic chemical shifts for tris sarcosine calcium chloride and
quinuclidine hydrochloride are identical within error, 8 - 14 ppm, but significantly
different from those determined for L-tyrosine hydrochloride and the L-cysteine alkyl
ester hydrochlorides. The neglect of anisotropy in the chlorine chemical shift tensor only
becomes apparent in the spectra acquired at 18.8 T. For example, a span of 50 ppm was
incorporated into the simulated spectrum of quinuclidine hydrochloride in order to
achieve the best fit (Figure 3.14), although attempts at fitting this spectrum indicate that
there is more than one solution. An isotropic chemical shift tensor was used in the
simulated spectrum of tris sarcosine hydrochloride at 18.8 T (Figure 3.15c); deviations
from the experimental spectrum which are clearly distinct from those arising due to non-
uniform excitation of the powder pattern (i.e., differences in the positions of the
discontinuities rather than intensity differences) are apparent.

A single-crystal $^{35}$Cl NMR study of tris sarcosine calcium chloride at 280 K (151)
as well as an NQR study of a powder sample at 292 K (273) are available for comparison
with the present high-field NMR results determined from a powder sample at ambient
temperature (~ 296 K). No information concerning the chlorine CS tensor is reported in
the two previous studies; the neglect of the CS interaction will introduce errors into the
determination of $C_Q$. The single-crystal study reports $C_Q(^{35}$Cl) as 4.10 MHz and $\eta_Q$ as
0.67, with errors in the tensor elements of less than 5 % (151). These values lie slightly outside the error limits on the values of $4.04 \pm 0.03$ MHz and $0.62 \pm 0.02$ determined herein, but nevertheless the agreement is quite good. The powder NQR study reports a quadrupolar frequency, $(e^2 q_{zz} Q/2h)(1 + \eta_Q^{2/3})^{4/5}$, of 2.160 MHz for $^{35}\text{Cl}$ (273). To extract $C_Q$ (equivalent to $e^2 q_{zz} Q/h$), one must make an assumption regarding the asymmetry parameter. Employing values ranging from 0.62 to 0.67 results in $C_Q(^{35}\text{Cl})$ values of 4.067 to 4.029 MHz, in excellent agreement with the value obtained in the present work. One should be aware that temperature effects are likely to contribute to the slight discrepancies between the three studies. In fact, Erge et al. determined a temperature dependence of $-0.75$ kHz K$^{-1}$ in the range 120 - 260 K for the chlorine nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant in tris sarcosine calcium chloride (151).

3.3.2.3 Chlorine NMR as a Probe of Hydrogen Bonding Environment

Based on the data reported herein, it is apparent that variations in the chlorine nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant are more easily measured than are variations in the chemical shift tensor. Nevertheless, the CS tensor may in fact be an equally sensitive probe of the chlorine environment. For example, McDermott and co-workers have illustrated the dependence of the carbon CS tensors in amino acids upon their protonation state (274), as well as the relationship between nitrogen CS tensors and hydrogen bonding in histidine and histidine-containing peptides (275).
Useful insights into the relative sensitivity of the chlorine chemical shift and EFG tensors to the local hydrogen bonding environment are afforded by *ab initio* calculations on a simple model system, NH$_4^+\cdot\cdot\cdot$Cl$^-$ (Figure 3.16). A series of calculations at the RHF/6-311++G** level has been carried out as a function of the nitrogen-chlorine separation (see Section 3.2.4 for details). In particular, the focus is on the span of the chlorine shift tensor and the nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant. Although the absolute values of these parameters are not significant due to the simplicity of the model system, instructive information may be obtained through the derivatives $\partial \sigma_{\text{iso}}(\text{Cl}) / \partial r$, $\partial \Omega(\text{Cl}) / \partial r$ and $\partial C_Q^{(35}\text{Cl}) / \partial r$, where $r$ is the nitrogen-chlorine separation. The slopes of the graphs shown in Figure 3.16 provide estimates of these derivatives near the equilibrium separation, $\partial \Omega(\text{Cl}) / \partial r = -111$ ppm Å$^{-1}$ and $\partial C_Q^{(35}\text{Cl}) / \partial r = -73$ MHz Å$^{-1}$. The calculations also indicate that $\partial \sigma_{\text{iso}}(\text{Cl}) / \partial r$ is 99 ppm Å$^{-1}$. A more in-depth computational study of the

![Figure 3.16: Ab initio chlorine chemical shift tensor spans (●) and $^{35}$Cl quadrupolar coupling constants (■) for ammonium chloride as a function of the nitrogen-chlorine separation, $r(\text{N, Cl})$. Trendlines were determined by linear regression to have slopes of $-111$ ppm Å$^{-1}$ (span, ●) and $-73$ MHz Å$^{-1}$ ($C_Q^{(35}\text{Cl})$, ■). The equilibrium value of $r(\text{N, Cl})$ is 1.933 Å.](image)
nuclear quadrupolar coupling constants in NH₄Cl has been provided by Halkier et al. (276).

Further information is gained by examining other simple model systems in the absence of hydrogen bonding. For example, calculations on Na⁺ - Cl⁻ (RHF/6-311+G*) as a function of the sodium-chlorine distance indicate that for chlorine, \( \partial \sigma_{\text{iso}}(\text{Cl})/\partial r = 27 \) ppm Å⁻¹, \( \partial \Omega(\text{Cl})/\partial r = -43 \) ppm Å⁻¹, and \( \partial C_Q(\text{35Cl})/\partial r = -23 \) MHz Å⁻¹. The negative sign of \( \partial C_Q(\text{35Cl})/\partial r \) for NaCl and the corresponding positive sign for \( \partial V_{zz}(\text{Cl})/\partial r \) (due to the negative \( Q \) for \( \text{35Cl} \)) are in agreement with higher-level calculations reported by Seth et al. (277). Finally, analogous calculations on a model perchlorate salt, Na⁺-ClO₄⁻, as a function of the sodium-chlorine separation, yield values of \( \partial \sigma_{\text{iso}}(\text{Cl})/\partial r = 0.07 \) ppm Å⁻¹, \( \partial \Omega(\text{Cl})/\partial r = -28 \) ppm Å⁻¹, and \( \partial C_Q(\text{35Cl})/\partial r = 1.9 \) MHz Å⁻¹. Based on these calculations, it appears that in the presence of a hydrogen bond, the EFG tensor is in fact more sensitive than \( \sigma \) to changes in molecular and electronic structure around chlorine, e.g., for a change in \( r \) of 1 Å in NH₄⁺-Cl⁻, the change in span represents just 7 % of the total chemical shift range while the change in \( C_Q(\text{35Cl}) \) represents nearly 50 % of the total range of known \( \text{35Cl} \) quadrupolar coupling constants! Notably, both derivatives for NaClO₄ are much smaller than for NH₄Cl. Recently, Chapman et al. have investigated some other NMR properties of N-H⁻-Cl hydrogen bonds, e.g., the across hydrogen bond indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling constant, \( \text{2b} J_{\text{iso}}(\text{35Cl},\text{15N}) \), in NH₄Cl and pyridine hydrochloride using equation-of-motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD) calculations (278).
Halide ions represent some of the strongest hydrogen bond acceptors (279).

Generally, a chloride ion is thought to have the ability to bind to a maximum of four strong donors, e.g., O-H and N-H donors (279, 280). Beyond this, weaker donors such as C-H may play a role. Weak C-H-Cl interactions are found, for example, in quinuclidine hydrochloride (172). Presented in Figure 3.17 is a summary of chlorine quadrupolar coupling constants as a function of the total number of N-H-Cl, O-H-Cl, and S-H-Cl hydrogen bonds around the chloride ion in each of the compounds, as determined from
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>N-H-Cl</th>
<th>O-H-Cl</th>
<th>S-H-Cl</th>
<th>$C_0(^{35}\text{Cl})$ / MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alkali-metal chlorides</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium chloropatite</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinuclidine HCl</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine HCl</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tris sarsosine CaCl$_2$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-cysteine Et ester HCl</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-cysteine Me ester HCl</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-tyrosine HCl</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.17: The variability in $^{35}$Cl nuclear quadrupolar coupling constants as a function of the total number of N-H-Cl, O-H-Cl, and S-H-Cl hydrogen bonds to chlorine in a series of compounds containing chloride anions.
the crystal structures (170, 171, 172, 173). The data shown indicate a possible trend: as the number of hydrogen bonds to chlorine increases from one through four, the value of $C_Q$ decreases. An isolated chloride anion should exhibit no EFG due to its spherical symmetry; similarly a chloride ion with no opportunities for hydrogen bonding may exhibit a very small quadrupolar coupling constant, e.g., $C_Q^{(35}\text{Cl}) = 0.8 \text{ MHz}$ for calcium chloroapatite (168, 281). As a single hydrogen bond is added, e.g., the case of quinuclidine hydrochloride, the symmetry is distorted and a large quadrupolar coupling constant results, 5.25 MHz. This is also the case for cocaine hydrochloride, where a single N-H—Cl hydrogen bond results in a value of $C_Q$ of 5.027 MHz (168, 282). The chloride anion in tris sarcosine hydrochloride possesses three hydrogen bonds to nitrogen atoms; this results in a reduced value of $C_Q$, 4.04 MHz.

The availability of X-ray crystal structures for the analogous compounds L-cysteine methyl ester hydrochloride and L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride (171), in combination with the NMR data presented in Table 3.5, allows for a particularly insightful analysis of the effects of the local chlorine environment on the $^{35}\text{Cl}$ NMR parameters. The crystal structures of these two compounds are very similar, both crystallizing in the $P2_12_12_1$ space group, and both possessing three N-H—Cl bonds of comparable geometry. The only major difference reported in the structures of these compounds is the length of the S-H—Cl hydrogen bond. For the methyl ester, the authors conclude that there is no significant thiol-chloride hydrogen bond, whereas in the ethyl ester, a fairly strong interaction is deduced, based on the S-Cl internuclear distances. Interpretation of the observed chlorine quadrupolar coupling parameters for these
compounds in the context of the X-ray data suggests that the increased proximity of the thiol group is directly responsible for the increase in $C_Q$ from 2.36 to 3.79 MHz; this is in agreement with the negative values of $\partial C_Q(^{35}\text{Cl})/\partial \tau$ reported above for NH$_4$Cl. Thus, the general trend shown in Figure 3.17 is not strictly obeyed for these two similar compounds. However, the asymmetry parameter changes quite drastically, from 0.03 in the ethyl ester, to 0.82 in the methyl ester, and may be a particularly useful parameter for comparison of the chloride sites in closely related compounds. Point charge models indicate that the EFG at a central nucleus in coordination complexes depends on the arrangement and number of the ligands; a similar dependence likely plays an important role in determining the chlorine EFG tensor for chloride ions involved in hydrogen bonding ($283, 284$). Similarly, deuterium quadrupolar coupling constants in hydrogen bonded systems are known to be correlated with the hydrogen bond length and angle ($285, 286, 287, 288, 289$).

Neutron diffraction data are available for L-tyrosine hydrochloride ($170$). The availability of these type of data are extremely beneficial to NMR spectroscopists owing to the high precision to which hydrogen atom positions are reported. For example, the accurately-known structure of L-tyrosine hydrochloride has been used recently to establish a reliable method for measuring proton-carbon distances in high-speed MAS experiments ($290, 291$). The availability of these data, including precisely known proton coordinates, have allowed a restricted-Hartree-Fock calculation of the chlorine CS and EFG tensors to be performed.
Fedotov et al. have performed DFT calculations of $^{35/37}$Cl NMR properties for some small chlorine-containing molecules (292). The system for which the present calculations have been carried out is shown in Figure 3.18a. This simplest unit incorporates the chloride anion and its four hydrogen bonding partners, i.e., four distinct tyrosine units. Incorporation of all four of these units is essential to model the hydrogen bonding environment at chlorine. The results of the calculations, summarized in Table
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**Figure 3.18:** (a) Structure of L-tyrosine hydrochloride generated from neutron diffraction atomic coordinates. Each chloride anion is hydrogen bonded to four protons: one from an OH group and three from different NH$_3$ groups. (b) Detail of the structure shown in part (a), with only the atoms surrounding chlorine shown, for clarity. The calculated orientations of the chlorine nuclear magnetic shielding and electric field gradient tensors are indicated. The components shown all lie approximately in the plane of the page. $V_{yy}$ and $\sigma_{11}$ lie approximately perpendicular to the plane of the page.
3.6, are in good agreement with the experimental data for L-tyrosine hydrochloride.

The results of the second calculation, where the 6-311G basis set has been used on the OH and NH$_3$ groups in addition to the chloride anion, should be more reliable. The calculated quadrupolar coupling constant of 2.65 MHz is in reasonably good agreement with the experimental value of 2.23 ± 0.02 MHz. Perhaps more important is the fact that the calculated value falls well within the experimental range for chloride anions which have four hydrogen bonds (i.e., ~ 2.2 - 3.8 MHz). The calculations also establish that $C_Q$ is positive; it is likely that this is true for all of the experimentally-determined quadrupolar coupling constants for chloride ions (Table 3.5). The Sternheimer antishielding effect (293), which modifies the EFG, is relatively large for the chloride ion ((1 - $\gamma$) = 48) (294); however, *ab initio* calculations take this effect into account and direct comparison between experimental and calculated values of $C_Q$ is appropriate (139, 295).

Shown in Figure 3.18b are the calculated orientations of the nuclear magnetic shielding and EFG tensors for chlorine, with the indicated components lying approximately in the plane of the page. There is no obvious rationalization for the calculated orientation; for example, no component lies directly along one of the hydrogen bonds. Clearly further experimental and theoretical work will be required to determine the relationship between the tensor orientations and variations in hydrogen bonding environment. To obtain credible results, accurate knowledge of the hydrogen atom positions is imperative.
### Table 3.6: Comparison of experimental and restricted Hartree-Fock $^{35}$Cl NMR parameters for L-tyrosine hydrochloride

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>basis set on Cl</th>
<th>basis set on</th>
<th>basis set on</th>
<th>$C_Q$ / MHz</th>
<th>$\eta_Q$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{iso}$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\delta_{iso}$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\Omega$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\kappa$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OH, 3 x NH$_3$</td>
<td>remaining atoms</td>
<td>3-21G</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>-16.3</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-311G</td>
<td>3-21G</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>-11.4</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solid-state NMR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.23 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.03</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>48.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>&lt; 150</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the data presented in Table 3.6, the span of the CS tensor is calculated to a reasonable accuracy, and the isotropic chemical shift falls in the approximate range known for chloride ions. The calculated isotropic chemical shifts are approximately 60-65 ppm less than the experimental value of 48.3 ppm. While such a discrepancy may seem large, especially given the small range of chemical shifts observed for the various compounds studied herein (~ 45 ppm), it is important to recognize that the total chlorine chemical shift range for diamagnetic compounds is nearly 1500 ppm. Thus, the 60 ppm difference between the calculated and experimental chemical shifts represents only 4% of the possible shift range. Furthermore, gas-to-solid shifts are expected to be on this order of magnitude, e.g., the shift induced on going from HCl(g) to HCl dissolved in chloropentanes is 45 ppm (232).

3.3.3 Molybdenum

3.3.3.1 Molybdenum-95 NMR Spectroscopy

Shown in Figure 3.19 are $^{95}$Mo MAS spectra of mesitylenetricarbonyl-molybdenum(0), I, acquired on the 18.8 T magnet at spinning rates of 4 kHz and 11 kHz. The simulated spectra are based on the experimental parameters reported in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7: Summary of experimental and calculated molybdenum NMR parameters for mesitylenetricarbonylmolybdenum(0)\textsuperscript{a}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>$C_Q(^{95}\text{Mo})$ / MHz\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>$\eta_Q$</th>
<th>$\delta_{\text{iso}}$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{iso}}$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\Omega$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\kappa$</th>
<th>ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solid-state $^{95}\text{Mo}$ NMR</td>
<td>(-)0.96 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.15</td>
<td>-1885 ± 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>775 ± 30</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.13</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution dual-spin probe NMR</td>
<td>(-)1.0</td>
<td>0\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>-1903</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution electric-field $^{95}\text{Mo}$ NMR\textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td>(-)0.954 ± 0.050</td>
<td>(0)\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHF</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-391</td>
<td>-168</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-relativistic DFT (B3LYP)</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-460</td>
<td>-99</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZORA-DFT</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-1873</td>
<td>1314</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} The Euler angles relating the EFG and CS tensors used to simulate the experimental spectra are $\alpha = \beta = \gamma = 0^\circ$.

\textsuperscript{b} The negative sign for the experimental quadrupolar coupling constants is inferred from the ZORA-DFT value.

\textsuperscript{c} Assumed $\eta_Q = 0$.

\textsuperscript{d} Measurement made on mesitylene-$d_1$-tricarbonylmolybdenum(0).
The $^{95}$Mo quadrupolar coupling constant, $\pm (0.96 \pm 0.15)$ MHz, is in good agreement with values which have been determined previously for I from solution studies via a dual-spin probe relaxation experiment, $\pm 1.0$ MHz (182), and via a more precise electric-field NMR method, $\pm (0.954 \pm 0.050)$ MHz (183). In the solution studies, a
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Figure 3.19: Molybdenum-95 central transition MAS NMR spectra of mesitylenetricarboxylmolybdenum(0) acquired at an external applied magnetic field strength of 18.8 T. In (a), an MAS rate of 4.000 kHz was used to acquire 2386 scans with a recycle delay of 30 s. In (c), an MAS rate of 11.000 kHz was used to acquire 2726 scans with a recycle delay of 30 s. Simulated spectra based on the parameters given in Table 3.7 are shown in (b) and (d). The centreband is denoted by an asterisk.
value of zero has been assumed for \( \eta_Q \); in the solid state the value of \( \eta_Q \) is \( 0.30 \pm 0.15 \).

This lack of axial symmetry of the EFG tensor arises from the fact that there is not a perfect \( C_3 \) axis for I in the solid state; molybdenum-carbon bond lengths and angles for the aromatic and carbonyl carbon atoms are all slightly different (184).

The solid-state isotropic molybdenum chemical shift, \(-1885 \pm 1 \) ppm, is approximately 20 ppm greater than the reported solution chemical shifts, \(-1907 \) ppm in CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) (296) and \(-1903 \) ppm in CDCl\(_3\) (182). Isotropic molybdenum solution chemical shifts for piano-stool complexes of the type (arene)Mo(CO)\(_3\) are quite sensitive to substituent effects and generally fall in the range \(-1600 \) to \(-2000 \) ppm (174).

For a half-integer spin quadrupolar nucleus such as \(^{95}\)Mo, the quadrupolar interaction induces a second-order quadrupolar shift of the centre-of-gravity of the observed spectrum away from the true isotropic chemical shift (32, 297), as discussed in Chapter 2 (see eq. 2.28). In the case of I, this second-order shift is \(-109 \) Hz or \(-2.1 \) ppm on the 18.8 T magnet. The shift is relatively small due to the low value of \( C_Q^{(95)\text{Mo}} \) relative to the \(^{95}\)Mo Larmor frequency. The inner satellite centreband is predicted to lie at \(+123 \) Hz (or \(+2.4 \) ppm) relative to the central transition centreband and the outer satellite centreband is predicted to lie at \(+493 \) Hz (or \(+9.5 \) ppm) relative to the central transition centreband. No signal from either of the satellite transitions is evident in the \(^{95}\)Mo MAS spectra. This is not unexpected, as a "solid" \( \pi/2 \) pulse was used to selectively excite the central transition (see Chapter 2). Furthermore, the intensity of the satellite transitions would be distributed over a frequency range approximately 15 times larger than that of the central transition, thus making the satellite transitions more difficult to observe.
The most remarkable aspect of the spectra shown in Figure 3.19 is their close resemblance to a spinning sideband pattern typically observed for an isolated spin-1/2 nucleus with an approximately axially symmetric chemical shift tensor. This is the result of the relatively small value of the $^{95}$Mo quadrupolar coupling constant, and the substantial span of the molybdenum chemical shift tensor, which was determined to be $775 \pm 30$ ppm. The general appearance of the spectra shown in Figure 3.19 is therefore primarily a consequence of the chemical shift interaction rather than the quadrupolar interaction. Schurko et al. have presented static solid-state $^{27}$Al NMR spectra for Cp*$_2$Al (Cp* = pentamethylcyclopentadienide) which are the result of a small, axially symmetric ($\eta_Q = 0$) quadrupolar interaction and relatively large chemical shift anisotropy (298). Such spectra are not typically observed in the NMR of half-integer spin quadrupolar
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**Figure 3.20:** (a) Expansion of the +2 and +3 spinning sidebands from the $^{95}$Mo MAS NMR spectrum shown in Figure 3.19 ($B_0 = 18.8$ T; $\nu_{\text{rot}} = 4.000$ kHz). (b) Simulated spectrum based on the parameters given in Table 3.7. The fine structure in the spinning sidebands arises from the non-zero $^{95}$Mo quadrupolar interaction.
nuclei. More generally, the quadrupolar interaction will dominate the solid-state NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei, with the CS interaction acting as a minor contributor.

Whereas the anisotropic chemical shift interaction most strongly influences the spinning sideband pattern shown in Figure 3.19, the detailed lineshape exhibited by the centreband and each of the spinning sidebands depends intimately on the molybdenum quadrupolar interaction, \textit{i.e.}, the values of \( C_Q \) and \( \eta_Q \). Shown in Figure 3.20 is an expansion of the +2 and +3 spinning sidebands of the 4 kHz \(^{95}\text{Mo} \) MAS spectrum. The asymmetry of the +2 sideband and the splitting of the +3 sideband are examples of the influence of the values of \( C_Q \) and \( \eta_Q \) on the spectrum. An expansion of the centreband of the \(^{95}\text{Mo} \) MAS NMR spectrum acquired at a spinning rate of 11 kHz is presented in Figure 3.21. The simulation further demonstrates the accuracy of the CS and EFG

![Figure 3.21: (a) Centreband of the \(^{95}\text{Mo} \) central transition MAS NMR spectrum of mesitylenetricarbonylmolybdenum(0) acquired at an external applied magnetic field strength of 18.8 T with an MAS rate of 11.000 kHz. A recycle delay of 30 s was used to acquire 2726 scans. (b) Simulation of spectrum shown in part (a), based on the parameters given in Table 3.7. The “bump” at -850 Hz is attributed to a trace impurity.](image-url)
tensors parameters. A portion of the error reported for $C_Q \pm 0.15$ MHz, likely arises from the slightly different values of this parameter at MAS rates of 4 kHz and 11 kHz, due to frictional heating of the sample and the temperature dependence of $C_Q$. In refining the best-fit experimental parameters given in Table 3.7, the lineshapes of all spinning sidebands were examined in order to obtain a reliable fit.

Very small, or zero, quadrupolar coupling constants are expected on the basis of symmetry and point charge considerations for a quadrupolar nucleus at the centre of a tetrahedron or octahedron. For example, $C_Q(^{95}\text{Mo})$ in solid hexacarbonylmolybdenum is 0.091 MHz (175). The fact that this hexacoordinate complex has a non-zero EFG tensor is a result of small deviations from perfect $O_h$ symmetry. Knop et al. have provided a detailed outline of other possible arrangements of point charges which give rise to zero electric field gradients (179, 180). Akitt and McDonald revisited this topic and made specific reference to arene molybdenum tricarbonyls, for which the molybdenum is predicted to have a very small EFG (181). In addition to planarity of the arene ring, one of the key conditions which must be satisfied so that the EFG at Mo is zero or very small is that the molybdenum-carbonyl axis must form the magic angle, ~54.74°, with respect to the pseudo-$C_3$ symmetry axis of the molecule. In the present case, examination of the X-ray crystal structure of I shows that these three angles are 53.9°, 52.8°, and 54.3°, and that the six aromatic carbon atoms do not deviate from planarity by more than 0.009 Å (184). The measured $^{95}\text{Mo}$ quadrupolar coupling constant, on the order of 1 MHz in the solid state and in solution, ostensibly results from a failure of the simple point-charge model as well as these small deviations from the required ideal geometry.
For comparison, $^{55}\text{Mn}$ and $^{187}\text{Re}$ quadrupolar coupling constants on the order of tens ($^{55}\text{Mn}$) to hundreds ($^{187}\text{Re}$) of megahertz have been determined by gas-phase microwave spectroscopic measurements on methylcyclopentadienyltricarbonylmanganese (299) and cyclopentadienyltricarbonylrhenium (300), and by nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy at 77 K for a series of substituted cyclopentadienyl tricarbonyl manganese and rhenium complexes (301). These substantial values of $C_Q$ arise in large part due to the much larger values of the nuclear quadrupole moment for $^{55}\text{Mn}$ and $^{187}\text{Re}$ compared with $^{95}\text{Mo}$, but must also be partly due to deviations from the ideal geometry required for a small EFG at the central metal nucleus. For solid $\text{C}_3\text{H}_5\text{Mn(CO)}_3$, the angles between the Mn-CO bond and the pseudo-$C_3$ axis of the molecule are 56.1, 56.1, and 56.3° (302) and the observed $^{55}\text{Mn}$ quadrupolar coupling constant is 65.20 MHz at 77 K (301). In the analogous rhenium complex, $\text{C}_3\text{H}_5\text{Re(CO)}_3$, angles of 52.7, 54.1, and 55.7° are formed in the solid state (303), and a $^{187}\text{Re}$ quadrupolar coupling constant of 586.64 MHz is observed (301). In the case of I as well as the rhenium and manganese piano-stool complexes, the angles between the central metal nucleus, the centroid of the aromatic ring, and any of the aromatic carbon atoms is almost exactly 90°, thereby suggesting that the positions of the carbonyl groups are responsible for producing a sizable EFG at the metal nucleus in these cases.

Quadrupolar nuclei generally relax via the quadrupolar mechanism, i.e., the interaction of the nuclear quadrupole moment with fluctuating electric field gradients at the nucleus. Brownlee et al. have measured the $^{95}\text{Mo}$ spin-lattice relaxation time constant, $T_1$, at 4.7 T for a 0.5 M solution of I in CDCl$_3$ at 20°C to be 70.1 ms (182, 304).
Presently, the possibility of relaxation in solution by the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) mechanism has been investigated, given the relatively small value of $C_Q^{(95}\text{Mo})$ and the relatively anisotropic molybdenum CS tensor. If relaxation by CSA were dominant, one would expect an inverse scaling of $T_1^{(95}\text{Mo})$ with the square of $B_0$,

$$T_1^{-1}(\text{CSA}) = \frac{2}{15} \nu^2 B_0^2 (\Delta \sigma)^2 \tau_c \quad ,$$

and $T_1^{(95}\text{Mo})$ would be approximately 4.4 ms at 18.8 T. Here, $\Delta \sigma$ is a representation of the anisotropy of the CS tensor and $\tau_c$ is the rotational correlation time of the molecule.

Measurements on a 0.5 M solution of I in CDCl$_3$ at 18.8 T produced a value of 66 ms for $T_1^{(95}\text{Mo})$, which is within 6 % of the value reported at 4.7 T. Thus, while chemical shift anisotropy clearly dominates the appearance of the central transition $^{95}\text{Mo}$ MAS NMR spectrum at 18.8 T, the quadrupolar mechanism dominates the relaxation of the molybdenum nuclei as would be expected typically for a quadrupolar nucleus.

3.3.3.2 ZORA-DFT Calculations of $^{95}\text{Mo}$ NMR Interaction Tensors

Not surprisingly, the results of restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) and non-relativistic DFT calculations of the $^{95}\text{Mo}$ EFG and CS tensors do not reproduce the experimental data (Table 3.7). In addition to being non-relativistic, these calculations employ an effective core potential on molybdenum. The shortcomings of these calculations are exemplified in the molybdenum CS tensor results, i.e., the RHF calculated span of 133 ppm is only 17 % of the experimental value. The calculated values for the isotropic chemical shift, quadrupolar coupling constant, and quadrupolar asymmetry parameter are similarly poor.
Relativistic ZORA-DFT calculations of the $^{95}$Mo EFG and CS tensors are also presented in Table 3.7. These calculations were performed using the triple-zeta quality ZORA V basis set with polarization functions. The very good agreement obtained with all of the experimental parameters is exemplified, for example, by the span of the chemical shift tensor which is calculated as 740 ppm. This result is close to the experimental value of 775 ± 30 ppm. The calculations also indicate that the sign of $C_Q$ is negative. Overall, the improvement obtained upon including relativistic effects in the calculations of the molybdenum NMR parameters is dramatic; however one must also be aware of the fact that different basis sets were used to describe molybdenum in the non-relativistic and relativistic calculations.

Experimentally, it was found that the $^{95}$Mo NMR spectra could be successfully simulated with coincident CS and EFG tensors, i.e., where $\delta_{33}$ and $V_{zz}$ are collinear and $\delta_{11}$ and $V_{xx}$ are collinear. The Euler angles which represent this relative orientation of the tensors, $\alpha = \beta = \gamma = 0^\circ$, are used in the simulated spectra in Figures 3.19 - 3.21. The ZORA-DFT calculations, however, indicate an angle of 26° between $\delta_{33}$ and $V_{zz}$, as shown in Figure 3.22. While it is difficult to place error limits on the angles $\alpha$ and $\gamma$, spectral simulations indicate that experimentally, the angle $\beta$ between $\delta_{33}$ and $V_{zz}$ is $0^\circ \pm 10^\circ$, with $0^\circ$ providing the best fit. If mesitylenetricarbonylmolybdenum(0) were perfectly $C_{3v}$ symmetric, $\delta_{33}$ and $V_{zz}$ would lie along the $C_3$ axis. If an approximate $C_3$ axis which passes through the molybdenum nucleus and the centroid of the aromatic ring is considered, the calculations place $V_{zz}$ at an angle of $168^\circ$ with respect to the axis, and
Figure 3.22: ZORA-DFT calculated orientations of the molybdenum CS and EFG tensors for I in the molecular frame of reference. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. (a) Side view showing $V_{ZZ}$ and $\delta_{33}$ which lie approximately along the pseudo-$C_3$ axis of symmetry of the molecule. (b) Top view showing the remaining components of the molybdenum CS and EFG tensors. These components lie approximately in the plane of the page, with $V_{ZZ}$ and $\delta_{33}$ lying approximately perpendicular to the plane of the page. Experimentally, the EFG and CS tensors are coincident, with $V_{ZZ}$ and $\delta_{33}$ lying along the pseudo-$C_3$ axis.

$\delta_{33}$ at an angle of 166° with respect to the axis.

3.3.3.3 Interpretation of the molybdenum chemical shift tensor

The ZORA-DFT calculations provide some insight into the cause for the large chemical shift anisotropy observed for molybdenum in I. As discussed in Chapter 2, the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor may be considered as the sum of diamagnetic and paramagnetic parts. Contributions to the paramagnetic shielding are due to magnetic-dipole allowed mixing of occupied and virtual orbitals of appropriate symmetry.

Furthermore, the relative importance of a contribution to the paramagnetic shielding from any given pair of occupied and virtual orbitals depends on the inverse of the energy gap
between them, and on there being large contributions to these MOs from the AOs on the nucleus of interest.

Schreckenbach has discussed the deshielding of the $^{57}$Fe resonance in ferrocene in terms of relevant occupied and virtual MOs, and found that the dominant contributions arise solely from MOs which are largely composed of the metal $d$ orbitals (305). The molybdenum chemical shifts for various compounds of the type Mo(CO)$_3$PR$_3$ (306) and Mo(NH)$_2$X$_2$ (307) have also been rationalized in terms of appropriate mixing of occupied and virtual molybdenum $d$ orbitals. The role of $d$ orbitals in determining transition metal nuclear magnetic shielding tensors has also been discussed more generally for $d^6$ octahedral and $d^6$ square planar complexes (25, 308).

In the present case, the HOMO, HOMO-1, and HOMO-2 of I are all composed primarily of $d$ AO contributions from Mo. This ZORA-DFT result is in agreement with the simple MO picture for a $d^6$ piano-stool complex (309). Examination of the LCAO coefficients for the three highest-energy occupied orbitals shows that they are primarily combinations of $d$ orbitals rather than predominantly one type of $d$ orbital. For example, the HOMO has a 32 % contribution from the $d_{z^2}$ orbital, 10 % from the $d_{x^2-y^2}$ orbital, and approximately 4 % from each of the $d_{xy}$ and $d_{xz}$ orbitals. There are a number of low-lying virtual MOs which have significant contributions from Mo $d$ orbitals. In rationalizing the deshielding of the Mo nucleus in the xy-plane perpendicular to the pseudo-$C_3$ axis (z axis) of I, one must consider rotations of the occupied orbitals (HOMO, HOMO-1, HOMO-2) about either the x or y axis such that the resultant orbital overlaps favourably with a low-lying virtual orbital at Mo. Two such examples are presented in Figure 3.23.
The HOMO-2 may be rotated about the x-axis to overlap favourably with the LUMO+4, and similarly the HOMO may be rotated about the y axis to overlap favourably with the LUMO+7. Other low-lying virtual orbitals with strong contributions from the molybdenum d orbitals, e.g., LUMO+3, LUMO+8, will also mix appropriately with the high-energy occupied orbitals to contribute to the deshielding of Mo in the xy plane; however, the LUMO and LUMO+1 have very small contributions from the Mo d orbitals.
In summary, mixing of the three highest occupied MOs with low-lying d orbital-dominated virtual orbitals produces a deshielding of Mo in the xy plane. This deshielding results in a particularly large span for the Mo CS tensor, since the shielding along the C₃ axis (z axis) is not affected by the rotations discussed above. Large chemical shift anisotropies are expected to be characteristic of other d⁶ transition metal nuclei in piano-stool complexes, e.g., the ⁵³Cr nucleus in benzenetricarbonylchromium(0). The observation of a ⁵⁵Mn spin-rotation tensor with components on the order of 5 kHz in tricarbonyl(methylcyclopentadienyl)manganese (299) alludes to the existence of a sizable anisotropy in the manganese CS tensor, given the relationship between spin-rotation constants and nuclear magnetic shielding tensors (23, 310, 311).

3.3.4 Chromium

Chromium-53 solid-state NMR results are summarized in Table 3.8.

3.3.4.1 Hexacarbonylchromium(0)

The group 6 metal hexacarbonyl compounds, Cr(CO)₆, Mo(CO)₆, and W(CO)₆ are known to be isomorphous and crystallize in the space group Pnma (230, 312, 313, 314). Oldfield et al. have presented a ¹³C and ¹⁷O solid-state NMR study of these three compounds (315). The structures possess a crystallographic mirror plane in which the central metal atom and two of the carbonyl moieties lie. For Cr(CO)₆, the chromium-carbon bond lengths vary over a small range, 1.9105 to 1.9185 Å, and bond angles are within 0.9° of the perfect octahedral angles of 90° and 180° (209). Such small, but significant, deviations from perfect octahedral symmetry in the solid state will in
Figure 3.24: (a) Experimental $^{53}$Cr MAS NMR spectrum of solid Cr(CO)$_6$ acquired using a pulse-acquire sequence ($\pi/2 = 6.0$ µs) with the transmitter set at 22.576 MHz ($B_0 = 9.4$ T). A recycle delay of 5.0 s was used to acquire 8549 scans with $\nu_{\text{rot}} = 500$ Hz. Also shown are the simulated spectra based on the parameters given in Table 3.8 and (b) using $\nu_{\text{rot}} = 500$ Hz and (c) assuming an infinite MAS rate.

The manifestation of these small structural distortions in solid powdered hexacarbonylchromium(0) is evident in the central transition portion of its $^{53}$Cr MAS NMR spectrum (Figure 3.24), from which information about the chromium EFG tensor may be extracted (Table 3.8). A typical second-order quadrupolar powder pattern is observed (316, 317). Under MAS conditions, sublimation of the sample was a significant problem, creating enough pressure to repeatedly displace the cap from the rotor. A low MAS rate, 500 Hz, was used to minimize sample heating; this was sufficient to almost completely concentrate all intensity from the spinning sidebands into the centreband, as evidenced by the small difference in the simulated spectra presented in Figure 3.24(b).
(ν\textsubscript{rot} = 500 Hz) and 1(c) (ν\textsubscript{rot} = ∞). Nevertheless, the relative intensities of the two main singularities of the second-order powder pattern are most successfully simulated when the finite spinning rate is considered. The \textsuperscript{53}Cr quadrupolar coupling constant is 348 kHz, a factor of 1.75 less than the result one obtains by multiplying the known \textsuperscript{95}Mo quadrupolar coupling constant for Mo(CO)\textsubscript{6} (89.3 kHz (318)) by the ratio of the \textsuperscript{53}Cr and \textsuperscript{95}Mo quadrupole moments (139) (-0.15 barn / -0.022 barn = 6.8). Although Mo(CO)\textsubscript{6} and Cr(CO)\textsubscript{6} are isomorphous, differences in the metal-carbon bond lengths between the two compounds are on the order of 0.15 Å; thus, significant differences are to be expected in the magnitude of the components of the EFG tensor at the metal nucleus. The \textsuperscript{53}Cr quadrupolar asymmetry parameter, 0.48, is substantially different from the corresponding \textsuperscript{95}Mo values reported for Mo(CO)\textsubscript{6} from powder (0.142 (175)) and single-crystal (0.151 (318)) \textsuperscript{95}Mo NMR measurements (see Table 3.8).

A \textsuperscript{53}Cr quadrupolar coupling constant of 356 kHz has been inferred from \textit{T}_1(\textsuperscript{53}Cr) measurements on Cr(CO)\textsubscript{6} dissolved in CDCl\textsubscript{3} at 40°C (319); this method relies on the assumption that the quadrupolar asymmetry parameter, \eta\textsubscript{Q}, is exactly zero. The close correspondence between the solution and solid-state \textsuperscript{53}Cr quadrupolar coupling constants is fortuitous; the origins of a non-zero EFG tensor for a formally octahedral molecule in solution are likely due to intermolecular solvation effects rather than the structural deviations present in the solid.
Table 3.8: Summary of $^{53}$Cr NMR parameters and comparison with $^{95}$Mo NMR data for analogous molybdenum compounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>compound</th>
<th>nucleus</th>
<th>$C_Q$ / MHz</th>
<th>$\eta_Q$</th>
<th>$\delta_{iso}$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\Omega$ / ppm</th>
<th>$\kappa$</th>
<th>Euler Angles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cr(CO)$_6$</td>
<td>$^{53}$Cr</td>
<td>0.348 ± 0.008</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-17 ± 1</td>
<td>23 ± 2</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.05</td>
<td>100 ± 10°, 90 ± 5°, 55 ± 7°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(CO)$_6$</td>
<td>$^{95}$Mo</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>-1854 ± 1</td>
<td>22 ± 2</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>90°, 90°, 50° c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0893 ± 0.0002</td>
<td>0.151 ± 0.005</td>
<td>-1854 ± 1</td>
<td>23 ± 0.4</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>90.7 ± 0.6°, 90.4 ± 0.3°, 49.6 ± 0.8° d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs$_2$CrO$_4$</td>
<td>$^{53}$Cr</td>
<td>1.17 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1775 ± 3</td>
<td>90 ± 30</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>$\alpha$, 40 ± 10°, 0 ± 30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K$_2$CrO$_4$</td>
<td>$^{53}$Cr</td>
<td>1.77 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.10</td>
<td>1765 ± 3</td>
<td>30 ± 10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-40 ± 10°, 80 ± 5°, 0 ± 10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na$_3$MoO$_4$·2H$_2$O</td>
<td>$^{95}$Mo</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Euler angles define the rotations required to bring the electric field gradient tensor frame into coincidence with the principal axis system of the chemical shift tensor.

* This work

* Reference 175.

* Reference 318.

* The simulated spectrum is insensitive to the value of $\alpha$. 
Although the $^{53}$Cr and $^{95}$Mo quadrupolar parameters are considerably different, analysis of the $^{53}$Cr NMR spectrum of a stationary sample of Cr(CO)$_6$ (Figure 3.25) indicates that their respective chemical shift tensors are remarkably similar. The span of the chromium chemical shift tensor in Cr(CO)$_6$ is 23 ppm, which is identical to the span of the molybdenum chemical shift tensor in Mo(CO)$_6$ (175, 318). The principal components of the chromium chemical shift tensor relative to a saturated solution of Cr(CO)$_6$ in chloroform are $\delta_{11} = -5.5$ ppm, $\delta_{22} = -17.0$ ppm, and $\delta_{33} = -28.5$ ppm. Furthermore, the relative orientations of the metal CS and EFG tensors in the two

![Figure 3.25: (a) Experimental $^{53}$Cr NMR spectrum of solid Cr(CO)$_6$ acquired under stationary conditions using a pulse-acquire sequence ($\pi/2 = 5.0$ $\mu$s) with the transmitter set at 16.934 MHz ($B_0$ = 7.05 T). A recycle delay of 10.0 s was used to acquire 13122 scans (total experiment time 36.5 hours). Spectrum (b) is the best-fit simulation, incorporating an anisotropic chemical shift tensor, $\Omega = 23$ ppm. The simulation shown in (c) is based solely on the quadrupolar interaction and assumes an isotropic chemical shift tensor.](image-url)
hexacarbonyl compounds are *identical* within error. Simulation of the spectrum of a stationary sample of Cr(CO)$_6$ shown in Figure 3.25(a) is very sensitive to the magnitude and orientation of the chromium chemical shift tensor. For example, neglect of anisotropy in the CS tensor results in the simulated spectrum shown in Figure 3.25(c), which is clearly in disagreement with the experimental result shown in Figure 3.25(a).

While it is not possible to determine the absolute orientation of either the $^{53}$Cr EFG or CS tensor based solely on the powder techniques used here, the absolute orientations of the $^{95}$Mo NMR interaction tensors in the molecular framework are known for Mo(CO)$_6$ from the single-crystal study of Vosegaard and co-workers (318). Given the isomorphism of Cr(CO)$_6$ and Mo(CO)$_6$, one may reasonably conclude that the absolute orientations of the $^{53}$Cr EFG and CS tensors in Cr(CO)$_6$ correspond to those found for $^{95}$Mo in Mo(CO)$_6$, where the smallest component of the chemical shift tensor ($\delta_{33}$) and the intermediate component of the EFG tensor ($V_{YY}$) lie perpendicular to the mirror plane.

![Diagram](image.png)

*Figure 3.26: Relative orientations of the chromium EFG and CS tensors for chromium hexacarbonyl, determined from simulations of stationary $^{53}$Cr NMR spectra.*
defined by the \textit{Pnma} space group symmetry (Figure 3.26).

Whereas the $^{53}\text{Cr}$ and $^{95}\text{Mo}$ EFG tensors in Cr(CO)$_6$ and Mo(CO)$_6$ reflect the small but significant structural differences between the two compounds (e.g., metal-carbon bond lengths), the remarkable correspondence of the chromium and molybdenum chemical shift tensors in their respective hexacarbonyl complexes is a testament to the sensitivity of the CS tensor to the overall crystal symmetry defined by the crystallographic space group.

3.3.4.2 Chromate(VI) Salts

Simulation of the $^{53}\text{Cr}$ NMR spectra of stationary samples of cesium chromate, Cs$_2$CrO$_4$ (not shown), and potassium chromate, K$_2$CrO$_4$ (Figure 3.27), allows for the extraction of the isotropic chemical shift and quadrupolar coupling parameters (Table

![Calc. vs Expt. spectrum](image)

Figure 3.27: Chromium-53 solid-state NMR spectrum of a stationary sample of powdered potassium chromate, obtained at 18.8 T using the QCPMG pulse sequence. Also shown is the best-fit simulation.
3.8). For both of these chromate salts, quantitative determinations of the chemical shift
tensor parameters were difficult due to the relatively small magnitude of the chromium
shielding interaction. In the case of cesium chromate, the principal components of the
chromium chemical shift tensor are $\delta_{11} = 1809.5$ ppm, $\delta_{22} = 1796.0$ ppm, and $\delta_{33} = 1719.5$
ppm relative to Cr(CO)$_6$ in CHCl$_3$, and its orientation relative to the EFG tensor is given
in Table 3.8. A span of $30 \pm 10$ ppm for the chromium CS tensor in potassium chromate
was obtained from simulations of stationary spectra acquired at 9.4 and 18.8 T.

Simulation of the $^{53}\text{Cr}$ QCPMG NMR spectrum in particular (Figure 3.27) was very
sensitive to small changes in the magnitude and orientation of the chromium chemical
shift tensor. The isotropic chromium chemical shifts of chromate salts are known from
solution studies to be on the order of 1800 ppm larger than in chromium(0) complexes
such as Cr(CO)$_6$ (193, 194). The same is found in the solid state, with Cs$_2$CrO$_4$ being
1793 ppm less shielded than Cr(CO)$_6$. A similar shift difference is found for the
analogous molybdenum compounds, e.g., Cs$_2$MoO$_4$ is 1832 ppm less shielded than
Mo(CO)$_6$ (320).

In agreement with $^{95}\text{Mo}$ data on hexacarbonylmolybdenum(0) and sodium
molybdate(VI) dihydrate (see Table 3.8), the $^{53}\text{Cr}$ quadrupolar coupling constants are
several times larger in the tetrahedral anions than in the octahedral complexes. However,
the $^{53}\text{Cr}$ quadrupolar coupling constants in solid K$_2$CrO$_4$ (1.75 MHz) and Cs$_2$CrO$_4$ (1.17
MHz) differ substantially with data derived from $T_1(\text{Cr})$ measurements carried out in
solution. For example, employing a $T_1$ value extrapolated to infinite dilution, Haid et al.
report $C_Q(\text{Cr})$ to be 750 kHz for aqueous K$_2$CrO$_4$ (321). The non-zero value in solution
likely arises from solvation effects whereas the principal cause of the large $C_Q$ values in
the solid state is due to forced distortion of the chromate tetrahedron in the crystal lattice.
For example, in the solid state it is noted that upon changing the chromate counterion
from cesium to potassium, an increase in the $^{53}\text{Cr}$ quadrupolar coupling constant of 50 %
results. Furthermore, preliminary results on solid ammonium chromate indicate a
quadrupolar coupling constant on the order of 2.5 MHz, over twice as large as that for
cesium chromate. Consideration of the X-ray structures of $\text{K}_2\text{CrO}_4$ (210) and $(\text{NH}_4)_2\text{CrO}_4$
(211) and the neutron diffraction structure of $\text{Cs}_2\text{CrO}_4$ (212) suggests that deviation of the
O-Cr-O bond angle, $\varphi$, from the perfect tetrahedral angle of 109.47° may be correlated
with the observed $^{53}\text{Cr}$ quadrupolar coupling constants. The largest deviations for each of
these compounds are 0.53° (Cs), 0.77° (K), and 2.43°(NH$_4$) (Figure 3.28). The increasing
trend in bond angle deviation, Cs < K < NH$_4$ clearly parallels the observed increase in the
$^{53}\text{Cr}$ quadrupolar coupling constants, 1.17 < 1.75 < ~2.5 MHz. Unquestionably, the $^{53}\text{Cr}$
quadrupolar coupling constant in solid chromate salts is an extremely sensitive probe of
small deviations from perfect tetrahedral symmetry of the chromate anion.

The question arises as to why the report of $^{53}\text{Cr}$ solid-state NMR spectra for prototypical chromium compounds has taken so long. Previous attempts may have been thwarted by an unfortunate choice of compound or recycle delay. As pointed out by Smith (84), relaxation times for quadrupolar nuclei with large quadrupole moments are not guaranteed to be short (e.g., milliseconds or less); recycle delays on the order of several seconds have indeed been necessary in the case of $^{52}\text{Cr}$ and $^{95}\text{Mo}$. For example, the $T_1^{(95}\text{Mo})$ in hexacarbonylmolybdenum(0) is 15.9 s (318). Applications of $^{53}\text{Cr}$ NMR are limited to relatively symmetric species due to the large quadrupole moment of this nucleus; however, the advent of “ultra-high” field spectrometers, e.g., 18.8 T and 21.1 T, will result in much improved $^{53}\text{Cr}$ NMR sensitivity, thereby allowing for the study of a wider range of compounds. Cross-polarization from $^1\text{H}$ in compounds where protons are present will undoubtedly benefit future $^{53}\text{Cr}$ solid-state NMR studies; CP to $^{95}\text{Mo}$ has already been shown to be beneficial (76). Lipton et al. have recently presented a general strategy for the NMR observation of spin-$n/2$ quadrupolar nuclei in dilute environments (322) which will certainly be valuable in future $^{53}\text{Cr}$ solid-state NMR studies.
3.4 Conclusions

The work presented in this chapter has demonstrated the feasibility and utility of studying several traditionally "difficult" spin-n/2 quadrupolar nuclei in the solid state. While much emphasis in the NMR community has been placed on the acquisition of "high-resolution" solid-state NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei in recent years, the results described herein clearly attest to the advantages of analyzing broad-line NMR spectra of stationary samples, where the magnitudes and orientations of both the EFG and CS tensors are accessible; these are exactly the parameters which are so intimately related to the local molecular and electronic structure surrounding a given nucleus. The interplay between experiment and theory when relating NMR interaction tensors to structural properties has also been effectively demonstrated in this chapter.

The $^{11}$B NMR results demonstrate that the CS interaction does, in some cases, play a dominant role in the solid-state NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei. This work has provided the first experimental characterization of a boron chemical shift tensor, for trimesitylboran. In analogy with $^{13}$C chemical shifts of carbocations, it has also been shown that the in-plane $^{11}$B chemical shift tensor components, which are largely responsible for differences in the isotropic chemical shift and the span of the shift tensor, vary greatly between boranes and borates. This phenomenon has been rationalized in terms of a simple molecular orbital picture. The boron results have direct implications in the interpretation of $^{11}$B NMR spectra of borate glass materials, given the similarity in local structure about boron in glasses and in the model borates and boranes discussed herein.
The viability of studying solid organic hydrochloride salts using high-field $^{35/37}$Cl NMR techniques has been established. In particular, the chlorine nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant has been found to be characteristic of the hydrogen bonding environment of the chloride ion. For the first time, anisotropic chlorine nuclear magnetic shielding has been observed from a powder sample, in L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride. The success of the chlorine work foreshadows further high-field $^{35/37}$Cl NMR studies of larger and more complex organic and biological hydrochloride compounds. Chlorine NMR is well-suited to provide information on the local structure about chloride ions in such compounds in terms of the nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant and asymmetry parameter.

The present work has also provided direct solid-state NMR evidence for a small EFG at the central nucleus of a piano-stool compound, I, as predicted previously by point charge arguments and inferred from narrow solution NMR line widths. In contrast to the small quadrupolar interaction, a particularly anisotropic molybdenum CS tensor has been measured. The large deshielding of the molybdenum nucleus in the plane perpendicular to the pseudo-$C_3$ axis of I has been shown to arise from mixing of appropriate $d$ orbital-dominated occupied and virtual MOs. The utility of the ZORA-DFT method in accounting for relativistic corrections in the calculation of EFG and CS tensors for transition metal nuclei has been demonstrated through favourable comparisons with the experimental data. The molybdenum work illustrates the utility of quadrupolar transition-metal NMR in the solid state, but also cautions against underestimating the importance of the chemical shift interaction in quadrupolar nuclei. The ability to measure
the CS tensor for a quadrupolar nucleus, and understand its origins, becomes increasingly crucial as higher magnetic field strengths become commercially available.

Finally, the first $^{53}$Cr solid-state NMR spectra of diamagnetic Cr(0) and Cr(VI) compounds have been presented and interpreted in terms of the $^{53}$Cr EFG and CS tensor interactions. Given the difficulties associated with NMR spectroscopy of the $^{53}$Cr nucleus, these results provide encouraging evidence that nearly the entire periodic table is accessible to NMR spectroscopists not only in principle, but also in practice. Future work on expanding the types of nuclei which are available for useful and practical study by modern solid-state NMR methodologies is outlined in Chapter 6.
Chapter 4: Insights into Indirect Nuclear Spin-Spin Coupling Tensors from Computational Chemistry and Experiment

4.1 Introduction and History

The indirect spin-spin coupling between nuclei is of fundamental importance in magnetic resonance spectroscopy (44, 323, 324). Recent applications which have received attention in the literature range from the identification of hydrogen bonding networks in nucleic acid base pairs (325, 326) and in proteins (327, 328, 329, 330) to probing binary semiconducting compounds (331, 332) and high-temperature superconductors (333). In isotropic fluids, indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling constants (also widely known as “scalar” coupling constants) are important in providing information about the secondary and tertiary structure of biological macromolecules (334, 335, 336). The largest known isotropic coupling constant is $^{1}J(^{199}\text{Hg}, ^{199}\text{Hg}) = 284100 \pm 860 \text{ Hz}$ for a [Hg-Hg]$^{2+}$ crown ether complex (337). This corresponds to what is likely the largest reduced isotropic coupling constant, $^{1}K_{\text{iso}} = 72085 \times 10^{20} \text{ N A}^{-2}\text{m}^{-3}$.

While isotropic coupling constants, $J_{\text{iso}}$, are routinely measured in solution and in the solid state, experimentally it is difficult to measure reliable values of the anisotropy in J because the Hamiltonians describing the anisotropic J-interaction and the direct-dipolar interaction involve tensors of the same form (35, 50). As discussed in Chapter 2, one cannot independently measure the anisotropic J tensor and the direct dipolar coupling tensor. In addition, the direct dipolar interaction is often at least an order of magnitude
larger than the anisotropic $J$-interaction. Because of this close relationship between the
direct dipolar interaction and $\Delta J$, anisotropy in the $J$ tensor has sometimes been termed
the "pseudo-dipolar" interaction (338). Numerous NMR experiments, both solution- and
solid-state, have been devised to measure the direct dipolar coupling constants, which
depend upon the inverse cube separation of the two nuclei (cf. eq. 2.32) (339, 340). What
seems to be consistently ignored when these experiments are applied is the fact that
anisotropy in the indirect spin-spin coupling will also contribute to the apparent dipolar
coupling constant measured. It is essential to have a better understanding of the indirect
spin-spin coupling, and in particular the magnitude of $\Delta J$, in order to have confidence in
any internuclear separations derived from NMR measurements.

To determine $\Delta J$, the value of the direct dipolar contribution, $R_{DD}$, must be known
independently of the NMR experiment. Complete $J$ tensors can be characterized by
studying the NMR spectra of single crystals (341), solid powder samples (50, 342), or
samples oriented in liquid crystalline solvents (343). Another less well-recognized
source of spin-spin coupling tensor information is the hyperfine structure observed in
molecular beam (40, 49) or high-resolution microwave (344) spectroscopy experiments.
The importance of experimental data from the latter experiments, with few exceptions,
has been completely overlooked.

Experimental trends concerning $J_{iso}$ have been recognized for some time (345,
346, 347, 348, 349); however, periodic trends concerning $\Delta J$ are less clear. There has
been some evidence that $\Delta J$ increases when one or more heavy nuclei are involved (332,
338c, 341, 342, 350, 351, 352, 353) (e.g., $\Delta J^{(199}\text{Hg}, \; ^{31}\text{P}) = 4.0 \pm 0.5 \text{ kHz in}$
Hg(PPh₃)₂(NO₃)₂ (341b)), but there have also been indications that ΔJ could be important for light nuclei (e.g., ΔJ (¹⁹F, ¹³C) = 350 Hz in ¹³CH₃F (354)). Methyl fluoride in particular has attracted a great deal of attention. For example, although the currently accepted value for ΔJ (¹⁹F, ¹³C) is 350 Hz, previously reported values include 404 ± 31 Hz (355), measured using liquid crystal techniques, and -1200 ± 1200 Hz, measured via ¹³C NMR in a solid argon matrix at 15 K (51).

Pople and Santry (356) developed approximate formulae for each of the mechanisms which contribute to J (see Chapter 2) within the context of a simple valence electron molecular orbital theory. One of the main conclusions from this classic paper is that the Fermi contact term is generally the most important mechanism for spin-spin coupling, particularly if protons are involved. The orbital and spin-dipolar terms were found to be most important when there is multiple bonding between the two coupled nuclei. Buckingham and Love (357) extended the Pople-Santry work to investigate the full coupling tensor in terms of LCAO coefficients and singlet-triplet excitation energies. They were especially interested in determining the mechanisms which are responsible for anisotropy in the J tensor. According to molecular orbital theory as employed by Buckingham and Love, the FC x SD term can make a significant contribution to the anisotropy of the electron-coupled nuclear spin-spin interactions. It should be noted that only a few molecules were investigated and used to draw general conclusions in this early study. Other than thallium fluoride, there were no reliable experimental data on isolated molecules in the gas phase available in the mid- to late-1960s for comparison with the calculated results.
In 1967, Pople and co-workers developed a finite perturbation theory for calculating spin-spin coupling constants (358). This technique was used with INDO semi-empirical self-consistent molecular orbital methods to calculate indirect spin-spin coupling constants in numerous molecules. As implemented by Pople and co-workers, only the Fermi-contact mechanism was considered. Others (359) incorporated the remaining mechanisms. Although these semi-empirical methods often reproduced experimental trends, particularly for couplings involving protons, the results for pairs of heavier nuclei were often suspect. Early attempts to use the finite perturbation approach with non-empirical SCF calculations using minimal basis sets to calculate $J_{iso}$ failed (360).

Thus, reliable first-principles calculations of $J$ tensors have been challenging and generally confined to relatively small molecules containing first-row elements (94, 361). For many years, difficulties were encountered even in reproducing the correct sign of $J_{iso}$ in a molecule as simple and light as hydrogen fluoride (see Table 16 of ref. 411). Recently, there have been substantial improvements in first-principles calculations of $J$ couplings (94, 109, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367). Particularly promising results have recently been obtained using multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) linear response methods with large correlation-consistent basis sets. With the exception of recent papers by Jokisaari and co-workers (343 b-d), judgements concerning the quality of the calculations have been based on a comparison of isotropic spin-spin coupling constants (calculated and observed). The role of medium effects is generally not considered, with some important exceptions (368).
While *ab initio* techniques may yield results which are in excellent agreement with available experimental data, they are time consuming and limited to small systems composed of relatively light atoms. Density functional theory (DFT) methods for calculating NMR properties allow for relatively large or heavy systems to be treated more rapidly (369). Malkina *et al.* have described their implementation of a DFT method for calculating J tensors using Gaussian-type orbitals (370). An alternative implementation was subsequently applied with Slater-type basis sets to demonstrate the feasibility of calculating J couplings to transition metal nuclei (371, 372). Recently, several new DFT techniques for calculating J tensors have been developed, including a zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA) DFT method (373, 374, 375). These recent implementations have included the spin-dipolar (SD) term in the calculations; this term, which can not be neglected *a priori*, had been omitted in earlier DFT treatments.

The work presented in this Chapter endeavours to provide a combined experimental and theoretical foundation for periodic trends in indirect spin-spin coupling tensors. Both *ab initio* and DFT computational methods will be employed. Comparison of calculated results with experimental data, where available, provides some insights into the utility of the computational techniques. Finally, a discussion of the prospects of making the first experimental measurement of the antisymmetric part of the J tensor are discussed. As presented in Chapter 2, it has long been known that for powdered samples containing tightly coupled (AB) spin systems observed under conditions of magic-angle spinning, J_{antisym} should affect the observed spectrum (52, 376). Nevertheless, no experimental determinations of J_{antisym} exist.
4.2 Computational and Experimental Details

4.2.1 Computational Details

MCSCF and ZORA-DFT methods were used for the calculation of $J$ tensors.

Calculations of $J$ tensors for light diatomics were carried out using MCSCF methods and complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) (122) or restricted active space SCF (RASSCF) (123) wavefunctions on an IBM RS 6000 workstation running the Dalton (96) quantum chemistry program. The largest possible balanced active spaces were chosen based on the MP2 natural orbital occupation numbers (377) (see Appendix A).

The complete active spaces, basis sets, and equilibrium bond lengths employed in the MCSCF calculations on diatomics are summarized in Table 4.1. The cc-pV5Z and aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets have been used for most calculations (96, 378), and in cases where this was not possible (Na, K), the largest feasible uncontracted basis sets were used (379). Equilibrium bond lengths for the diatomics listed in Table 4.1 were obtained from the compilation of Huber and Herzberg (239), except for KNa (380) and ClF (381).
Table 4.1: Equilibrium bond lengths, complete active spaces, inactive orbitals, basis sets, and total number of orbitals used for the MCSCF calculation of $J$ tensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$r_e$ / Å</th>
<th>CAS/inactive</th>
<th>basis set</th>
<th>number of orbitals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>0.91682</td>
<td>6331/1000</td>
<td>cc-pV5Z</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^7$LiH</td>
<td>1.5957</td>
<td>6332/0000</td>
<td>cc-pV5Z</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^7$LiF</td>
<td>1.563864</td>
<td>6331/1000</td>
<td>cc-pV5Z</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{23}$NaF</td>
<td>1.925947</td>
<td>7331/1000</td>
<td>20s12p4d / cc-pV5Z</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{39}$KF</td>
<td>2.171457</td>
<td>6330/2000</td>
<td>26s17p1d / cc-pV5Z</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}$ClF</td>
<td>1.628332</td>
<td>7330/2000</td>
<td>aug-cc-pVQZ</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{23}$Na$_2$</td>
<td>3.0788</td>
<td>41113111/20001000</td>
<td>20s12p4d</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{39}$K$^{23}$Na</td>
<td>3.499035</td>
<td>5331/6110</td>
<td>26s17p1d / 20s12p4d</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{11}$BF</td>
<td>1.26259</td>
<td>5321/1000</td>
<td>cc-pV5Z</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{27}$AlF</td>
<td>1.654369</td>
<td>7331/1000</td>
<td>aug-cc-pVQZ</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$^{35}$Cl</td>
<td>1.27455</td>
<td>6331/1000</td>
<td>aug-cc-pVQZ</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rovibrational corrections to some of the MCSCF-calculated coupling constants were carried out as originally suggested by Buckingham (382). For any molecular property, $P$:

$$P(eq) = P(v, J) - \left(v + \frac{1}{2}\right)\left(\frac{B_e}{\omega_e}\right) \left(\frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial \xi^2}\right)_{\xi=0} - 3a\left(\frac{\partial P}{\partial \xi}\right)_{\xi=0} - 4(J^2 + J)\left(\frac{B_e}{\omega_e}\right)^2 \left(\frac{\partial P}{\partial \xi}\right)_{\xi=0}$$

[4.1]

Here, $P(eq)$ is the property at the equilibrium bond length, $r_e$, and $P(v, J)$ is the property for a particular rovibrational state; note that here $J$ refers to the rotational state of the molecule and is not related to the indirect spin-spin coupling tensor. The rotational
constant at the equilibrium bond length, $B_e$, is equal to $h / 8\pi^2 I_e$ (in Hz), $I_e$ is the moment of inertia at the equilibrium bond length; $\omega_e$ is the harmonic vibrational frequency; $\xi$ is the reduced displacement from equilibrium, $(r-r_e) / r_e$, and $a$ is the cubic force constant:

$$a = -1 - \frac{\alpha_e \omega_e}{6B_e^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} [4.2]

First and second derivatives are estimated by carrying out additional MCSCF calculations in the region of the equilibrium bond length. The goal is to find the rovibrational average of $R_{dd}$, which is equivalent to $c_3$(direct) (vide infra).

The procedure employed follows that of Bass et al. (383) and Tipping and Ogilvie (384); a similar procedure was outlined by Schlier (402). The quantity to be averaged is:

$$\langle \frac{1}{r^3} \rangle = \frac{1}{r_e^3} \frac{1}{\left(1 + \langle \xi \rangle \right)^3}$$  \hspace{1cm} [4.3]

Expansion of $(1 + \langle \xi \rangle)^{-3}$ using the MacLaurin series and substitution of the result into equation 2.32 gives, to fourth order,

$$R_{dd}(\nu,J) = \left(\frac{\gamma_2^2 \hbar}{2\pi} \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi r_e^3} \right) \left(1 - 3\langle \xi \rangle + 6\langle \xi \rangle^2 - 10\langle \xi \rangle^3 + 15\langle \xi \rangle^4 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} [4.4]

The rovibrationally-averaged quantities, $\langle \xi \rangle^n$ ($n = 1, 2, 3, 4$), depend on $\nu$ and the rotational angular momentum quantum number $J$. The lengthy expressions for $\langle \xi \rangle^n$ are given by Tipping and Ogilvie (384). These expressions depend on the Dunham coefficients $a_0$ through $a_6$ (385), which describe the shape of the potential energy well near the equilibrium bond length. These coefficients in turn depend on the spectroscopic constants of the diatomic molecule, including $B_e$ and $\omega_e$, for example. These values were obtained from the compilation of Huber and Herzberg, available online from the NIST.
Chemistry Webbook (239). Analytical equations for the Dunham coefficients $a_0, a_1, a_2,$ and $a_3$ are available (344); unfortunately such equations are not readily available for the higher-order terms $a_4, a_5,$ and $a_6$. Since most models adequately describe the potential well in the region of $r_e$, a recursive relationship applying to the Morse potential (384) was used to determine suitable values for $a_4$ through $a_6$. The results obtained by this method are in very close agreement with the $\langle \xi^2 \rangle$ values reported by Bass et al. for hydrogen fluoride (383). Determining $R_{DD}(v, J)$ in this manner allows the application of equation 2.50 to determine $\Delta J$.

Indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensors for the interhalogen diatomics were calculated using the CPL coupling module (120, 121, 371, 372) of the Amsterdam Density Functional program (226, 227) running on an IBM RS6000 workstation or a PC with an AMD Athlon microprocessor. The couplings are calculated based on the relativistic ZORA-DFT implementation described in references 120 and 121. The Fermi-contact (FC), SD, diamagnetic and paramagnetic spin-orbit (DSO and PSO) coupling mechanisms were included in the calculations. In the ZORA-DFT implementation, the FC and SD terms are not separated, and this sum term is labelled “FC+SD”. The FC+SD term contains the well-known FCxSD cross term, and also part of the (FC+SD)-PSO cross term. Likewise, the “PSO” term that is computed contains the remaining part of the (FC+SD)-PSO cross term. Note that the (FC+SD)-PSO term is exactly zero in the nonrelativistic or scalar relativistic limit where no spin-orbit coupling is present. However, it has been demonstrated that, e.g., for TII, it can represent the largest individual contribution to the isotropic coupling constant (121, 386) and only upon
inclusion of relativistic spin-orbit coupling (and the respective cross terms) can reasonable agreement with experiment be achieved.

All DFT calculations used the VWN (228) + Becke88 (229) and Perdew86 (230) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as described in reference 121. Relativistic spin-orbit calculations were performed for all diatomic molecules (so-GGA), and scalar relativistic calculations (scalar-GGA) were carried out for some molecules for comparison purposes. The triple-polarized ADF ZORA IV and ZORA V Slater-type basis sets available within the ADF package were used for the diatomics. A missing 5d polarization function with exponent 1.900 was added to the iodine basis set, which was found to yield slightly improved results for the computed coupling tensors. Experimental equilibrium bond lengths were obtained from the compilation of Huber and Herzberg (239), except for CIF (381), Cl\textsubscript{2} (387), and I\textsubscript{2} (388). A theoretical bond length of 2.987 Å was used for At\textsubscript{2} (389).

Some calculations for F\textsubscript{2} and ClF were also carried out using the MCSCF method. Restricted active space (RAS) wave functions were chosen based on the MP2 natural orbital occupation numbers. The $D_{4h}$ symmetry of F\textsubscript{2} was represented in the $D_{2h}$ point group in Dalton. The RAS used for F\textsubscript{2} was 10001000(inactive), 00000000(RAS1), 21101110(RAS2), 32213221(RAS3), where the eight digits refer to orbitals of $A_{g}$, $B_{3u}$, $B_{2u}$, $B_{1g}$, $B_{1u}$, $B_{2g}$, $B_{3g}$, and $A_{u}$ symmetries, respectively. The $C_{2v}$ symmetry of ClF was represented in the $C_{2v}$ point group in Dalton. The RAS used for ClF was 4110(inactive), 0000(RAS1), 3220(RAS2), 4331(RAS3), where the four digits refer to orbitals of $A_{1}$, $B_{1}$, $B_{2}$, and $A_{2}$ symmetries, respectively. The cc-pCVQZ basis set was used for F\textsubscript{2}, and the
aug-cc-pVQZ basis set was used for ClF. For both molecules, up to two electrons were allowed to be excited into RAS3. The procedure used to select the active spaces is presented in Appendix A.

For calculations of the J tensors in the methyleneimine dimer, the experimental gas-phase geometry of the methyleneimine monomer was used (390, 391) and the N-N distance and N-H-N bond angle in the planar dimer were systematically varied in order to gain a thorough understanding of the effects of the hydrogen bond geometry on the properties of the 2\textsuperscript{nd}J(N, N) tensor. Both MCSCF and ZORA-DFT calculations were carried out for this system. The MCSCF calculations make use of the C\_s point group symmetry of the planar dimer. The wave function was constructed using the following restricted active space (RAS): (40/00/10,2/32), where the orbitals are of a' and a'' symmetries respectively, and the orbital spaces are listed in the order (inactive / RAS1 / RAS2 / RAS3). Two electrons were allowed to be excited into RAS3. The cc-pCVDZ basis set has been used in all calculations; this corresponds to a total of 102 orbitals. Due to computational limitations inherent to the MCSCF technique and inherent to Dalton, the use of larger basis sets was not feasible for this model system. To carry out an MCSCF calculation of all of the indirect spin-spin coupling tensors in the model system required approximately 45 hours of CPU time for each geometry; this time was reduced to 11 hours for each geometry if only the 2\textsuperscript{nd}J(N, N) tensor was calculated. ZORA-DFT calculations were carried out using ADF and the ZORA V basis set on all atoms, as described above for the diatomics.

MCSCF calculations of the J couplings in urea were carried out using the
geometry reported in reference 392. The calculations employed C$_{2v}$ symmetry and a RAS of 3100 / 0000 / 5421 / 4321. The cc-pCVTZ basis set was used on all atoms.

4.2.2 Experimental Details

Hexa-(p-tolyl)ditin, II, was kindly synthesized by Kris Harris following a procedure adapted from references 393, 394, and 395.

Tin-119 and tin-117 one-dimensional VACP/MAS NMR spectra of powdered samples of II were acquired on a Chemagnetics CMX Infinity 200 spectrometer operating at a frequency of 74.63 MHz for $^{119}$Sn and 71.31 MHz for $^{117}$Sn. A 4 mm DR MAS probe was used for all experiments. Tetracyclohexyllditin was used as a setup sample and chemical shift reference, $\delta_{iso} = -97.35$ ppm (396, 397). Typical experimental parameters for $^{119}$Sn and $^{117}$Sn CP/MAS experiments were: 40 s recycle delay, 2.40 $\mu$s $\pi/2$ pulse, 5.0 ms contact time, 92 ms acquisition time, 4096 scans recorded. High-power proton decoupling was used for all experiments.

Two-dimensional J-resolved $^{119}$Sn MAS NMR spectra (398, 399) were acquired using similar parameters, with 16 points acquired in the indirect dimension, a spectral window of 200 Hz in the indirect dimension, and 128 scans per increment. Resolution in the indirect dimension is limited by the acquisition time, which is in turn limited by how long the probe can withstand high-power proton decoupling.
4.3 The Link Between Molecular Beam Hyperfine Data and NMR J Tensors

4.3.1 MCSCF Calculations on Light Diatomics

To illustrate the procedure for extracting $J_{\text{iso}}$ and $\Delta J$ from hyperfine data, the case of $^{35}\text{Cl}^{19}\text{F}$, which has been extensively investigated experimentally (400), will be discussed. The hyperfine Hamiltonian for a diatomic molecule, e.g., $^{35}\text{Cl}^{19}\text{F}$, in the absence of any external fields is given in equation 2.51. It is well known that the nuclear spin-rotation constants $c_{\text{Cl}}$ and $c_{\text{F}}$ are related to the nuclear magnetic shielding tensors (23, 41b, 311, 401) and it is understood in the literature that $c_4$ corresponds to $J_{\text{iso}}$. What is not generally recognized is the significance of $c_3$, in particular the indirect spin-spin coupling contribution to $c_3$. As discussed in Chapter 2, the forms of the direct dipolar coupling tensor ($\mathbf{D}$) and the $\Delta \mathbf{J}$ tensor are identical. As a result of these similarities, it is impossible to separately observe the two contributions to the effective dipolar coupling constant, $R_{\text{eff}}$ (35, 44, 50, 338, 341, 342, 343). The hyperfine parameter $c_3$ is equivalent to $R_{\text{eff}}$ (also sometimes denoted as $d_T(402)$). In analogy with the separation of $R_{\text{eff}}$ into two contributions as presented in equation 2.50, it is convenient to separate $c_3$ into a direct and an indirect contribution,

$$c_3 = c_3(\text{direct}) + c_3(\text{indirect}) \quad [4.5]$$

The direct contribution to $c_3$ ($R_{\text{DD}}$) can be determined if the rovibrationally-averaged bond length is known. Thus, knowledge of the effective bond length and of $c_3$ (including its sign) also implies knowledge of $\Delta J$. Pyykko and Wiesenfeld (403) recognized the validity of this separation. So far, this technique has been successfully applied to thallium fluoride, where $\Delta J$ is actually larger than $R_{\text{DD}}$ (404). In this case, $c_4 =$
\[ J^{(205\text{TI},19\text{F})}_{\text{iso}} = -13.3 \pm 0.7 \text{ kHz and } c_3 = 3.50 \pm 0.15 \text{ kHz. Since } c_3 \text{ (direct) can be calculated from the bond length to be } 7.19 \pm 0.07 \text{ kHz, the indirect contribution must be } -3.69 \pm 0.15 \text{ kHz. Associating } c_3 \text{ (indirect) with } -\Delta J/3 \text{ yields } \Delta J^{(205\text{TI},19\text{F})} = 11.1 \pm 0.5 \text{ kHz for the } v = 0 \text{ state (this number is also given by Buckingham and Love (357)).}

At first glance, the determination of the anisotropy of the J tensor seems trivial. However, unlike for TlF, in most cases the direct coupling contribution swamps the \( \Delta J \) contribution; additionally, the observed effect of \( \Delta J \) is reduced by a factor of three (see equation 2.50) (405). Thus, in order to extract reliable information from the experimentally-determined \( c_3 \) values, rovibrational corrections to the direct contribution are in many cases essential.

Since experimental \( c_3 \) values are determined for a particular rovibrational state (typically \( v = 0 \) and \( J = 1 \)), and the direct dipolar coupling is calculated based on an equilibrium bond length, the rovibrationally-averaged value of the direct dipolar coupling must be calculated, from which \( \Delta J \) can be determined:

\[ \Delta J(v,J) = -3[c_3(v,J) - R_{dd}(v,J)] \]  

[4.6]

To demonstrate the utility of the approach described above for determining the anisotropy of indirect spin-spin coupling tensors, a series of diatomic molecules has been selected: HF, LiH, LiF, NaF, KF, KNa, Na\(_2\), BF, AlF, HCl, and ClF. For some of these molecules, precise experimental hyperfine data are available: HF (406), LiH (407), LiF (408), KF (409), Na\(_2\) (410), and ClF (400a). For the calculation of \( J_{\text{iso}} \) hydrogen fluoride has already been well-studied by Helgaker et al. (119), although no discussion of the anisotropy of the J tensor was presented. Their MCSCF study of the basis-set
dependence of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants for HF and H₂O indicates that the best results are obtained for basis sets of the cc-pVXZ type, supplemented with tight s functions. The results for HF presented herein are for comparison purposes and to ensure the reproducibility of the previously reported results. To ensure the reliability of the MCSCF technique for calculating ΔJ as well as J₉₀, beyond HF, calculations of J tensors for LiH, LiF, KF, Na₂, and ClF were carried out and the results compared to the experimental data. The results in Table 4.2 indicate that the calculations perform very well; both the isotropic coupling constants and the anisotropies are in very good agreement with the experimental data. Given the history of the calculation of J₉₀ in small molecules (36I, 41I), the accuracy of these calculated results is encouraging. It is also important to point out that in the past most comparisons between experiment and theory have been based solely on J₉₀, when in fact J is a second-rank tensor. This is the first time accurate J tensor data from molecular beam experiments have been compared with state-of-the-art first principles calculations.
Table 4.2: Calculated and experimental hyperfine data for $^7\text{LiH}$, $^7\text{LiF}$, $^{39}\text{KF}$, $^{23}\text{Na}_2$, and $^{35}\text{ClF}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>calc. $(v, J)^a$</th>
<th>expt. $(v, J)^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^7\text{LiH}$</td>
<td>$c_j = R_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_j(\text{dir}) = R_{DD}$</td>
<td>11327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-3c_j(\text{ind}) = \Delta J$</td>
<td>-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_4 = J_{iso}$</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^7\text{LiF}$</td>
<td>$c_j = R_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_j(\text{dir}) = R_{DD}$</td>
<td>11382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-3c_j(\text{ind}) = \Delta J$</td>
<td>176.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_4 = J_{iso}$</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{39}\text{KF}$</td>
<td>$c_j = R_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_j(\text{dir}) = R_{DD}$</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-3c_j(\text{ind}) = \Delta J$</td>
<td>109.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_4 = J_{iso}$</td>
<td>78.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{23}\text{Na}_2$</td>
<td>$c_j = R_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_j(\text{dir}) = R_{DD}$</td>
<td>286.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-3c_j(\text{ind}) = \Delta J$</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_4 = J_{iso}$</td>
<td>1245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}\text{ClF}$</td>
<td>$c_j = R_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_j(\text{dir}) = R_{DD}$</td>
<td>2557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-3c_j(\text{ind}) = \Delta J$</td>
<td>-800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_4 = J_{iso}$</td>
<td>829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

$^a$ For LiF and KF, $v = 0, J = 0$; for LiH and ClF, $v = 0, J = 1$; for Na$_2$, $v = 0$.

$^b$ References are given in the text.
The good agreement for both $J_{\text{iso}}$ and $\Delta J$ shown in Table 4.2 lends support to the notion that all contributions to $J$ are calculated with reasonable accuracy. For example, the calculated $\Delta J$ ($v = 0, J = 0$) of 176.9 Hz for $^7\text{LiF}$ is well within the experimental error (173.2 ± 27.7 Hz); the calculated $J_{\text{iso}}$ for $^{35}\text{ClF}$ of 829 Hz is in notably good agreement with the experimental value of 840 ± 6 Hz. It is expected that the results for KF and Na$_2$ will be less accurate. Although the number of basis functions used is comparable to the number used for the other molecules, the basis sets for K and Na are not of the cc-pVXZ (correlation-consistent) type (Table 4.1). It is interesting to note that as the constituent atoms become heavier, the relative importance of the FC mechanism tends to decrease (vide infra); this is fortunate since the FC contribution is difficult to calculate, in part due to the cusp problem associated with using Gaussian-type orbitals ($361a,c, 412$). Rovibrational corrections to $R_{DD}(r_e)$ were a few percent or less in all cases. It is important to make these corrections, however, to ensure that the experimental data are being compared to the appropriate calculated values.
Table 4.3: Calculated equilibrium contributions to the isotropic portion of the indirect spin-spin coupling tensor for a series of diatomic molecules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>% DSO</th>
<th>% PSO</th>
<th>% SD</th>
<th>% FC</th>
<th>( J_{iso} ) / Hz</th>
<th>( K_{iso} ) / ( 10^{20} \text{ N A}^{-2} \text{ m}^{-3} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>38.83</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>61.69</td>
<td>476.09</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^7)LiH</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>152.47</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^7)LiF</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-4.23</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>104.11</td>
<td>193.10</td>
<td>4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^23)NaF</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-17.48</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>117.22</td>
<td>193.98</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^39)KF</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-13.17</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>113.34</td>
<td>76.59</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^23)Na(_2)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>1243.6</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^39)K(^{23})Na</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>479.89</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^11)BF</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>34.29</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>61.31</td>
<td>-249.24</td>
<td>-6.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^27)AlF</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>23.17</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>69.88</td>
<td>-627.13</td>
<td>-21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^35)ClF</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>73.89</td>
<td>37.69</td>
<td>-11.60</td>
<td>832.24</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^35)Cl(_2)</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>21.86</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>78.15</td>
<td>58.87</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having established the reliability of the MCSCF \( J \) calculations for molecules as large as ClF, the calculation of \( J \) tensors was carried out for the remaining molecules: NaF, KNa, BF, AlF, and HCl. The choice of molecules is of course limited by computational resources and the availability of suitably large basis sets. Results are summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, and Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Unfortunately, reliable experimental hyperfine data are only available for comparison for a limited number of small diatomics (48). With this in mind, the chosen molecules should provide some insights into any periodic trends in indirect spin-spin coupling. Data are available for
sodium fluoride (413); however the errors are quite large. Also, a value for $J_{iso}$ of 306 ± 30 Hz has been reported for KNa (414). This value was obtained by an optical pumping technique, and a corresponding $c_3$ value was not reported.

Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of the percentage contributions of each of the spin-spin coupling mechanisms to the total calculated reduced coupling constant, $K_{iso}$. Data are given in Table 4.3. In each case, the DSO contribution is too small to appear in the graph.
Table 4.4: Calculated equilibrium contributions to the anisotropy in the indirect spin-spin coupling tensors for a series of diatomic molecules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>% DS0</th>
<th>% PS0</th>
<th>% SD</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>ΔJ / Hz</th>
<th>ΔK / 10^{20} N A^{-2} m^{-3}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>185.99</td>
<td>-262.75</td>
<td>-47.7</td>
<td>224.43</td>
<td>115.98</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^7$LiH</td>
<td>-34.54</td>
<td>-1.16</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>136.14</td>
<td>-12.39</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^7$LiF</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>18.28</td>
<td>-3.09</td>
<td>73.58</td>
<td>177.43</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{23}$NaF</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>23.32</td>
<td>-2.06</td>
<td>75.93</td>
<td>494.19</td>
<td>16.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{39}$KF</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>29.68</td>
<td>-2.99</td>
<td>70.74</td>
<td>109.22</td>
<td>20.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{23}$Na$_2$</td>
<td>-3.64</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>103.53</td>
<td>-29.88</td>
<td>-3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{39}$K$^{23}$Na</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>101.82</td>
<td>-10.85</td>
<td>-7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{11}$BF</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>63.63</td>
<td>-9.49</td>
<td>38.05</td>
<td>468.9</td>
<td>12.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{27}$AlF</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>76.42</td>
<td>-10.3</td>
<td>29.42</td>
<td>555.51</td>
<td>18.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}$ClF</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>109.99</td>
<td>-36.5</td>
<td>28.05</td>
<td>-805.68</td>
<td>-72.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$^{35}$Cl</td>
<td>32.41</td>
<td>-32.38</td>
<td>-5.97</td>
<td>105.94</td>
<td>61.18</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shown in Table 4.3 are $J_{iso}$, $K_{iso}$, and a breakdown of these quantities into the various contributing mechanisms for the complete series of diatomics studied herein. The percentage contributions are also displayed graphically in Figure 4.1. The results for HF are in agreement with those reported by Helgaker et al. (119). For the alkali metal fluorides, MF (M = $^7$Li, $^{23}$Na, $^{39}$K), there are several trends which are apparent. First, the reduced isotropic spin-spin coupling increases with the atomic number of the alkali metal atom, ranging from $4.4 \times 10^{20}$ N A^{-2} m^{-3} in LiF to $14.5 \times 10^{20}$ N A^{-2} m^{-3} in KF. The dominant contribution to the isotropic part of the coupling is from the Fermi contact
Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of the percentage contributions of each of the spin-spin coupling mechanisms to the total calculated anisotropy in the reduced coupling tensor, $\Delta K$. Data are given in Table 4.4.

mechanism, as expected from the arguments of Pople and Santry (356). The only other notable contribution to $K_{iso}$ for the alkali metal halides is due to the paramagnetic spin-orbit (PSO) mechanism; its effect is to oppose the FC contribution and its relative importance seems to increase as the atomic number of the alkali metal increases. The DSO and SD contributions combined amount to less than 0.2% of the total isotropic coupling. In contrast, the early results of Buckingham and Love (357) indicate a significant negative spin-dipolar contribution to $K_{iso}$ for the alkali metal fluorides.

No accurate experimental data are available for the lighter group 13 fluorides, BF, AlF, and GaF. Examination of the calculated results (Table 4.3) for $K_{iso}$ provides an indication of what happens as the atomic number of the group 13 element is increased. In
contrast with the alkali metal halides, the $K_{iso}$ values are negative; the magnitudes of $K_{iso}$ for the two groups are fairly similar, with the group 13 fluorides exhibiting slightly larger values for a given row of the periodic table. Most interesting is the relative importance of the various coupling mechanisms to $K_{iso}$. The FC mechanism, while still the most significant, now only constitutes 60 - 70% of the total coupling, even in boron fluoride. The PSO and SD mechanisms are seen to play more prominent roles than in the alkali metal fluorides. The results for BF are of particular interest in the context of the work of Pople and Santry (356). Their treatment included an average energy approximation, and as a result, the spin-orbital contribution was automatically zero for any molecule without

![Graph showing variations in $K_{iso}$ and $\Delta K$ for the group 13 fluorides.](image)

Figure 4.3: This plot demonstrates the variations in $K_{iso}$ and $\Delta K$ for the group 13 fluorides. Calculated values ($r_0$) are given for $^{11}$BF and $^{27}$AlF. The data for $^{205}$TIF ($v = 0, J = 1$) and $^{115}$InF ($v = 0, J = 1$) are experimentally determined; see the text for further details. The dotted lines are not fits, but rather serve to accentuate the apparent trend.
π-bond character. These results demonstrate that interpretation of the coupling constants only in terms of the FC mechanism is inappropriate, even for a molecule as light as BF, where the MCSCF data reveal a PSO contribution to \( J_{\text{iso}} \) of 34%.

Shown in Figure 4.3 is the dependence of both \( K_{\text{iso}} \) and \( \Delta K \) on atomic number for the group 13 fluorides, with experimental data used for \(^{205}\text{TIF} (\nu = 0, J = 1) \) (404) and for \(^{115}\text{InF} (\nu = 0, J = 1) \) (415). Results for gallium fluoride can be easily interpolated. Anisotropy in the \( K \) tensor has also been extracted from existing data in the literature for \(^{205}\text{Tl}^{35}\text{Cl} (\nu = 0, J = 2) \) (416), \(^{205}\text{Tl}^{81}\text{Br} (\nu = 0, J = 2) \) (417), and \(^{205}\text{Tl}^{127}\text{I} (\nu = 0, J = 3) \) (418); the results have been plotted along with those for \(^{205}\text{Tl}^{19}\text{F} \) in Figure 4.4. These data clearly indicate increasing trends in the absolute values of \( K_{\text{iso}} \) and \( \Delta K \) as the atomic number of the halide bonded to thallium increases.

![Graph showing \( K_{\text{iso}} \) and \( \Delta K \) for thallium halides](image)

Figure 4.4: Experimental values for \( K_{\text{iso}} \) and \( \Delta K \) for the thallium halides, deduced from the results of high-resolution rotational spectroscopy, are shown. The values are for the particular rovibrational states given in the text. The dotted lines serve as guides to the trends.
Comparison of chlorine monofluoride and hydrogen chloride (Table 4.3) indicates the dramatic effect of replacing H with F on the K tensor and on the relative importance of the various contributing mechanisms. The isotropic coupling for liquid HCl has been measured as 38 Hz (419); therefore medium effects will play a role in any comparison with the calculated value of ~59 Hz. For HCl, the Fermi contact contribution is foremost, as it is in HF. For ClF however, the FC mechanism becomes almost insignificant, making up only about 12% of the total coupling! Instead, it is the paramagnetic spin-orbit mechanism which dominates (74%), and the spin-dipolar mechanism contributes 38% of the total coupling. These results suggest that the interpretation of any spin-spin coupling constant entirely on the basis of the Fermi contact mechanism is exceedingly dangerous, and reinforces what has been emphasized in the past: large ΔJ values imply significant non-FC contributions to J (341a,b, 343). The results for ClF are also useful for exploring trends in Kiso and the various contributions across a row of the periodic table. For example, inspection of the results for the second-row fluorides (NaF, AlF, and ClF), allows for the proposal of certain trends. The PSO contribution is seen to steadily increase, initially small and negative in NaF, and becoming positive and dominant in ClF. Similarly, the SD mechanism is negligible in NaF, but accounts for an increasing percentage of Kiso as the atomic number of the atom bonded to fluorine increases. The FC contribution steadily decreases across this row for the diatomic fluorides. The absolute value of Kiso itself increases across the row, beginning at roughly 10 x1020 N A⁻² m⁻³ for NaF and increasing to ~ 20 x1020 N A⁻² m⁻³ for AlF and 75 x1020 N A⁻² m⁻³ for ClF.

The trends and comparisons discussed thus far have been based primarily on the
isotropic spin-spin coupling. Unfortunately, this is where most discussions of indirect
spin-spin coupling terminate. As emphasized earlier, J is a second-rank tensor quantity
and as such requires two independent components for its complete characterization in a
linear molecule. Shown in Table 4.4 are the calculated results for the spin-spin coupling
anisotropies, ΔJ, and the corresponding reduced values, ΔK, for HF, LiH, LiF, NaF, KF,
Na₂, KNa, BF, AlF, HCl, and ClF. In addition, these values have been decomposed into
their constituent contributions and summarized graphically in Figure 4.2. The first
aspects of these results which are particularly striking are the relatively large anisotropies
in J for HF and LiF since these are both small, light molecules for which one might
intuitively expect a fairly isotropic coupling tensor. For HF, the anisotropy in J is about
25% of Jiso. For LiF, this relative anisotropy ratio (41/1) increases to 92%! This value is
in good agreement with the rovibrationally-averaged experimental ratio of 101%. Shown
in Table 4.5 are the calculated relative anisotropy ratios for all of the molecules studied
herein. Examination of the ΔK results (Table 4.4) for the alkali metal fluorides reveals
that the anisotropy increases as the atomic number increases, and that the SD × FC
mechanism is the most important in each case. All mechanisms (except FC) contribute
significantly to ΔK, and the PSO mechanism becomes increasingly important for the
heavier diatomics. The early calculations of Buckingham and Love (357) yielded a
similar trend for the total ΔK; however, their results for LiF, NaF, KF, and RbF suggested
that the spin-orbital mechanisms (DSO + PSO) were decidedly more important than the
FC × SD cross term.
Table 4.5: Theoretical relative anisotropy ratios, $\Delta J/J_{\text{iso}}$ and $\Delta J/R_{\text{DD}}$, as determined from MCSCF calculations at the equilibrium bond length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Delta J/J_{\text{iso}}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta J/R_{\text{DD}}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^7$LiH</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^7$LiF</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{23}$NaF</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{39}$KF</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{23}$Na$_2$</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{39}$K-$^{23}$Na</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{11}$BF</td>
<td>-189</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{27}$AlF</td>
<td>-88.6</td>
<td>8.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}$ClF</td>
<td>-96.8</td>
<td>-31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$^{35}$Cl</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inspection of the $\Delta K$ data for the group 13 fluorides shows that, as for the LiF, NaF, KF series, the anisotropy becomes larger as the atomic number of the atom bonded to fluorine increases. In accord with the relative contributions to $K_{\text{iso}}$, the PSO mechanism is more important for the group 13 fluorides than for the alkali metal fluorides. The group 13 halides are of particular interest owing to the accurate experimental data available for thallium fluoride and indium fluoride. As mentioned above, $^{205}$Tl$^{19}$F exhibits an extremely large spin-spin coupling anisotropy, $(\Delta K = 173 \times 10^{20}$ N m$^2$/A$^2$). Although accurate ab initio calculations of the $J$ tensor for TlF are not currently feasible, the trend in $\Delta K$ illustrated by the results for BF and AlF in Table 4.4
indicates that the theoretical predictions are in line with the experimental anisotropy observed for InF and TlF (see Figure 4.3). The results for BF are in contrast with one of the conclusions of Buckingham and Love (357), who indicate that for molecules containing light atoms, the FC x SD term is the most important contribution to $\Delta K$. The present results demonstrate that for BF, the paramagnetic spin-orbit mechanism is the origin of more than 60% of the total anisotropy.

The results for ClF are very important in the context of the present work. This is due to the fact that this molecule exhibits an exceptionally large indirect spin-spin coupling anisotropy for a compound composed of only first- and second-row elements (see expt. data, Table 4.2), and is within the reach of high-level MCSCF calculations. Owing to the accuracy of the calculated results (Table 4.2), confidence can be placed in the overall accuracy of the method. This is very useful since the calculations provide the contributions from each individual mechanism, while experiments can only yield the two principal components of the total $J$ tensor ($J_\perp$ and $J_\parallel$). Such a breakdown into the various contributions is indispensable in the interpretation of spin-spin couplings. In an attempt to update the results of Pople and Santry on the isotropic couplings and of Buckingham and Love on the anisotropic couplings, a summary of the trends observed is presented in Figure 4.5. Only for the diatomics composed solely of $s$-block elements does the FC mechanism completely dominate, making the $\Delta J$ values essentially negligible. The trends in Figure 4.5 are investigated further through a systematic study of the interhalogen diatomics (vide infra).

It is now common practice by many scientists to refer to indirect spin-spin
coupling constants as scalar coupling constants (324, 420). This is clearly misleading.

Also, the contribution that $\Delta J$ makes to the dipole-dipole relaxation mechanism is either not recognized or ignored even though this was identified by Blicharski in 1972 (256, 421). In fact, relaxation via the indirect spin-spin coupling tensor is entirely analogous to relaxation by the direct dipolar interaction; the two cannot be separated.

As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the important applications of the understanding of spin-spin coupling mechanisms is the accurate measurement of internuclear distances. Since the contributions to $R_{ef}$ from $\Delta J$ and $R_{DD}$ are inseparable, knowledge of periodic trends in the $\Delta J/R_{DD}$ ratio is essential if one wishes to determine
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**Figure 4.5:** A summary of some of the observations made in the present work on diatomic fluorides, FX. A partial periodic table (indicating the nature of X) orients the reader. The large arrows indicate the direction of increasing magnitude of the properties listed at the base of the arrow. For example, $\Delta K_{SDFC}$ and $K_{FC}$ increase from right to left across the periodic table as X is changed.
reliable internuclear distances from any NMR experiment. Although the case of the thallium halides is extreme, it demonstrates the fact that dipolar recoupling experiments should be interpreted with caution.Shown in Table 4.5 are the $\Delta J/R_{dd}$ percentages for the molecules examined herein. Some nuclei which are commonly involved in heteronuclear recoupling experiments are represented in this table: $^{19}$F (422), $^{11}$B (423), and $^{27}$Al (424), for example. Buckingham and Love (357) concluded that for molecules containing light atoms (*i.e.*, up to fluorine), the anisotropy in the indirect spin-spin coupling should be less than 1% of the anisotropy in the direct dipolar tensor, $-3R_{dd}$; the present results confirm this conclusion. Although it could be argued that the $\Delta J$ contribution is negligible compared to the direct dipolar contribution for HF, LiH, BF, LiF, and HCl, it is clear that its effect cannot be ignored for the other molecules presented. However, one must also bear in mind that the $\Delta J$ term is always reduced by a factor of three when contributing to $R_{eff}$. In real systems, the combination of rovibrational averaging of $R_{eff}$ and unknown $\Delta J$ contributions should be given serious consideration in the interpretation of NMR data to yield internuclear distances. In the solid state, molecular librations in the lattice will also affect the observed dipolar coupling constant. As pointed out by Brouwer *et al.* (422), the $\Delta J$ contribution is generally negligible in cases where the dipolar coupling occurs between nuclei of two separate molecules.

Shown in Table 4.6 are the reduced spin-spin coupling tensors and relative anisotropy ratios for another series of diatomics for which there are precise experimental data available, but for which MCSCF calculations are not feasible at present due to computational limitations.
Table 4.6: Reduced spin-spin coupling tensors and relative anisotropy ratios derived from available experimental hyperfine data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$K_{\text{iso}} / 10^{20}$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^{-3}$</th>
<th>$\Delta K / 10^{20}$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^{-3}$</th>
<th>$\Delta J/J_{\text{iso}}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta J/R_{\text{DD}}$ (%)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^7$Li$^{79}$Br</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{23}$Na$^{79}$Br</td>
<td>9.76</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^7$Li$^{127}$I</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{133}$CsF</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{133}$Cs$^{35}$Cl</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{115}$InF</td>
<td>-86.4</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>-104</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}$ClF</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>-81.8</td>
<td>-108</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{79}$BrF</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>-206</td>
<td>-120</td>
<td>-113</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{127}$IF</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>-257</td>
<td>-102</td>
<td>-179</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{205}$TlF</td>
<td>-202</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>-85.6</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{205}$Tl$^{15}$Cl</td>
<td>-224</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>-117</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{205}$Tl$^{11}$Br</td>
<td>-361</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>-124</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{205}$Tl$^{127}$I</td>
<td>-474</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>-140</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chlorine monofluoride is also included for comparison with BrF and IF. Values for $\Delta J$ were determined from the experimental $c_3$ values and from the rovibrationally-averaged direct-dipolar coupling constants. $\Delta J$ is significant compared to $R_{\text{DD}}$ for all of these molecules. The results confirm some of the trends observed as a consequence of the MCSCF calculations on smaller molecules. For example, in addition to the series of thallium halides, the spin-spin couplings in the halofluorides (ClF, BrF, and IF) clearly demonstrate that as the atomic number of the halide bonded to fluorine increases, both

---

$^a$Reference to original hyperfine data.
components of the tensor increase in magnitude (see Figure 4.6), while $\Delta J/J_{iso}$ remains relatively constant, and $\Delta J/R_{dd}$ increases.

Figure 4.6: Experimental values for $K_{iso}$ and $\Delta K$ for ClF, BrF, and IF, which have been calculated from experimental hyperfine data. The values are for the particular rovibrational states given in the text. The dotted lines serve as guides to the trends.
4.3.2 ZORA-DFT Calculations for Interhalogen Diatomics

As an extension of the work presented in the previous section to examine periodic trends in $J$ tensors involving heavier nuclei, the interhalogen diatomics have been examined using the relativistic ZORA-DFT computational method.

Shown in Table 4.7 are the available magnetic hyperfine data for the ground $^1\Sigma_g^+$ electronic state of molecular iodine, I$_2$ (431). Stimulated Raman spectroscopy has provided the hyperfine parameters $d$ and $\delta$. The parameter $d$ is equal to the effective dipolar coupling constant, $R_{\text{eff}}$, and the parameters $\delta$ and $c_4$ are equal to $J_{\text{iso}}$ (41, 48, 49). Wallerand et al. (431) were able to determine values for $c_3$ and $c_4$ for two rovibrational states ($v = 0, J = 13$ and $v = 0, J = 15$). The rovibrationally-averaged value of the direct dipolar coupling constant, $R_{\text{DD}}$, is determined using the equilibrium bond length of 2.66614 Å (388) and the averaging procedure described in section 4.2. As shown in Table 4.7, there is a slight rotational dependence of the two hyperfine constants; however, the values for the two rotational states are identical within experimental error. Analogous experimental data have also been discussed for the excited electronic $B^3\Pi_{bu}^+$ state of iodine (432, 433). The iodine data are particularly interesting from an NMR spectroscopist's point of view, since coupling between magnetically equivalent nuclei is not typically observed in NMR experiments. It is important to note that the negative experimental value of $\Delta J$ implies that the largest component of the $J$ tensor lies perpendicular to the bond axis rather than along it (Figure 4.7). This orientation for $J$ is consistent for all of the interhalogen couplings discussed herein (vide infra).
Table 4.7: Experimental and calculated\(^a\) indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling data for the ground \(^1\Sigma_g^+\) electronic state of iodine, \(^{127}\text{I}_2\),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Basis set</th>
<th>(c_3/\text{Hz})</th>
<th>(R_{DD}/\text{Hz})</th>
<th>(\Delta J/\text{Hz})</th>
<th>(c_4 (= J_{iso})/\text{Hz})</th>
<th>(\Delta K)</th>
<th>(K_{iso})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or rovibrational state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalar-GGA</td>
<td>ZORA IV</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-6536</td>
<td>6254</td>
<td>-1345</td>
<td>1287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalar-GGA</td>
<td>ZORA V</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-5663</td>
<td>5418</td>
<td>-1165</td>
<td>1115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>so-GGA</td>
<td>ZORA IV</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-5535</td>
<td>4791</td>
<td>-1139</td>
<td>986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>so-GGA</td>
<td>ZORA V</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-4941</td>
<td>4263</td>
<td>-1017</td>
<td>877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiment</td>
<td>(v = 0, J = 13)</td>
<td>1528 ± 18</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>-3814 ± 54</td>
<td>3708 ± 22</td>
<td>-785 ± 11</td>
<td>763 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiment</td>
<td>(v = 0, J = 15)</td>
<td>1519 ± 18</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>-3787 ± 54</td>
<td>3701 ± 23</td>
<td>-779 ± 11</td>
<td>762 ± 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Calculated values are at the equilibrium bond length.
Molecular beam magnetic resonance spectroscopy was applied in 1980 by Yokozeki and Muenter (434) to provide values of $c_3$ and $c_4$ similar to those shown in Table 4.7; however, the Raman study has improved the precision to which these parameters are known. In 1981, Pyrykkö and Wiesendfeld (435) attempted to calculate the $K$ coupling tensors for molecular iodine using a relativistically parameterized extended Hückel (REX) calculation, and compared their results to the molecular beam data (434). The REX method provided a value of $-99.7 \times 10^{20} \text{ N A}^{-2} \text{ m}^3$ for $K_{\text{iso}}$ which is clearly of the wrong sign and magnitude when compared to the experimental data (Table 4.7).

The indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensor for molecular iodine therefore represents a stringent test of the ZORA-DFT method, especially given the very small errors associated with the experimental data. It is important to emphasize that the

![Figure 4.7: Experimental orientation of the $J(^{127}\text{I}, ^{127}\text{I})$ tensor for molecular iodine in its ground electronic state. The larger component of the coupling tensor lies perpendicular to the bond axis, $J_{\perp} = 4979$ Hz, and the smaller component lies along the bond axis, $J_{\parallel} = 1165$ Hz (values for the $v = 0, J = 13$ state).](image-url)
experimental data are for relatively isolated molecules in the gas phase (1 mTorr pressure) and the resulting lack of intermolecular effects make the data ideal for comparisons with calculated results, which are carried out on isolated single molecules. The results of scalar and spin-orbit relativistic calculations of the K tensor for iodine are presented in Table 4.7. The fact that the sign and order of magnitude of both \( K_{iso} \) and \( \Delta K \) are reproduced by the calculations is an important success. For the scalar relativistic calculation on \( I_2 \) with the ZORA IV basis set, the isotropic and anisotropic coupling constants are overestimated by approximately 70 %. However, the improvement obtained when spin-orbit relativistic effects are included and the ZORA V basis set is used is remarkable; the calculated equilibrium value of \( J_{iso} \), 4263 Hz, overestimates the experimental \( v = 0 \) values by only 15 %. Similarly, the agreement between the experimental and calculated values of \( \Delta J \) improves substantially when spin-orbit relativistic effects are included. The remaining overestimation of the isotropic and anisotropic coupling constants by the calculations can likely be attributed to deficiencies of the density functional. It has previously been noted that with standard GGA functionals, the PSO term tends to be overestimated in magnitude, and thus the coupling constants of systems in which the PSO term clearly dominates are often too large (121, 370, 371, 372, 436). The missing treatment of the self-interaction correction (SIC) is an important factor here (436).

REX calculations were carried out by Pyykkö and Wiesenfeld for \( Cl_2 \) and \( Br_2 \) in addition to iodine; however, they conclude their section on the dihalogens by stating that it is difficult to say whether the REX results are meaningful, and that they consider the
issue of the sign and magnitude of dihalogen coupling constants unsettled (435). In an
effort to resolve the issues of the sign, magnitude, and periodic trends in the spin-spin
coupling tensors of the dihalogen molecules, so-GGA ZORA calculations of the $J$ tensors
for all five homonuclear dihalogen molecules have been performed (Table 4.8). While
relativistic effects are surely minor for a molecule as light as fluorine, the same
computational methods have been applied to all of the molecules for consistency. The
reduced spin-spin coupling constants, $K_{iso}$, as well as the reduced anisotropic coupling
constants, $\Delta K$, increase in magnitude for Cl$_2$ through At$_2$. Fluorine is an exception to this
trend; $K_{iso}$ for fluorine is larger than that for Cl$_2$, but smaller than that for Br$_2$. The earlier
REX calculations (435) provide $K_{iso}$ values of $-17.0 \times 10^{20}$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^{-3}$ for Cl$_2$ and $+24.1 \times
10^{20}$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^{-3}$ for Br$_2$. Buckingham and Love's (357) LCAO calculation of the $K$
coupling tensor for F$_2$ gives $K_{iso} = -95.4 \times 10^{20}$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^{-3}$ and $\Delta K = 13.9 \times 10^{20}$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^{-3}$; all
of these early data are clearly in disagreement with the results presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Summary of calculated\textsuperscript{a} indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensors for homonuclear dihalogens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$J_{\text{iso}}$ / Hz</th>
<th>$\Delta J$ / Hz</th>
<th>$K_{\text{iso}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta K$</th>
<th>% PSO for $K_{\text{iso}}$</th>
<th>% FC + SD (+PSO cross term) for $K_{\text{iso}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{19}\text{F}_2$</td>
<td>13182</td>
<td>-13484</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>-126.7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{19}\text{F}_2$ (MCSCF/RAS)</td>
<td>12676</td>
<td>-11821</td>
<td>119.1</td>
<td>-111.1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}\text{Cl}_2$</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>-138</td>
<td>102.8</td>
<td>-118.8</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{81}\text{Br}_2$</td>
<td>4109</td>
<td>-4461</td>
<td>466.1</td>
<td>-506.4</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{127}\text{I}_2$</td>
<td>4263</td>
<td>-4941</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>-1017</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2738</td>
<td>-2735</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}so-GGA method, with ZORA V basis set on all atoms, except where otherwise indicated.
To confirm the result obtained using ZORA-DFT methods for fluorine, a MCSCF calculation using a RAS wave function was performed. The comparison of the two methods shown in Table 4.8 is very encouraging. Although there are no experimental data for comparison with the calculated coupling tensors in F₂, the DFT and MCSCF methods are in remarkable agreement both with respect to the isotropic and anisotropic portions of the coupling tensor, and also with respect to the relative importance of the coupling mechanisms to \( K_{iso} \). For all of the diatomics except astatine, the relative importance of the PSO and FC+SD terms to \( K_{iso} \) is approximately constant. The PSO term is the dominant contributor at \( \sim 70 \text{-} 80 \% \), demonstrating again that caution should be exercised when attempting to interpret spin-spin couplings solely in terms of the Fermi-contact mechanism. The dominance of the PSO term seems to increase slightly as the atomic number of the halogen is increased. Calculations for Cl₂, Br₂, I₂, and At₂ using the relativistic scalar-GGA and so-GGA methods indicate that the improvement in \( J_{iso} \) induced by adding the spin-orbit relativistic correction increases from 2 % in Cl₂ to 11 % in Br₂ to 21 % in I₂ to 52 % in At₂ (437).

To further examine the dependence of the reduced coupling tensor on the nature of the halogen atom in interhalogen compounds, results for heteronuclear diatomic halogens are presented in Table 4.9. Experimental data are available for comparison with ClF (266), and BrF and IF (430). ZORA-DFT results for ClF, BrF, and IF were presented in reference 121. Results for the other diatomics in Table 4.9 further confirm the relative importance of the PSO and FC+SD coupling mechanisms. In Ramsey’s original formalism for spin-spin coupling tensors (40), all of the coupling mechanisms except the
Fermi-contact mechanism depend on the expectation value of the inverse cube of the electron-nuclear distance, $<r^{-3}>$. This quantity in turn varies periodically with the atomic number, $Z^{(N)}$, of the nucleus in question (346, 438). Attempts have been made to correlate known reduced coupling constants with the square of the atomic number in a series of molecules where one nucleus is fixed, e.g., fluorine (348, 439). In the present work, the atomic numbers of both coupled nuclei are varied. Shown in Figure 4.8 are the calculated values of $K_{iso}$ and $\Delta K$ for all of the interhalogens plotted as a function of the product of the atomic numbers of the nuclei involved, $Z^{(1)}Z^{(2)}$. A good linear correlation is observed, with values of the correlation coefficient $R^2$ in excess of 0.99 for both $K_{iso}$ and $\Delta K$, including the data for F$_2$. As noted above, the values for F$_2$ are higher than one would predict based on a simple $Z^{(1)}Z^{(2)}$ dependence. This discrepancy may be rationalized by considering that the expectation value $<r^{-3}>$ for fluorine, 7.546 a.u., is greater than that for chlorine, 6.7095 a.u. (440).
Table 4.9: Summary of calculated\textsuperscript{a} equilibrium indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensors for heteronuclear dihalogens.

Experimental values of $J_{\text{iso}}$ and $\Delta J$ are included for comparison\textsuperscript{b}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Experimental $J_{\text{iso}}$ / Hz</th>
<th>Experimental $J_{\text{iso}}$ / Hz</th>
<th>Experimental $\Delta J$ / Hz</th>
<th>$K_{\text{iso}}$ / $10^2$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^3$</th>
<th>$\Delta K$ / $10^2$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^3$</th>
<th>% PSO for $K_{\text{iso}}$ (+ PSO cross term)</th>
<th>% FC + SD for $K_{\text{iso}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}$Cl$^{19}$F</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>-907</td>
<td>-1143</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>-103.1</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}$Cl$^{19}$F$^c$</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>-907</td>
<td>-774</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>-69.8</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}$Cl$^{81}$Br</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-788</td>
<td>222.9</td>
<td>-246.9</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{35}$Cl$^{127}$I</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-801</td>
<td>286.1</td>
<td>-337.8</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{81}$Br$^{19}$F</td>
<td>5240</td>
<td>5648</td>
<td>-6306</td>
<td>-6420</td>
<td>184.4</td>
<td>-209.6</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{81}$Br$^{127}$I</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3993</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-4538</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>-693.4</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{127}$I$^{19}$F</td>
<td>5730</td>
<td>4908</td>
<td>-5856</td>
<td>-6223</td>
<td>215.8</td>
<td>-273.6</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} so-GGA method, with ZORA V basis set on all atoms, except where otherwise indicated.

\textsuperscript{b} Experimental data are for the $\nu = 0, J = 1$ rovibrational state. References are given in the text.

\textsuperscript{c} MCSCF/RAS calculation.
It is interesting to note that reliable experimental coupling tensors are available from Cederberg and co-workers for several alkali metal halides involving heavy nuclei, e.g., LiI (427), CsF (428), CsCl (429); the values of both $K_{iso}$ and $\Delta K$ for these molecules are generally significantly less than those for the interhalogen compounds discussed presently. This is in agreement with the periodic trends evident from the MCSCF calculations (Figure 4.5) on a series of lighter diatomics, i.e., that the absolute values of both $K_{iso}$ and $\Delta K$ increase from left to right across the periodic table.

Jameson and Osten have presented a comprehensive analysis of isotope effects on spin-spin coupling, including the effects of bond extension on $K$ (441, 442). In particular, the possible effects of lone pairs on the derivatives of the spin-spin coupling constant with respect to bond length, $(\partial K_{iso} / \partial r)_\rho$, are discussed. For a Se-H bond, for example, it is postulated that a possible negative Fermi-contact contribution to this derivative may arise as a result of lone pairs with $s$ character. Since it is the PSO term which is dominant for the interhalogen couplings discussed here, it is of interest to determine the dependence of these couplings on bond length. Presented in Table 4.10 are the calculated derivatives of the isotropic and anisotropic reduced spin-spin coupling constants for all of the interhalogen diatomics. Shown in Figure 4.9 is an example of the plots which were generated to determine the derivatives of the coupling constants near the equilibrium bond length. The data shown are for iodine, which has an equilibrium bond length of 2.66614 Å (239). For comparison, it is noted that the derivatives $(\partial K_{iso} / \partial r)_\rho$ for the interhalogens are all one to two orders of magnitude larger than the corresponding values summarized by Jameson (442) for couplings involving hydrogen,
e.g., for the phosphorus-hydrogen spin pair in phosphine, \((\partial K_{iso} / \partial \tau)_{\tau}\) is \(-42.2 \times 10^{20}\) N A\(^{-2}\)m\(^3\) per Å and for the tin-hydrogen spin pair in SnH\(_3\), \((\partial K_{iso} / \partial \tau)_{\tau}\) is \(-58.0 \pm 4.0 \times 10^{20}\) N A\(^{-2}\)m\(^3\) per Å.

![Graph of K_{iso} and \Delta K vs. Z^{(1)}Z^{(2)}](image)

Figure 4.8: Calculated trends in the reduced isotropic \(K_{iso}\) and anisotropic \(\Delta K\) portions of the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensors for interhalogen diatomics. The so-GGA ZORA DFT data are plotted as a function of the product of the atomic numbers of the coupled nuclei, \(Z^{(1)}Z^{(2)}\). The units for the coupling constants are 10\(^20\) N A\(^{-2}\)m\(^3\). The data, including those for F\(_2\), were fit to the following linear equations: \(K_{iso} = 0.3669(Z^{(1)}Z^{(2)}) + 6.552\), \(R^2 = 0.9908\) and \(\Delta K = -0.3674(Z^{(1)}Z^{(2)}) - 47.019\), \(R^2 = 0.9972\). For convenience, the atomic numbers of the halogens are: 9 for fluorine, 17 for chlorine, 35 for bromine, 53 for iodine, and 85 for astatine.
Table 4.10: Calculated\(^a\) derivatives of the isotropic and anisotropic portions of the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensors for diatomic halogens\(^b\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>(r_e / \text{Å})</th>
<th>(\frac{\partial K_{iso}}{\partial r}) (\text{m} = \text{slope})</th>
<th>(\frac{\partial (\Delta K)}{\partial r}) (\text{m} = \text{slope})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F(_2)</td>
<td>1.41193</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>-317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(_2) (MCSCF/RAS)</td>
<td>1.41193</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>-303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClF</td>
<td>1.628332</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>-248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClF (MCSCF/RAS)</td>
<td>1.628332</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>-185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrF</td>
<td>1.75894</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>-401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF</td>
<td>1.90975</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>-320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl(_2)</td>
<td>1.9885</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>-245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClBr</td>
<td>2.13606</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>-420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br(_2)</td>
<td>2.28105</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>-782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClI</td>
<td>2.32087</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>-375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrI</td>
<td>2.46898</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>-800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I(_2)</td>
<td>2.66614</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>-1097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the small rotational dependence of the coupling tensor for I\(_2\) shown in Table 4.7, the vibrational dependence of the coupling tensor for BrF is also known experimentally (430). Experimentally for BrF, \(K_{iso}\) increases from 171(9) \(\times 10^{20}\) N A\(^{-2}\) m\(^{-3}\) for the \(v = 0\) vibrational state to 228(30) \(\times 10^{20}\) N A\(^{-2}\) m\(^{-3}\) for the \(v = 1\) state. The

\(^a\) so-GGA method, with ZORA V basis set on all atoms, unless otherwise indicated.

\(^b\) Results are fit to the linear equation \(K = mr + b\), with correlation coefficient \(R^2\). Values of \(R^2\) are greater than 0.999 for all molecules.
data for the two states convincingly demonstrate that $K_{iso}$ increases as the bond length is increased, which is the calculated trend for all of the diatomics in Table 4.10, i.e., $(\partial K_{iso} / \partial r)_r$ is positive. The experimental values of $\Delta K$ in BrF are $-206(25) \times 10^{20}$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^{-3}$ for $v = 0$ and $-183(27) \times 10^{20}$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^{-3}$ for $v = 1$. The apparent bond length dependence ($((\partial \Delta K / \partial r)_r > 0)$ is in contradiction with the calculated derivative;

![Graph of $K_{iso}$ vs. $r/\text{Å}$](image1)

![Graph of $\Delta K$ vs. $r/\text{Å}$](image2)

Figure 4.9: Plots of the reduced isotropic (top) and anisotropic (bottom) portions of the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling tensors for iodine as a function of bond length. The equilibrium bond length for iodine is 2.66614 Å. The units for the coupling constants are $10^{20}$ N A$^{-2}$ m$^{-3}$. The data were fit to a linear equation to yield the following relationships (see Table 4.10): $K_{iso} = 982(r/\text{Å}) - 1741$ and $\Delta K = -1097(r/\text{Å}) + 1908$. 
however, the error bars on the experimental values overlap. For iodine, the experimental
data for the two rotational states are identical within error. The calculated derivatives are
\[ (\partial K_{iso} / \partial \tau)_n = 982 \times 10^{20} \text{ N A}^{-2} \text{m}^3 \text{ per Å} \text{ and } (\partial (\Delta K) / \partial \tau)_n = -1097 \times 10^{20} \text{ N A}^{-2} \text{m}^3 \text{ per Å}. \]

It is important to recognize that the ZORA-DFT derivatives for all of the compounds,
\[ (\partial K_{iso} / \partial \tau)_n > 0 \text{ and } (\partial (\Delta K) / \partial \tau)_n < 0, \]
are in agreement with the MCSCF derivatives determined for F₂ and ClF.
4.4 Application: Probing Hydrogen Bonds via $J$ Tensors

One of the most spectacular developments in NMR in recent years has been the observation of unexpectedly large $J$ couplings (~ 7-10 Hz) between heavy nuclei (i.e., non-hydrogen atoms) across hydrogen bonds. The first such reports were concerned with $^{15}\text{N}-^{15}\text{N}$ $J$ coupling in RNA (325) and DNA (443). Subsequently, an abundance of these couplings have been detected (326, 444, 445, 446, 447, 448). In addition to $^{2h}J^{(15}\text{N}, \ ^{15}\text{N})$, many reports of $J$ couplings across hydrogen bonds involving other nuclei have been reported, e.g., $^{h}J^{(15}\text{N}, \ ^{13}\text{C})$ (449, 328, 450, 451), $^{2h}J^{(1}\text{H}, \ ^{13}\text{C})$ (452), $^{2h}J^{(1}\text{H}, \ ^{1}\text{H})$ (453), $^{2h}J^{(31}\text{P}, \ ^{1}\text{H})$ and $^{3h}J^{(31}\text{P}, \ ^{15}\text{N})$ (454, 455).

In this section, the results of MCSCF and ZORA-DFT calculations of the complete $^{2h}J^{(15}\text{N}, \ ^{15}\text{N})$ tensor for a simple model system, the dimer of methyleneimine (Figure 4.10), are presented. Use of this system models the $^{2h}J(N, N)$ tensor of nucleic

![Diagram of methyleneimine dimer model](image)

Figure 4.10: Methyleneimine dimer model for nucleic acid base pairs used for the calculation of $^{2h}J(N, N)$ tensors.

---

$^{a}$All results reported herein are for $^{15}\text{N}-^{15}\text{N}$ couplings.
acid base pairs, the building blocks of DNA and RNA. It must be emphasized that
accurate high-level \textit{ab initio} calculations of complete \textit{J} tensors for much larger molecular
fragments are impractical at this time. Also, from a more fundamental point of view, it is
advantageous to study relatively simple model systems where the effects of specific
variables such as hydrogen bond length and bond angle may be systematically
investigated. There have been few previous computational studies of couplings between
nitrogen atoms across hydrogen bonds (326, 329, 456, 457, 458, 459). Of these studies,
only Pecul and co-workers have employed the MCSCF approach to calculating
\( ^{2h}J_{\text{iso}}(N, N) \) (459).

Shown in Figure 4.11 is a plot of the isotropic and anisotropic portions of
\( ^{2h}J(N, N) \) as a function of the nitrogen-nitrogen separation \( (r_{NN}) \), with the N-H-N angle
fixed at 180°. The magnitude of the isotropic portion decays exponentially as a function
of \( r_{NN} \) (eq. 1, \( R^2 = 0.9959 \)); however, the fit tends to get worse for very small values of
\( r_{NN} \). The datum for \( r_{NN} = 2.02 \) Å has not been included in the fits (eqs. 4.7 and 4.8)
because at this separation, one of the nitrogen-hydrogen distances is reduced to less than
the equilibrium value.

\[
^{2h}J_{\text{iso}}(N, N) / \text{Hz} = 9640 \exp (-2.73 \ r_{NN}) \quad [4.7]
\]

\[
r_{NN} / \text{Å} = -0.37 \ln (^{2h}J_{\text{iso}}(N, N)) + 3.36 \quad [4.8]
\]

Calculations using the ZORA-DFT method on the same system yields the
following relationships:

\[
^{2h}J_{\text{iso}}(N, N) / \text{Hz} = 9516 \exp (-2.77 \ r_{NN}) \quad [4.9]
\]

\[
r_{NN} / \text{Å} = -0.36 \ln (^{2h}J_{\text{iso}}(N, N)) + 3.31 \quad [4.10]
\]
which are in remarkably good agreement with the MCSCF results.

An analogous correlation between hydrogen bond length in proteins and $^{3\text{h}}J_{\text{iso}}(\text{N, C})$ has been described by Cornilescu et al. (451), based on experimental data. Typical N-N separations across nucleic acid base pairs are approximately 2.8 - 2.9 Å, although there are cases where the separation can be anomalously small, e.g., 2.2 - 2.6 Å (460). The correlations obtained in equations 4.7 - 4.10 are reasonable when compared to existing experimental data. For example, the experimentally observed value of $^{2\text{h}}J_{\text{iso}}(\text{N, N})$ in Watson-Crick base pairs ranges from approximately 6 to 8 Hz and in Hoogsteen base pairs from about 7 to 10 Hz (326). Employing equation 4.7 and standard N-N separations (2.8 - 2.9 Å) gives values of 3.5 - 4.6 Hz for $^{2\text{h}}J_{\text{iso}}(\text{N, N})$. Using a typical value of 7 Hz for $^{2\text{h}}J_{\text{iso}}(\text{N, N})$ in equation 4.8 yields a short but certainly reasonable N-N
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Figure 4.11: MCSCF results for $^{2\text{h}}J(\text{N,N})$ for the methyleneimine dimer as a function of nitrogen-nitrogen distance.
distance of 2.64 Å.

Although the reliability of calculated $J$ tensors has increased greatly in the past several years, it should be emphasized that the computational results should not be regarded as being accurate to better than 10%. Regardless of the computational technique and model system employed, if such a level of accuracy were desired, rovibrational corrections would be required to account for the fact that the calculations are performed at the equilibrium geometry while experimental data are inevitably for molecules in particular rovibrational states. Additionally, quantitative comparison between experiment and theory necessitates a consideration of medium effects on the coupling tensor (362). The main intent here is to study trends in the $J$ tensor as a function of hydrogen bond geometry. Independent of the nitrogen-nitrogen distance, the FC mechanism dominates (97-99%) the isotropic coupling. The dominance of the FC term was also noted by Del Bene et al. (457) and Pecul et al. (459). It is important to note, however, that despite this dominance, the anisotropic portion of $^2hJ(N, N)$ is not insignificant compared to $^2hJ_{iso}(N, N)$ (Figure 4.11). In fact, for very long hydrogen bonds, the magnitude of $\Delta J$ equals and even surpasses the magnitude of the isotropic portion. Contributions to $\Delta J$ are dominated by the FC $\times$ SD cross term. The asymmetry of the $J$ tensor, $\eta_1$, decreases smoothly from 0.47 to 0.20 as the nitrogen-nitrogen distance is increased over the range shown in Figure 4.11.

It has been suggested that the dominant factor in determining the value of $^2hJ_{iso}(N, N)$ is the nitrogen-nitrogen distance (457, 459). To test this hypothesis, calculations of $^2hJ(N, N)$ as a function of the N-H−N bond angle, while holding the $N_{\text{donor}}$-H and $N_{\text{acceptor}}$-H separations fixed at 1.02 Å and 1.75 Å, respectively, have been
performed. The results are presented in Figure 4.12. When the angle is reduced from $180^\circ$ to $170^\circ$, there is a slight decrease in the value of $^{2h}J_{\text{iso}}(N, N)$. However, as the angle is diminished further, to $140^\circ$, $^{2h}J_{\text{iso}}(N, N)$ increases to 8.3 Hz. The FC mechanism dominates the $J$ tensor regardless of the $N-H\cdots N$ bond angle. The value of $\Delta J$ is less sensitive to the bond angle than is $J_{\text{iso}}$, and remains constant at about 3 Hz. Majumdar and co-workers (445) have reported a comparatively small value for $^{2h}J_{\text{iso}}(N, N)$ in an A-A mismatch segment of DNA (2.45 Hz); it has been proposed (445, 447) that the reason for the reduced value of the coupling constant is due to an unusual hydrogen bond geometry. In addition to the possibility that the $N-N$ distance in the A-A mismatch is simply longer than in typical nucleic acid base pairs, consideration of the data presented in Figure 4.12 indicates that a slight deviation from linearity of the hydrogen bond ($\sim 170^\circ$) could also contribute to the reduced value of $^{2h}J_{\text{iso}}(N, N)$.

Although the anisotropy of $^{2h}J(N, N)$ is small for all of the geometries considered
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**Figure 4.12:** MCSCF results for the variation in $^{2h}J(N,N)$ for the methyleneimine dimer as a function of the angle $\theta$.  
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here, it is nevertheless important to specify the orientation of the tensor in the molecular framework. For a nitrogen-nitrogen separation of 3.02 Å in a linear hydrogen bond, the principal components of the symmetric part of the $^{2h}J(N, N)$ tensor are: $J_{11} = 0.93$ Hz, $J_{22} = 1.07$ Hz, $J_{33} = 2.00$ Hz. In its PAS, the tensor is oriented such that $J_{22}$ is perpendicular to the dimer plane and $J_{33}$ is approximately along the vector connecting the two nitrogen nuclei.

As a testament to the remarkable magnitude of $^{2h}J_{iso}(N, N)$ observed in nucleic acid base pairs, consider that prior to the observation of these couplings, one of the largest known two-bond nitrogen-nitrogen couplings was through covalent bonds in urea, $^2J_{iso}(N, N) = \pm 5.1$ Hz (461). The largest $^{2h}J_{iso}(N, N)$ reported to date is $11.0 \pm 1.0$ Hz between the imidazole rings of histidine bases in sperm whale apomyoglobin, pH = 4.9 (444). Given that the largest known two-bond proton-proton coupling is found in formaldehyde ($^1J_{iso}(H, H) = 41$ Hz (462, 463), it is reasonable to assume that $^2J_{iso}(N, N)$ is relatively large in urea since these two compounds have similar geometries. MCSCF calculations of $^2J(N, N)$ in urea indicate that $^2J_{iso}(N, N)$ is $+5.9$ Hz, thus providing the sign of this coupling and showing good agreement with experiment. The calculations show that the coupling is dominated by the FC mechanism; however, given the N-N distance of 2.3 Å (392), it is clear that the simple correlation between $^{2h}J_{iso}(N, N)$ and $r_{NN}$ shown in Figure 4.11 and eq. 4.7 - 4.10 cannot be extended to include two-bond N-N couplings in $\sigma$-bonded systems.
4.5 Experimental Investigations of Antisymmetry in $J$

4.5.1 Practical Considerations

The theory describing $J^{antisym}$ was published many years ago; however, as mentioned in Chapter 2, there have been no previous measurements of the antisymmetric part of the $J$ tensor. The work presented in this section addresses the practical aspects of how one would go about measuring $J^{antisym}$, followed by the first attempt to make such a measurement. The theory laid out by Andrew and Farnell (52) alone does not provide much insight into what types of chemical systems may actually lead to an experimental observation of $J^{antisym}$. In this section, the discussion represents one possible strategy for the measurement of $J^{antisym}$, focussed solely on the methods outlined by Andrew and Farnell.

A useful starting point is to consider the spectral frequencies observed in the solid-state NMR spectrum of an isolated spin pair derived in Chapter 2. There are several requirements which must be satisfied to ensure the feasibility of measuring $J^{antisym}$. Even if all the requirements are satisfied, there is no guarantee that $A$ will be of significant magnitude to be measured unambiguously. The requirements may be divided into those which concern the nuclear spin interactions of the nucleus to be observed, and those that describe the structural and symmetry properties of the molecule to be studied. The following discussion aims to demonstrate that after consideration of all requirements, there is a very limited number of molecules known which may allow for the observation of $J^{antisym}$. The discussion is focussed on powdered samples; however, measurement of $J^{antisym}$ from a single crystal has the same general requirements.

It is interesting to note that $J^{antisym}$ contains no contribution from the FC
mechanism (Table 2.1). The anisotropic symmetric part of $J$ does not contain a direct
collection from the FC mechanism; however, it does in principle contain a contribution
from the FC $\times$ SD cross term which is related to the FC term. Measurement of $J^{\text{anisym}}$
would therefore represent some of the most convincing experimental evidence for non-
FC contributions to $J$.

The most basic requirement following the theory of Andrew and Farnell is that
one must have a chemical system for which there is an effectively isolated pair of spin-
1/2 nuclei. Isotopes such as $^1\text{H}$, $^{19}\text{F}$, and possibly $^{203/205}\text{Tl}$ will likely not be suitable due to
strong homonuclear dipolar couplings. Quadrupolar nuclei are not feasible candidates
due to the typically dominant quadrupolar interaction; however it is possible that another
method for measuring antisymmetric $J$ coupling may involve quadrupolar nuclei as the
quadrupolar interaction was taken advantage of to measure the antisymmetric part of the
CS tensor by Wi and Frydman (22). In the present work, suitable nuclei include e.g., $^{13}\text{C}$,
$^{15}\text{N}$, $^{29}\text{Si}$, $^{31}\text{P}$, $^{77}\text{Se}$, $^{111/113}\text{Cd}$, $^{123/125}\text{Te}$, $^{115/117/119}\text{Sn}$, $^{199}\text{Hg}$, $^{203/205}\text{Tl}$, $^{207}\text{Pb}$.

The next requirement is that a chemical system must be found for which the two
nuclei are strongly $J$-coupled and for which their isotropic chemical shift difference is as
small as possible. This requirement may be understood by considering equations 2.61 -
2.62, where it may be seen that the influence of $A$ on the spectrum increases as the
magnitude of $A$ increases relative to the chemical shift difference. A pair of
crystallographically and magnetically equivalent nuclei, which constitute an $A_2$ spin pair
and give rise to identical chemical shifts, is not a suitable spin pair since $J$ coupling
between these nuclei will not manifest itself in the NMR spectrum. Hence, what is
needed is an isolated pair of spin-1/2 nuclei which are nearly (but not exactly)
crystallographically equivalent, so they will have very similar isotropic chemical shifts, but are likely to have a large indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling interaction.

One must consider the question of how large $J_{\text{iso}}$ and $A$ must be compared to the chemical shift difference such that the general case presented in Figure 2.5 may be approximated by one of the two situations presented in Figure 2.6. In the general case, the separation of the two inner peaks of the AB pattern is given by

$$2C - |J_{\text{iso}}| \quad [4.11]$$

whereas if the approximation may be made that both $J_{\text{iso}}$ and $A$ are much greater than the difference in isotropic chemical shift for the two sites, the splitting is given by:

$$\sqrt{J_{\text{iso}}^2 + A^2} - J_{\text{iso}}, A \gg (\sigma_B - \sigma_A) \quad [4.12]$$

Since no measurements of $A$ have been made to date, it would not be prudent to invoke equation 4.12, thereby making a drastic assumption about the magnitude of $A$. Although Abragam states that the components of $J^{\text{anisym}}$ are expected to be negligible relative to the symmetric part of $J$ (78), MCSCF calculations on ClF$_3$ and OF$_2$ have indicated that the magnitudes of the components of the $J^{\text{anisym}}$ tensor are comparable to those of the principal components of the $J^{\text{sym}}$ tensor in these compounds (464). Thus, a spin pair with a large value of $J_{\text{iso}}$ favours the likelihood of there being an antisymmetric component of substantial magnitude. An appropriate molecule will thus have an isotropic spin-spin coupling constant which is preferably several times larger than the difference in the isotropic chemical shifts. Since the chemical shift difference is smaller in Hz at lower applied magnetic field strengths, the observation of $A$ will be facilitated by carrying out the NMR measurements at the lowest possible applied magnetic field strengths.
The requirement that $J_{\text{iso}}$ be several times larger than the chemical shift differences rules out many spin pairs including $^{13}\text{C}$ and $^{15}\text{N}$ since e.g., in a magnetic field of 4.7 T, the value of $J_{\text{iso}}(^{13}\text{C}, ^{13}\text{C})$ would have to be well in excess of 50 Hz for a spin pair with a chemical shift difference of 1 ppm. Such a situation is not likely given that one-bond carbon-carbon coupling constants are typically on the order of 50 Hz.

The molecule under study must be of sufficiently low symmetry about the bond axis of the coupled nuclei to ensure that the antisymmetric component of $J$ is not forced to be zero by symmetry. According to the symmetry rules developed by Buckingham et al. (47), the symmetry at the coupled nuclei may be at most $C_3$. In such a situation, there are two antisymmetric components of the $J$ tensor which are zero, and one which is (in principle) non-zero. If the symmetry of the system is lower, there is a positive consequence that this reduction in symmetry will likely lead to an increase in the magnitude of $A$.

Practically, one must be concerned with the chemical shift anisotropy of the nuclei in the AB pair. Heavier nuclei such as $^{199}\text{Hg}$ and $^{207}\text{Pb}$ tend to have substantial CS tensor spans. When carrying out a MAS NMR experiment on a powdered sample, this fact introduces the additional complication that the spectral intensity is distributed over a large spectral width in the form of spinning sidebands. Thus, not only would a large span reduce the effective signal-to-noise of the NMR spectrum, but it would also complicate the appearance and interpretation of the spectrum. Hence it is preferable to find a system for which the nuclei have relatively small CS tensor spans. This requirement is not critical, especially if a single-crystal NMR experiment is to be performed. However, this discussion is focussed on measurements made on powdered samples.
While the anisotropy of the symmetric part of the $\sigma$ tensor may pose a challenge in the acquisition of high-quality NMR spectra of the AB spin pair, the antisymmetric part of $\sigma$ will not hamper or influence the measurement of $A$. Whereas the presence of a significant $A$ will influence the splitting between two lines in the spectrum, the influence of $\sigma^{\text{antisym}}$ only serves to generally shift the apparent positions of the principal components of the symmetric part of the CS tensor (cf. eq. 2.15); the splitting due to $J$ will not be altered.

At this point it is useful to summarize properties of a molecule which may be suitable for the measurement of $A$ (Table 4.11).

**Table 4.11: Some requirements for the observation of the antisymmetric part of $J$**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair of isolated spin-1/2 nuclei</td>
<td>No complications from quadrupolar interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large $J_{\text{iso}}$ compared to chemical shift difference</td>
<td>Large $A$ is more likely if $J_{\text{iso}}$ is large; $A$ becomes easier to measure as its magnitude relative to the chemical shift difference increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small CS tensor span</td>
<td>Simplified spectrum with good signal-to-noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry no greater than $C_3$ about the AB spin pair</td>
<td>$A$ is not forced to be zero by symmetry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A small selection of molecules may now be presented as potential candidates for the measurement of $A$. Shown in Figure 4.13 is an unsymmetrically-substituted diphosphine prepared by Cowley and co-workers (465). This molecule, and its $^{31}\text{P}^{31}\text{P}$ spin pair, generally satisfy the requirements in Table 4.11. The two phosphorus atoms are crystallographically distinct, with isotropic solution chemical shifts of 533.1 and 530.0 ppm, and an isotropic $J$ coupling of 619.7 Hz. Thus, at 4.7 T where the Larmor frequency of $^{31}\text{P}$ is 81.03 MHz, the $J$ coupling is about 2.5 times larger than the chemical shift difference between two phosphorus nuclei. The symmetry of the molecule is low enough that $A$ is non-zero in principle.

Another candidate is presented in Figure 4.14. The cation of the compound $\{[\text{Hg}_2(18\text{-crown}-6)_2(\text{Me}_2\text{SO})(\mu-\text{Me}_2\text{SO})]\}_2(\text{O}_3\text{SCF}_3)_4$ has two crystallographically equivalent pairs of crystallographically non-equivalent mercury atoms (337). The value of $^{1}J_{\text{iso}}(^{199}\text{Hg}, ^{199}\text{Hg})$ measured in dichloromethane solution is $220300 \pm 790$ Hz, one of the largest known isotropic coupling constants (337). The chemical shift difference between the two mercury sites in the 18-crown-6 complex is 509 ppm. Therefore, at an applied magnetic field strength of 4.7 T, $J_{\text{iso}}$ is twelve times larger than the chemical shift.
difference. There are no symmetry elements about the non-equivalent mercury nuclei (although the two halves of the molecule are related by an inversion centre). One drawback to this mercury compound is that CS tensor spans on the order of 3000 ppm are expected (466).

Unfortunately, there remains one further consideration which must be addressed in order to extract information on \( A \). As described in Chapter 2, evidence for \( A \) is most easily extracted in the limit where \( A \) is much larger than both \( J_{\text{iso}} \) and the chemical shift difference. A slightly more likely possibility is where both \( A \) and \( J_{\text{iso}} \) are much larger than the chemical shift difference. In both of these cases, the four lines in the NMR spectrum are defined by only two parameters \( (A \text{ and } J_{\text{iso}}) \) since the chemical shift difference is negligible. However, the assumption that \( A \) is much larger than the chemical shift difference cannot be justified. Therefore, one must resort to the general description of the four-line spectrum where all three parameters, \( J_{\text{iso}}, A, \) and the chemical shift difference are required to properly describe the line positions. This presents a problem: the spectrum can always be fit by only two parameters, namely \( J_{\text{iso}} \) and the chemical shift difference, if one assumes a negligible value for \( A \). This corresponds to

![Figure 4.14: The cation of a [Hg-Hg\(^{2+}\)] crown ether complex.](image)
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the standard description of an AB spin system found in NMR textbooks, where
antisymmetry in $J$ is ignored. At a single magnetic field strength, the three parameters $A$, $J_{iso}$, and $\sigma_A - \sigma_B$ are underdetermined by the spectral positions of only four lines in the spectrum. The only parameter one may unambiguously extract from the general spectrum is $J_{iso}$ since it is always the splitting between the outer pairs of lines.

One potential solution is to use an isotope which is not 100% naturally abundant, such as $^{199}$Hg, so that the isotropic chemical shift difference for two sites may be determined independently from the resonances of the uncoupled nuclei. This would leave the four lines due to the coupled nuclei from which $J_{iso}$ and $A$ may be determined. The problem with this approach is that, as estimated from the well-known equations describing the intensities of the four transitions for an AB spin system (73), the two outer lines of the spectrum will have much less than 1% of the intensity of the two central lines when the spin system is so tightly coupled that $J_{iso}$ is much greater than the chemical shift difference between the two nuclei. This incredibly small intensity, combined with the fact that only about 3% of the mercury pairs contain two $^{199}$Hg nuclei which give rise to the AB pattern, unfortunately means that there is very little hope of observing the outer two lines of the AB pattern.

How then will it be possible to determine $A$? The fact that the spectrum underdetermines the desired parameters seems to rule out any possibility of measuring $A$. Extra information must be somehow introduced into the spectrum to provide enough data to unambiguously determine the three parameters. One possible solution is a system in which at least two spin-$1/2$ isotopes of the atom to be observed are present in sufficient natural abundance and there is also an isotope(s) of zero spin of sufficient natural
*abundance.* If this condition is satisfied, then the isotropic chemical shift difference is determined from the spin-active nuclei which are adjacent to spin-zero nuclei, the value of $J_{is}$ is determined from the AX coupling to spin-1/2 isotope other than the one under observation (this circumvents the requirement to observe the outer two lines of very weak intensity), and finally, the value of $A$ may be extracted from the splitting of the inner two lines of the AB pattern according to equations 4.11 and 2.62. The implicit assumption made here is that the reduced coupling constants for different isotopes of the same element are independent of primary isotope effects \((441, 442)\). This is a reasonable assumption given the small magnitude of reported primary isotope effects on coupling constants; however the assumption may break down if very light nuclei are to be examined or if very precise measurements of $A$ coupling constants of small magnitude are desired.

There are only three elements which satisfy all of the requirements described so far: cadmium, tin, and tellurium (Table 4.12). Tellurium is not very appealing due to the low natural abundance of $^{123}$Te. Cadmium and tin remain as the only two possibilities.
Table 4.12: Possible candidate elements and isotopes for which homonuclear antisymmetric $J$ coupling may be observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>NA / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>12.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>117</td>
<td>7.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>119</td>
<td>8.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tellurium</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.2 *Tin-119 Solid-State NMR of Hexa($p$-tolyl)ditin*

Now that the possible candidates for the observation of homonuclear antisymmetric $J$ coupling have been narrowed down to two elements, suitable compounds must be identified. Tin-tin bonds are relatively common compared to cadmium-cadmium bonds. However, many ditin compounds of the type $R_3Sn-SnR_3$ possess magnetically equivalent tin atoms which are related by an inversion centre. Others have $C_{3v}$ symmetry, which by symmetry require $A$ to be zero (47). A singular candidate that satisfies all requirements is hexa($p$-tolyl)ditin (II), which has two crystallographically non-equivalent tin atoms (Figure 4.15). Solution $^{119}Sn$ NMR in CDCl$_3$ has provided a value of $\Delta_{iso} = -141.9$ ppm for the chemically equivalent tin atoms, and a value of $J_{iso}(^{119}Sn,$ $^{119}Sn)$ of 4570 Hz (467).

The $^{119}Sn$ CP/MAS NMR spectrum of solid powdered II is presented in Figure
Figure 4.15: Structure of hexa(p-tolyl)ditin. (a) View along the tin-tin bond. (b) Side view.

4.16. At first glance, this spectrum appears much more complicated than the simple four-line ideal spectra presented in Chapter 2. This is due to the fact that the $^{119}$Sn isotope is not 100% abundant. Tin-119 CP NMR spectra of a stationary sample of II indicate a CS tensor span for tin of less than 200 ppm; thus it was possible to spin the sample at a sufficiently fast rate to concentrate most of the spectral intensity into the centrebands. The expanded spectrum shown in Figure 4.16(b) contains the information required to make a determination of $A$. The isotropic chemical shifts of the uncoupled $^{119}$Sn nuclei are easily determined from the spectrum to be -142.5 and -154.2 ppm. Coupling to the $^{117}$Sn nucleus (designated as (i) and (ii)) is easily measured from the splittings indicated in Figure 4.16(b) to be 4175 ± 20 Hz, which may be converted to a value of $^1J_{iso}({^{119}\text{Sn}}, {^{119}\text{Sn}})$
Figure 4.16: (a) Tl-n-119 VACP/MAS spectrum of hexa(p-tolyl)ditin obtained at 4.7 T. (b) Expansion of the spectrum shown in part a. The splitting (i) is equal to $J_{iso}(^{119}\text{Sn}, ^{117}\text{Sn})$ for site 1 and the splitting (ii) is $J_{iso}(^{119}\text{Sn}, ^{117}\text{Sn})$ for site 2. The splitting (iii) is $2C - |J_{iso}(^{119}\text{Sn}, ^{119}\text{Sn})|$. 
of 4370 Hz. Hence, at 4.7 T, the value of $\mathcal{J}_{\text{iso}}^{(119}\text{Sn},^{119}\text{Sn})$ is five times greater than the isotropic chemical shift difference for the two sites. The splitting between the two inner lines is equal to $2C - |\mathcal{J}_{\text{iso}}|$. From equations 2.62 and 4.11, it may be predicted that this splitting will be 86 Hz in the absence of a contribution from $A$. Certainly excellent resolution is required to observe this splitting. The one-dimensional $^{119}\text{Sn}$ CP/MAS NMR spectrum does not afford sufficient resolution of the two inner peaks of the AB pattern. However, the splitting is identical to 86 Hz within experimental error. The conclusion may be drawn that $A$ is not substantial, i.e., certainly not on the same order of magnitude as $\mathcal{J}_{\text{iso}}$ in this case.

In an effort to improve the resolution of the splitting of the inner two lines, a two-dimensional $J$-resolved $^{119}\text{Sn}$ NMR experiment was performed. This experiment has the ability to increase the apparent resolution due to homonuclear $J$ coupling compared with the standard one-dimensional spectrum. This is accomplished because heteronuclear dipolar interactions as well as anisotropic chemical shifts are refocussed at the top of the echo, thereby providing better resolution in the indirect $(F1)$ dimension (398).

Shown in Figure 4.17 is a 2D-$J$ resolved $^{119}\text{Sn}$ CP/MAS NMR spectrum of hexa($\rho$-tolyl)ditin. The projection of this spectrum onto the isotropic dimension corresponds to the one-dimensional CP/MAS spectrum shown in Figure 4.16. In the indirect $J$-resolved dimension, the splitting $2C - |\mathcal{J}_{\text{iso}}^{(119}\text{Sn},^{119}\text{Sn})|$ is much better resolved than it is in the isotropic dimension, and therefore provides a more accurate measurement. The precision of the measurement in the indirect dimension is limited by the number of points which define the spectrum. In the spectrum shown in Figure 4.17, 16 points define the 200 Hz spectral window in the indirect dimension, thereby providing
one data point every 12.5 Hz. The splitting $2C - |J_{iso}|$ is 85.0 ± 12.5 Hz, in agreement with the result estimated from the 1D spectrum, and also in agreement with the splitting expected in the absence of antisymmetric $J$ coupling.

Figure 4.17: 2D-$J$ resolved $^{119}$Sn CP/MAS NMR spectrum of hexa($\rho$-tolyl)ditin. The isotropic chemical shifts of the uncoupled nuclei in sites 1 and 2 are indicated. The splitting $2C - |J_{iso}|$ is easily resolved in the second dimension.
Table 4.13: Tin-119 NMR parameters determined for hexa(p-tolyl)ditin, II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{iso}$ (1) / ppm</td>
<td>-142.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{iso}$ (2) / ppm</td>
<td>-154.2 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_{iso}^{(119\text{Sn},119\text{Sn})}$ / Hz</td>
<td>4370 ± 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^{(119\text{Sn},119\text{Sn})}$ / Hz</td>
<td>&lt; [315]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The error in the measurement of $2C - |J_{iso}^{(119\text{Sn},119\text{Sn})}|$, 12.5 Hz, allows an upper limit of ±315 Hz to be placed on the value of $A^{(119\text{Sn},119\text{Sn})}$. Results are summarized in Table 4.13. In this case, the antisymmetric part of $J$ is not forced to zero by symmetry; however, the relatively high symmetry of II apparently is enough to ensure $A$ is very small. A small value for $A$ in this case could also arise from a fortuitous cancellation of contributions from competing coupling mechanisms, e.g., PSO and SD.
4.6 Conclusions

The work presented in this chapter clearly emphasizes the three-dimensional orientation-dependent nature of the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling interaction, and the type of information which is available from experiment and theory.

The little-appreciated link between the hyperfine Hamiltonian and the NMR spin-spin coupling Hamiltonian has been developed in the terminology and symbolism familiar to NMR spectroscopists. In particular, the parameters $c_3$ and $c_4$ yield the complete experimental indirect spin-spin coupling tensor, \textit{i.e.}, both the isotropic and the anisotropic parts, for an isolated molecule in the gas phase. In conjunction with \textit{ab initio} and relativistic DFT calculations, this relationship has been exploited fully for the first time to establish periodic trends in one-bond spin-spin coupling tensors for select spin pairs across the periodic table. Several findings improve upon or contrast with earlier work where fewer data were used to reach conclusions. One of the most significant conclusions is that the Fermi-contact mechanism is not dominant in the general case; the paramagnetic spin-orbit and spin-dipolar mechanisms are found to be important if not dominant contributors to the spin-spin coupling tensors for a variety of spin pairs. This conclusion has major implications relating to the standard text-book interpretation of spin-spin coupling constants.

The excellent agreement between the experimental and calculated coupling tensors presented in this chapter is among the first such demonstrations, especially using modern quantum chemistry techniques and for such a wide variety of spin pairs. The excellent agreement between the MCSCF and DFT methods for the light interhalogen diatomics is particularly encouraging. Furthermore, the relativistic ZORA-DFT results
for molecular iodine attest to the applicability of this computational method for calculating heavy-atom spin-spin coupling tensors.

The investigation of $^{2h}J(N, N)$ in the methyleneimine dimer has provided insight into the relative importance of the various coupling mechanisms and the dependence of both the isotropic and anisotropic portions on local molecular structure. The nitrogen-nitrogen distance is dominant in determining $^{2h}J_{iso}(N, N)$ across hydrogen bonds; however, if highly accurate correlations are to be made between $^{2h}J_{iso}(N, N)$ and local molecular structure, consideration of the hydrogen bond angle is also necessary. $^{2h}J_{iso}(N, N)$ provides a measure of hydrogen bond strength insofar as it is related to hydrogen bond length. The general conclusions reached regarding the properties of $^{2h}J(N, N)$ and the dependence of $^{2h}J_{iso}(N, N)$ on local molecular structure should be applicable to similar systems of biological relevance, specifically nucleic acid base pairs.

Finally, the practical requirements for the observation of antisymmetric $J$ coupling have been described for the first time. Although a somewhat esoteric property, the antisymmetric rank-1 part of $J$ remains as the only part of the four most important NMR interaction tensors (CS, $J$, $D$, EFG) which has yet to be observed experimentally. The experimental work presented in this chapter illustrates one strategy by which the first measurement may be made. An upper limit of ±315 Hz has been placed on $A(^{119}Sn, ^{119}Sn)$ in hexa-(p-tolyl)ditin. At this stage, however, a definitively non-zero measurement of $A$ remains elusive.
Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks and Outlook

The research presented in this thesis is of a fundamental nature. The conclusions reached provide evidence that in the context of NMR spectroscopy, such research is critical to the development of a more complete understanding of important concepts (Sections 3.4 and 4.6). Fundamental research is also crucial in the establishment and evolution of new applications. The focus of the work presented herein has been to apply modern experimental and theoretical methods to measure and interpret anisotropic NMR interactions, including chemical shift, indirect spin-spin coupling, direct dipolar coupling, and electric field gradient tensors, for chemical systems representative of various groups of the periodic table. The specific future applications of fundamental NMR research, such as that presented in this thesis, obviously cannot be predicted. However, the following concluding remarks illustrate recent examples of NMR applications where knowledge and understanding of NMR interaction tensors play, or will play, a crucial role.

Recently, there has been an apparent merging of the traditional areas of solution- and solid-state NMR. The convergence of ideas from the two historically distinct areas of research has most successfully been manifested in the rapidly developing field of NMR spectroscopy in dilute liquid crystalline solvents (468). While solution NMR has enjoyed success in the characterization of structure and dynamics for diverse species, one of the most exciting aspects of the new liquid crystal NMR technique is that advantage is taken of residual dipolar couplings as well as residual anisotropic chemical shift.
interactions (469) to refine the structures of biomolecules. These are the types of anisotropic interactions for which the fundamental studies reported in Chapter 3 have provided benchmark values and interpretations for several nuclei whose potential has yet to be fully exploited in NMR. Additionally, the theoretical calculations of $J$-couplings across hydrogen bonds reported in Chapter 4 provide valuable information which may be used to help in structure determination about hydrogen bonds in biomolecules.

The past year has seen NMR studies carried out at the two extremes of applied magnetic field strengths: $^{27}$Al NMR studies of solids at 40 T (1$^1$H frequency of 1700 MHz) (470), and solution NMR of small molecules in microtesla fields (1$^1$H frequency of ~ 100 Hz) (471). The research reported in this thesis bears direct implications on NMR spectra acquired at such extreme applied magnetic field strengths. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, chemical shift tensors have the potential to completely dominate the appearance of the solid-state NMR spectra of transition metal nuclei in inorganic and organometallic complexes. Thus, at field strengths as high as 40 T, a thorough understanding of the CS interaction in quadrupolar nuclei becomes critical. In contrast, in microtesla fields, all chemical shift information is lost and the $J$-coupling interaction becomes dominant. In a commentary in Science, R. F. Service makes the claim that "$J$-coupling could revolutionize medical imaging by making the machines [...] cheap enough for the doctors’s office" (472). The research into the 2$^{nd}$-rank tensor properties of $J$, as well as periodic trends in $J$, presented in Chapter 4 will have a greater impact as lower magnetic fields strengths come into vogue.

The outlook for increased application of the tensor properties of NMR parameters, rather than simply their isotropic values, is optimistic. Central to this
continued growth are technological developments in the form of larger NMR magnets, theoretical advances which render the accurate calculation and interpretation of NMR interaction tensors more and more feasible and useful to spectroscopists, and the ongoing thrust to develop increasingly accurate and precise NMR techniques for structural determination of a variety of chemical species such as biological macromolecules. Fundamental research in NMR and computational chemistry will continue to act as the foundation for these advances.
Chapter 6: Ongoing and Future Research Directions

There are several possible directions which future research could take, based on the results reported in this thesis. Some representative examples are discussed below.

6.1 Chemical Shift Tensors for Transition Metal Nuclei

As with the $^{95}$Mo and $^{52}$Cr solid-state NMR results presented in Chapter 3, the opportunity to make precise determinations of chemical shift tensors for many transition metal nuclei exists. One promising example is $^{99}$Ru ($I = 5/2$, $NA = 12.72 \%$, $Q = 7.9$ fm$^3$), which remains as one of the few transition metal nuclei which has not been investigated in any substantial way by solid-state NMR (84). Solid-state NMR of $^{99}$Ru should be less difficult than for $^{52}$Cr, if compounds of appropriately high symmetry are chosen for study. Several candidates are found in the work by Gaemers et al., who have carried out some solution $^{99}$Ru NMR studies (473). Numerous pseudo-octahedral

![Figure 6.1: Generic structure of pseudo-octahedral ruthenium compounds to be studied by solid-state $^{99}$Ru NMR spectroscopy.](image)
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organometallic compounds of the type shown in Figure 6.1 have given narrow solution line widths, e.g., as low as 25 Hz for \( X = \text{CH}_3 \) and \( Y = \text{Br} \). Such narrow line widths imply a small EFG at ruthenium, which bodes well for the observation of \(^{99}\text{Ru}\) in the solid state.

Observation and interpretation of \(^{99}\text{Ru}\) EFG and CS tensors will increase the body of knowledge available for quadrupolar transition metal nuclei. To date, no ruthenium CS tensor has been measured. Relativistic ZORA-DFT calculations are expected to be of great benefit in the interpretation of the data.

Synthesis of the compounds of the type shown in Figure 6.1 has been initiated in the Wasylishen lab by Kris Ooms.

6.2 \( J \) coupling in Biologically Relevant Systems

As mentioned in Chapter 5, a great deal of recent activity in the area of biomolecular structure determination relies on the measurement of residual dipolar coupling constants in dilute liquid crystalline media. These residual dipolar coupling constants are proportional to the full direct dipolar coupling constant (eq. 2.32) and hence to internuclear distances as well as bond vector orientations. However, as described in section 2.1.6, any observed dipolar coupling constant is in fact an effective dipolar coupling constant which contains a contribution from \( \Delta J \). To date, the influence of \( \Delta J \) on the biomolecular structure refinements has not been addressed in the literature. Although the influence of \( \Delta J \) is expected to be small for the light atoms involved in molecules such as peptides, ignoring its effect completely will introduce small unknown errors into the NMR-derived structures.
A future research project will employ the computational methods described in Chapter 4 to provide reliable estimates of one-bond $\Delta J$ values for small compounds which model larger peptides and DNA fragments, such as glycylglycine (Figure 6.2) and a nucleic acid base pair. Knowledge of these values may allow for appropriate corrections to be made to observed residual dipolar coupling constants in biomolecular structure determination. Work in this direction is currently underway.

$\Delta J^{(15N, ^1H)}$

Figure 6.2: Glycylglycine, a candidate for calculating one-bond spin-spin coupling anisotropies, e.g., for the amide nitrogen-proton spin pair.

6.3. Experimental Evidence for Antisymmetry in NMR Interaction Tensors

The experimental attempts to measure the antisymmetric part of $J$ in Chapter 4 allowed for an upper limit to be placed on the antisymmetric coupling constant. However, now that the practical methodology for measuring $A$ has been described, the limitation becomes the identification and synthesis of an appropriate compound for which $A$ will be significantly non-zero. As described in Chapter 4, compounds with tin-tin bonds are the most promising candidates. In the Wasylishen lab, Kris Harris has begun
the synthesis of 1,1,2,2-tetra-\(\tau\)-butyl-1,2-bis(2,4,6-triisopropylphenyl)ditin. This compound satisfies all of the requirements for the observation of antisymmetric \(J\) coupling, and has the additional advantage over hexa-(\(p\)-tolyl)ditin of lower symmetry about the tin-tin axis.

Another candidate for observing antisymmetric \(J\) coupling is \([\text{HB}(3,5-\text{Me}_2\text{pz})_3\text{Cd}]_2\) (pz = pyrazolyl ring), for which a particularly large isotropic \(^{113}\text{Cd}-^{111}\text{Cd}\) coupling constant of 20646 Hz has been observed in solution (474). Many other systems are also currently being considered.

* * * *

Finally, several other projects have been completed which have not been discussed in this thesis (see Appendix B), and several more are currently in progress. Research can be addictive, with each new discovery leading to a new set of even more intriguing questions and challenges.

\textit{The farther one travels,}
\textit{the less one knows...}
\textit{the less one really knows.}

- George Harrison (1943-2001)
  in The Beatles' "The Inner Light"
Appendix A: Restricted active space selection for ClF

The process by which the restricted active space is chosen in a Dalton calculation of J tensors is presented here. A similar process is used for complete active space calculations. Chlorine monofluoride is used as an example.

The first step in the process is to generate Hartree-Fock orbital energies and MP2 natural orbital occupation numbers for the molecule. This is done by running an MP2 calculation partway through until the natural orbitals are generated in the output file. For heteronuclear diatomic molecules, which are represented in the $C_{2v}$ point group in Dalton, there are four orbital symmetries: $A_1$, $B_1$, $B_2$, and $A_2$. For ClF at the equilibrium bond length, with the cc-pVQZ basis set, the orbital energies and occupation numbers are given in Tables A1 - A8. The energies have been rounded to 4 decimal places and the occupation numbers to 5 decimal places for convenience. The columns of the tables have no significance; the energies and occupation numbers are listed in order from left to right across the rows.
### Table A1: Hartree-Fock orbital energies for ClF, symmetry 1 ($A_1$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-104.938</th>
<th>-26.3560</th>
<th>-10.6556</th>
<th>-8.1231</th>
<th>-1.6402</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1.1057</td>
<td>-0.7009</td>
<td>0.0365</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.1184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1857</td>
<td>0.2569</td>
<td>0.3327</td>
<td>0.3550</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6377</td>
<td>0.6437</td>
<td>0.6818</td>
<td>0.7986</td>
<td>0.8794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9412</td>
<td>1.0044</td>
<td>1.2042</td>
<td>1.4641</td>
<td>1.7118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7173</td>
<td>1.7829</td>
<td>1.8421</td>
<td>2.0429</td>
<td>2.0612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1651</td>
<td>2.1677</td>
<td>2.4357</td>
<td>2.4903</td>
<td>2.6044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8951</td>
<td>3.1050</td>
<td>4.1068</td>
<td>4.2240</td>
<td>4.4079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4551</td>
<td>4.663</td>
<td>4.6781</td>
<td>4.7259</td>
<td>4.7648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3608</td>
<td>5.4327</td>
<td>5.4403</td>
<td>5.6688</td>
<td>5.7886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.8780</td>
<td>6.2699</td>
<td>6.9568</td>
<td>8.2865</td>
<td>13.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.7461</td>
<td>17.4245</td>
<td>24.6039</td>
<td>54.557</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A2: Hartree-Fock orbital energies for ClF, symmetry 2 ($B_1$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-8.119</th>
<th>-0.7265</th>
<th>-0.4934</th>
<th>0.0922</th>
<th>0.2035</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.3263</td>
<td>0.4525</td>
<td>0.6560</td>
<td>0.8052</td>
<td>0.8132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9246</td>
<td>1.1551</td>
<td>1.7044</td>
<td>1.7264</td>
<td>1.8254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8532</td>
<td>2.0238</td>
<td>2.121</td>
<td>2.2075</td>
<td>2.4782</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9688</td>
<td>3.7141</td>
<td>4.2618</td>
<td>4.4276</td>
<td>4.6214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6474</td>
<td>4.8561</td>
<td>4.9476</td>
<td>5.5446</td>
<td>5.5926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.0324</td>
<td>15.8354</td>
<td>16.0827</td>
<td>17.212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A3: Hartree-Fock orbital energies for ClF, symmetry 3 ($B_3$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-8.119</th>
<th>-0.727</th>
<th>-0.4934</th>
<th>0.0922</th>
<th>0.2035</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.3263</td>
<td>0.4525</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.8052</td>
<td>0.8132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9246</td>
<td>1.1551</td>
<td>1.7044</td>
<td>1.7264</td>
<td>1.8254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8532</td>
<td>2.0238</td>
<td>2.121</td>
<td>2.2075</td>
<td>2.4782</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9688</td>
<td>3.7141</td>
<td>4.2618</td>
<td>4.4276</td>
<td>4.6214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6474</td>
<td>4.8561</td>
<td>4.9476</td>
<td>5.5446</td>
<td>5.5926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.9662</td>
<td>6.4483</td>
<td>6.8711</td>
<td>13.219</td>
<td>13.6713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.0324</td>
<td>15.8354</td>
<td>16.0827</td>
<td>17.212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A4: Hartree-Fock orbital energies for ClF, symmetry 4 ($A_2$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0.2569</th>
<th>0.6377</th>
<th>0.6818</th>
<th>0.9412</th>
<th>1.7118</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.7829</td>
<td>1.8421</td>
<td>2.0612</td>
<td>2.1651</td>
<td>2.6044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2240</td>
<td>4.4551</td>
<td>4.6630</td>
<td>4.6781</td>
<td>4.7259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4403</td>
<td>5.7886</td>
<td>5.878</td>
<td>13.6400</td>
<td>13.8535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.9502</td>
<td>16.7461</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.00000</td>
<td>1.99937</td>
<td>1.99937</td>
<td>1.99858</td>
<td>1.98614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.97610</td>
<td>1.93843</td>
<td>0.05530</td>
<td>0.01639</td>
<td>0.01079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00922</td>
<td>0.00542</td>
<td>0.00491</td>
<td>0.00482</td>
<td>0.00251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00138</td>
<td>0.00129</td>
<td>0.00087</td>
<td>0.00072</td>
<td>0.00059</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00055</td>
<td>0.00055</td>
<td>0.00042</td>
<td>0.00042</td>
<td>0.00039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00037</td>
<td>0.00027</td>
<td>0.00025</td>
<td>0.00019</td>
<td>0.00018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00015</td>
<td>0.00013</td>
<td>0.00012</td>
<td>0.00012</td>
<td>0.00010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00008</td>
<td>0.00008</td>
<td>0.00007</td>
<td>0.00007</td>
<td>0.00006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00006</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>0.00004</td>
<td>0.00003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table A6: Natural orbital occupation numbers for ClF, symmetry 2 ($B_1$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.99880</td>
<td>1.97101</td>
<td>1.95635</td>
<td>0.02286</td>
<td>0.00987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00817</td>
<td>0.00450</td>
<td>0.00138</td>
<td>0.00113</td>
<td>0.00082</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00065</td>
<td>0.00055</td>
<td>0.00042</td>
<td>0.00040</td>
<td>0.00030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00021</td>
<td>0.00016</td>
<td>0.00015</td>
<td>0.00014</td>
<td>0.00013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00011</td>
<td>0.00008</td>
<td>0.00008</td>
<td>0.00007</td>
<td>0.00006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>0.00003</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>-0.00003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table A7: Natural orbital occupation numbers for ClF, symmetry 3 ($B_2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.99880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table A8: Natural orbital occupation numbers for ClF, symmetry 4 ($A_2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As described in Section 2.3, there are four orbital spaces which must be chosen in a RAS calculation: inactive, RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3. Usually the RAS1 space is empty. One of the most important factors in choosing an appropriate set of orbitals to include in a given active space window is that all of the orbital symmetries are treated equally in terms of where the energy or occupation number cutoffs are made.

The inactive orbitals are chosen on the basis of the HF energies. From a simple MO picture, a good choice for the inactive orbitals are the core orbitals, i.e. the 1s\(^2\) orbitals which are associated with fluorine and the 1s\(^3\) and 2s\(^2\)2p\(^6\) orbitals which are associated with chlorine. This corresponds to a total of six doubly occupied orbitals; four of σ symmetry and two of π symmetry. These orbitals may be easily identified as the four low-lying orbitals of A\(_1\) symmetry (Table A1) and one each from the orbitals of B\(_1\) and B\(_2\) symmetries (Tables A2 and A3). The appropriateness of this selection of orbitals is exemplified in the fact that for the first three orbital symmetries, an obvious cutoff point in the energies is approximately -8.1 au. The fourth symmetry (A\(_2\)) has no orbitals in the inactive space. This selection of inactive orbitals is represented as "4110".

The RAS2 space is generally chosen to include the remainder of those orbitals with negative HF energies which have not already been included in the inactive space. Referring to Tables A1 - A4, there are 3 from A\(_1\), 2 from B\(_1\), 2 from B\(_2\), and zero from A\(_2\). This selection of the RAS2 space is represented as "3220".

The RAS3 space is chosen to include as many virtual orbitals as possible within the limitations of the computational resources. The orbitals are chosen on the basis of the MP2 natural orbital occupation numbers. Referring to Tables A5 - A8, it may be noted
that all orbitals with occupations close to 2.00 have already been assigned to orbital
spaces: the first 7 orbitals in $A_1$, the first 3 orbitals in $B_1$ and $B_2$, and zero orbitals in $A_2$. A
critical requirement in choosing the orbitals which go into RAS3 is to select an
appropriate occupation number cutoff point. For example, it is not appropriate to include
an orbital with occupation number $0.00491$ and exclude an orbital with occupation
number $0.00482$. Observation of the occupation numbers for the first three orbital
symmetries (Tables A5 - A7) indicates that there is a relatively large gap in the
occupation numbers between $\sim 0.009$ and $\sim 0.005$. Thus an appropriate RAS3 space
includes 4 orbitals of $A_1$ symmetry, 3 orbitals of $B_1$ symmetry, 3 orbitals of $B_2$ symmetry,
and 1 orbital of $A_2$ symmetry. Inclusion of more orbitals of $A_2$ symmetry would not be
appropriate since the occupation number of the next orbital is $0.00491$ and the choice has
been made to exclude orbitals which are on the high-energy side of the gap identified in
the occupation numbers of the first three symmetries. The RAS3 space is represented as
"4331". In practice, the RAS3 space is the most difficult to select. Often one encounters
difficulties with the size of the calculation, or convergence problems.

The results of the RAS calculation on ClF described above are presented in Table
4.9.
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